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Chief Justice William P. Whitehouse of

Augusta Presiding.
The January term of the Supreme Judicial
Court opened in the court house in Belfast,
Jan.,2d. Following are the officers and juries
in attendance:
Judge, Chief Justice William P. Whitehouse,

Augusta.
Stenographer, J. Stanley Estes, Fort Fairfield.

Clerk, George L Keating, Belfast.
Chaplain, Rev. David L. Wilson, Belfast.
County Attorney, Eben F. Littlefield, Bel-

|ke8--For

EdiMs ie

fast.

Churches. .Wedding
Hon‘w* T‘ Haines

for the accidental killing of the plaintiff’s dog
Jan* 21, 1911, while driving his ento past the
residence of the plaintiff.
llr. Redman
testified that he paid $8 for the dew and that a
few yean ago he was offered $80 for him.
The writ ehargsa the defendant with carelessness, Fred W. Brown for plaintiff summoned Charles and Carl Merrithew and Mrs.
Abbie
E.
Wood, Redman’s neighbors,
who described the accident in practically the
same language. Arthur Ritchie for the defense,
summoned Dr. J. W. Darling and John W.
Jones to prove that the dog was not worth
more than (6 or $6 and maintained that Dr.
Tapley was using ordinary care and had full
control of hia machine. Dr. Tapley was accompanied by Mrs. Tapley and was on bis way
to East Belfast to visit patients. Judge Whitehouse gave the jury an impartial charge and
they took the case at the opening of court in
the afternoon. At 4 p. m. they returned a
verdict of $8.22 for the plaintiff.

Sheriff, Edwin, S. Jenkins, Belfast.
Orier, Joseph A. Sprague, Ialesboro.
THE GRAND JURY FINDS 26 INDICTMENTS.
o Aeifast
Messenger, Orrin J. Dickey, Belfast,
The Grand Jury reported at 2.45 Wednesday
A MA0f J^Sea. .when Neptune
Deputy sheriffs in attendance: Percy S. afternoon, hav ing found 25 indictments,practiPotatoes..
»*PpeA^®*’ England
Edgecomb. Belfast; Charles O. Dickey, North- cally all for the illegal sale of liquor. The only
Men
VKsligion Forward Move- port.
indictments made public were: State vs. Harry
Mission of the Grange..
W. B. Kendall, larceny from person;4eroy E.
O. C. Roberts of Jackson has charge of the Palmer,
larceny of diamond ring! Stanley
Page 7. An EaA| yfe With the Immorgrand jury; Edward Goodwin of Lincoinville Laroch, larceny of suit of clothes, and Earl D.
beautiful.
.Wedding the first traverse jury,;and Willard Whitaker Bean, manslaughter.
JjS' '^fcan
Bells.
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Olfe^RANGES.

The officers of V
Grange, Searsmont4
installed
evening, January
3\ with C. F.
installing officer
assisted by Mr. anA Arthur Martin of
South Montville.
m

WeA^.

were

AdA^g

oA.ers

The installation
and the annual
anniversary of
grange. Burnham,
will be held Tuesday,V16th when an allday meeting will be And state Master C.
S. Stetson and C. M. (A
0f skowhegan are

SebaAfc

of Liberty the second traverse jury.
Among the out-of-town attorneys in attendance were Messrs. William P. Thompson of
Bangor, C. W. Hussey ot Waterville, James
Libby of Unity, Ellery Bowden of Winterport,
H. E. Bangs of Searsport, Fred W. Brown of
Brooks.
The Grand Jury. Conrad Beckett, Isleeboro; J. O. Blake, Morrill; Henry W. Carr,

Troy; Grover C. Cox, Liberty; David L. Craig,
Searsmont; Edwin S. Curtis, Monroe; I. O. Engley, Lincoinville; Lincoln A. Gardner, Stockton
Springs; Scott M. Godding, Brooks; D. L.
Hawes, Prospect; A. H. Jones, Jackson; J. H.
Kneeiand, Searsport; Daniel M. Kimball,
Frankfort; George S. Lowell, Montviile; E. E.
Maddocks, Swanville; John W. Morse, Belmont;
Isaac Sanborn, Waldo; I. S. Spencer, Thorndike;
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City Government.

The North Church Guild will meet with Miss
Bertha A. Wiley next Monday evening.

Board of
The annual meeting of the Belfaat
Phoenix Row
Trade was held at the rooms on
attendance.
last Monday evening, with a good
Following is the report of the secretary:
Belfast
Mr. President and members of the
annual
Board of Trade: I herewith submit my
for year 1911.
report as your Secretary
New members added, 14; present memberincumship, 68; receiveil for dues during my
C. W. Wescott, for which 1

The January meeting of the City Government waa held last Monday evening.
Mayor
Hanson presiding.

were

$56,000.

Robbins & Arey, dealeis in confectionery,
cigars, etc., have dissolved partnership. Roscoe Arey continues the business.
The regular meeting of the Improvement Society will be held at the office of Dunton &
Morse Saturday, January 6th, at 7 p. m.

Rev. M. S. Hill went to Waterville yesterfor a short visit with relatives.

day

|

Belfast Board of Trade.

day

Mi« Haul Pendleton of Ieleeboro is
visiting
her grandparents in Troy,

Miss Alice I. Whitten left yesterday for
Hiss Alda Sargent of Sears portis the
With this issue The Republican Journal enters upon its 84th! 1
guest
Orono to reaome her studies at the
of Mr. and Hrs. Ralph H. Howes.
University
but
and
volume,
year
redly these anniversaries come around so!! Mias Anne
of Maine.
Bryant of Unity has gone to Porthat
it
worth
seems
while to note them. As
hardly
Hon. Arthur I. Brown was in Augusta Tuestersvilla, Calif., to spend the winter.
:; frequently
Hr. and Mrs. E. D. Colby of Sunset are day to attend a meeting of the Republican
; to The Journal's mission for the New Year, it need only be add !;
it will maintain the policy it has consistently followed for!! ■pending the holidays with relatives in this State committee.
;
Miss Isabel Towle returned last
sity.
Monday to
; jmany years, and continue to labor for the material prosperity!!
Hrs. Will Herrick left Unity last week to Danbury, Conn,, to resume her teaching in the
; ;and moral uplift of the city, county and State. It will, as here-!! visit her brother in Chicago and her sister in Model Training school.
Tom Randall left Monday for
;; tofore, denounce and expose graft and fraud wherever found,!! Cleveland, O.
Farmington
after spending New Years with his
parents,
;; and stand for the maintenance of law and order. The words of!! Mr. and Hrs. George E. Bryant and little Mr. and
Mrs.
William
M.
Randall.
■on Harding of Burnham are
spending several
,; commendation and approval received during the past year and a!! weeks
Mrs. M. F. Peavy, Miss Evelyn L. and Mr.
in Freedom.
;; subscription list that shows a steady and healthful growth are!! Mr. and Mrs. S. J. Mudgett ot Burnham Ralph L. Peavey will leave today, Thursday,
! I incentives to increased effort in these directions and to make The!! spent Christmas in Troy, guests of her father, for Dallas, Texas, where they will spend January and February. En route they will attend
! i M. W. Monroe.
!! Journal more worthy of its intelligent and loyal constituency.
the auto show in New York. In March
they
Wilbur
O.
Colby is in Torrington, Conn., will make a visit to the
To all our readers, at home and abroad, we wish a happy and''
!;
Pacific coast.

<

The Journal’s review of the past year will
be published next week.

The City National Bank had its busiest day
yet Tuesday, Jan. 2nd. Its deposits for the

PERSONAL.

PERSONAL.

bency, *93.00; paid
hold his receipt, *98.00.

IN

BOARD

ALDERMEN.
The records of the December
meeting were
read and approved.
The roll of accounts for January were read
and ordered paid, as follows:
OF

Contingent. $906 83
Fire Department.
82 92
Free Library.
92 33
General School Purposes....
School Contingent..
Repairs and Insurance.

where he has a good position with the Excelsior Needle Company.

"THE COMING OF THE KING."

Hiss Marian Wells, who spent Christmas at
home, returned to Boston last Saturday to resume her music studies.

Dudley Buck’s Cantata Beautifully Rendered by the Belfast Musical Society.

Mrs. Sally Durham Hanshue, who is
visiting
relatives in Belfast, will leave today on a
business trip to Boston.

Maurice Lord, a student of Colby College,
arrived last Tuesday for a short visit with
friends in Belfast.
Mr. Charles H. Brier has returned to New

York, after spending the holidays with his
family on North port avenue.
Frank B. Haxeltine will leave today, Thursi ay, for Lancaster, Pa., where he will enter
the Yeatea Private School for Boys.

The rendition of Dudley Buck’s cantata, “The
of the King,” by the Belfast Musical
Society at the First Parish (Unitarian) church
last Sunday afternoon marked another
triumph
for that organization and for its musical diMr.
rector,
Elbridge S. Pitcher. An audience
which filled the church listened appreciatively
to a brief address by the pastor, the Rev. Chas.
Berkley Ames, which rapidly portrayed the
life and works of the composer. From the
opening strains of "Noel,” the prelude for the
organ, replete as it was with strains of familiar
Christmas hymn, to the dying away of the
last Amen, the audience seemed to be held
firmly by the singers and their message. The
prophecy, a soprano solo, “O Jerusalem, look
about thee” was sung by Miss Katherine £/
Quimby in a pleasing manner and was foil'
by the chorus singing the message of tVLTu
vent, "Awake, awake, put on thy
0 Zion.”
This was most
effecy,. en
dered. There was a really sptot ,
ing of the voices and the vr'r„° 8°U?

Coming

414 54
resa35 01
The Belfast Board of Trade has many
86 86
1911.
Among the graduates of the Maine Insane
for the year
ons to be proud of its work
Highways.
20916
Daniel M. Spenser, Winterport; Leroy Staples,
school at Augusta is Mrs.
us
Cemetery...
2 00 lospital training
A vastly better atmosphere surrounds
Belfast, O. B. Ward, Freedom; Reuel S. Ward,
May V. Prescott of Weeks Mills.
animosiPersonal
one
of
ago.
than
that
year
oi morrm was cauea.
Total. $1,829 64
Unity.
Mrs. Goldie I. Curtis and Miss Helen Brier
have been put by in
The Universalist Social Aid will meet with ties and ancient grouches
Council concurred.
“■■‘R
uwduuj
gtauu J
gauiuvu
of
and
returned Monday from Camden, where they
growth
the
see
uplifting
the desire to
Mrs.
John
A.
The
bid
of
O.
W.
Gould
of Lincolnville to ex- lad been
Fogg this, Thursday, evening.
with J. H. Kneeland of Searsport foreman.
guests of Mrs. A. A. Paul.
the city. Certain factions which formerly terminate the brown
tail moth nests in the
The First Traverse Jury. Austin W. It is the annual meeting and a full attendance
could be found
Mrs.
were of the idea that no good
Fernald of Troy, who has been
Henry
limits of the highways of Belfast was opened
Keating, Belfast, foreman; William H. Bray, is requested.
it the Waldo County Hospital the
in their supposed enemies have found that, and
past month
read.
The
bid
was for the sum of $1,600.
H.
WinterGeo.
R.
F.
D.
The
12
in
Clements,
2,
Belfast;
History class,
number, enjoyed a after all, we are all pretty good people.
lor surgical treatment, returned home last
Voted
to
said
bid
on
the
lay
table.
E.
C.
E.
DrinkCouncil
C.
Coombs, Islesboro;
port;
supper at the Colonial New Year’s night. The
The shoe factory proposition has been met
Monday.
water, Northport; Willard B. Ellis, Monroe; M. class go frequently to the ponds and seashore and settled to the entire satisfaction of all concurred.
Miss Edith C. Wilson returned to Gardiner
r
The report of the tax collector for 1911 was
J. Fernald, Troy; Isaac A. Flagg, Belmont; J. in summer, but this is their first winter fesbetterment
and
to
the
and
growth
concerned,
Monday to resume her duties in the Gardinerr
read and accepted. The collector
E. McKeen, Swanville; Lewis Leroy Morse, tivity.
reported
of our entire community.
s
$48,000 collected and turned over to the city
Searsmont; J. S. Mullen, Lincolnville; E. T.
Walter H. Richards is moving his stock of 5
Excursions from various points have been
treasurer. Council concurred.
and 10 cent goods from the store in Masonic brought to the city, which have augmented the
Reynolds, Unity,
The report of the City Marshal was read and
f
The Second Traverse Jury.
James M. Temple to rooms in the Knights of
Pythias trade of all the merchants.
accepted. The Marshal reported the whole numr
Pendleton of Searsport, foreman; Cyrus W. building, where he will engage in a wholesale
A sardine factory has been built and has had
d
and ber of arrests for December as sixteen. CounAchorn, Morrill; E. L. Bartlett, Thorndike; business in this line.
a good tun of fish for the time it was open,
1
cil concurred.
William J. Blood, Waldo; W. L. Boyd, Jackson;
were
which
promptmade
Mrs. Way land Knowlton received word Tues- the help
good wages
The following orders were read and passed
Charles A. Eames, Searsport; Wellman L. Hanto our people
h
day of the death of her mother, Mrs. Sally ly paid in cash, and it was paid
in concurrence:
f
son, Stockton Springs;* Ralph Hay ford, Belfast;
Wentworth of Knox. Her age was 100 years, who put it into circulation, and everybody
€
Ordered, That the City Treasurer be and is
Hollis L. Jackson, Montville; R. A. Laine 3 months and 17
The history of her life gets his or her rightful share.
days.
and clear tenor tones, sang the solo
t
hereby authorized and* directed to draw an
Frankfort; E. J. Vose, Knox; Frank E. Worthing, will be told in our next issue.
A corn canning factory has been built, and it
hail, thou that art highly favored.” Mr.
1
fac- order payable to the Belfast Hook& Ladder
Palermo.
is
one of the most modern and up-to-date
At the regular meeting of tne directors of
"Johnson was in splended voice and his work
t
Supernum aries; James A. Carle ton. Winterand we are glad to learn Co., No 1, in the sum of $82.76, in settlement
the Home for Aged Women last Tuesday tories in the State,
showed marked improvement over earlier ef1
of their bill dated December 31,1911, same to
of
firms
and
H.
L.
Burnham.
Rufus
A.
the
port
McAlister,
that one of
leading fancy grocery
forts.
The male chorus sang “We march
evening a vote of thanks was extended to
J
be
from
Fire
paid
Department
appropriation.
Harriman of Prospect was excused by Judge
local friends for gifts at Christmas and for New England put their Premier brand upon
a_i—_a
m_1 11_•*._ _«_
through the cool of the night” in vigorous
f
miuib iiereWhitehouse. He was sworn in, but his lum- t he dinner
Belfast cannery.
sent by Mrs. Ira M. Cobe of Chicago. the product of the
fashion, and Messrs. A. N. Johnson, Leon
I
authorized and instructed to advertise for
While the Board of Trade can hardly claim by
bering business demanded his special attenBeckwith and John Parker sang “We three
The B. H. S. class of ’12 will have a dance in
t
further bids for exterminating brown tail
tion. Elmer B. Decrow of Belfast was also exthe entire credit of the installation of this
Odd Fellows Hall Friday evening, Jan. 12th,
kings of Orient are” with real spirit. The
moths from trees and bushes on the highways
cused from jury duty by the judge.
nlant. it was and is ready and willing to do its
female chorus, “And there were, in that same
with music by Keyes orchestra.
i;
of Belfast and limbs of trees and bushes
Early in
Both juries were excused by the judge dishare.
the class will present two plays,
country,” was given with good effect, and the
February
over said highways.
projecting
Said
adverrectly after the organization until 9.30 o'clock “The Teeth of the
An up-to-date Opera House is being built,
tenor solo, “Fear not, for behold I bring
Gift Horse,” and “The
tisement to be in such three daily papers of
you
with thirty-five other buildWednesday morning.
Scheme that Failed,” the proceeds to be used which together
good tidings,” a most beautiful number,
the State of Maine as appear proper to the
which
and
the
No cases were on the assigned docket at the for
shows
progress
enterprise
ings,
was rendered by Ralph I.
Morse with most
graduation expenses.
clerk, said bids to be submitted to the city
Ic
is rampant in our midst.
opening of court, but Judge Whitehouse sugclear and pleasing voice. A mighty chorus
clerk on or before 7 p. m., January 20, 1912,
Dr. W. L. West, secretary of the Belfast Ij
Si
its
stock
and
was
formed
Co.
save
time
to
have
them
Estate
it
would
A
Real
gested that
followed, “Glory to God in the Highest, which
the city council reserving the right to reject
Board of Trade, received a letter yesterday
I practically all subscribed to b/iild eighteen
assigned. Following is the list of cases and
quite equalled the earlier effort of the full
or all bids submitted.
from George S. Hobbs, second vice president
any
Adjourned.
of
this
company
! dwelling houses. The plans
dates of trial:
chorus. Mr. John Parker’s fine baritone was
In Municipal Officers, Mayor Hanson presidof the M. C. R. R., in which he promises an
in
i are not given up, but are being held abey"WEDNESDAY.
heard to good advantage in the solo from the
Aldermen Jellison and Redman absent
earlier delivery of freight and to look after
Calvin Redman vs. Eugene Tapley. Brown;
! ance, awaiting the opening of spring and its ing,
A hearing was held on complaint that Marian
Departure of the Shepherds, entitled “And it
the detention of freight cars but ignores the
B ates, an inmate of Girls* Home, was insane.
i outlook for their consummation.
Ritchie.
came to pass,” and the male chorus sang “Let
*
for better passenger and mail service.
More than two hundred letters have been Testimony was presented from Drs. Kiig
Herbert Black vs. John Mclnnis. Buzzell; request
us now go even unto Bethlehem.”
Miss Edna
The D. A. R. will meet next Monday even- written in relation to various new enterprises, and Wilson, and on motion it was voted
Ritchie.
commit said Marian Bates to the
Hopkins, conspicuous among the younger
with
Miss
Belfast.
ing
Amy Stoddard. The program and industries for
THURSDAY.
sane Hospital at Augusta.
singers of the city, in a voice of real sweetThe chairman of the committee on.
A committee has met the officers of the
L. L. Rogers vs. John Hall.
Dun ton & will be as follows: roll call, quotations from
ness and sympathy, sang the soprano solo,
and
that
the
bridges
comi
reported
“Poor Richard;” reading, “Franklin as a Phil- Maine Central R. R. asking for better terminal
aad 1
Morse; Ritchie.
“And they came with haste,” the full chorus
!
unable to obtain figures of
^«wwu\« ttcjjimeui oi tne
street
pi
has been
riarc* MilHorace Murphy vs. C. C. Ham.
Ritchie; osopher,” by Mrs. Tuttle; paper, “Life of Ben- and shipping facilities, and a petition
then taking up the strains of “Christian,
I
damages in the matter of
was
itant of Maine, went to
Rocklan.lesterty to Buzzell.
jamin Franklin,” by Mrs. Woodcock; readings, I circulated, obtaining the signatures of all the from Bridge street to T
lt construction I ,
awake, salute the happy morn,” rendering it
make an official inspection of Cuon
further reported that t]
“Franklin’s
askin
the
with
the
and
men
l4ayGout”
land
and
business
Dialogue
city,
including
Brooks Grain Company vs. F. L. Bickford.
professional
with vim and spirit. The Virgin's Lullaby, an
was estimated at
ette. He
was
accompanied by Arth% R.
“Franklin’s Toast,” by Mrs. Mayo.
sCCepted.
ing for a six o’clock train to leave Belfast.
alto solo, entitled “Sleep, My Jesu, Sleep my
Brown, Jr.; Ritchie.
damages. The r<
veasurer in the matMurch, lieutenant elect of Cantc PaU^of
behave
A committee of the Board
appeared
The report of t]
Advertised Letters. Following is a list of
Ralph Murphy vs. Cyrus Ryder. Ritchie;
Bestr,” was sung by Mrs. Pitcher with a rich
j^fiett store, so-called, \
this city.
ter of repairs
g read and accepted,
letters remaining unclaimed in the Belfast post fore the city government, asking that a street
voice full of the expression of the mothe; ly
Buzzell.
1
in
bl
Hayford
Golden Cross lemple, Pythian
office for the week ending Jan. 2nd: Ladies^ be laid out and built from the bridge to the M.
FRIDAY.
spirit. The most difficult part of the cantata,
Adjourned.-,of the King,” last Sunday
afternoon, and it the
elected officers as follows:
was
Mos excettnt
part of Herod in the questioning of the
Elijah Phillips vs. Geo. A. Ames and Belfast Mrs. Anna Burgess, Miss M. M. Bates, Mrs. C. R. R. station, and a special committee
SESSION.
SOCIAL
was sung by Mrs. E. S. Pitcher.
chief, Mrs. B. Spencer; senior, Hamah Be|h; Savings Bank, Trustee. W. F. Jude for deft.; Mildred Marden. Miss M. E. Patterson. Mrs. appointed who inform me that without doubt
Magi, was sung by Mr. A. P. Goodhue, a recent
M r. John Percy Simmons, B. H. S., ’02, a civil
junior, Isabel Langill; manager, Fior Wa|r- Dunton & Morse for Trustee.
: to Meet at 10 a. m. March
Elizabeth Pierce, Mies Angelina Simonson it will be built.
acquisition to the musical forces of the city.
Ten thousand folders have been printed and The
nian; mistress of records and correspm
engineer, who is employed in Long Island City, With a deep and full voice, Mr. Goodhue ac20th.
John Ward vs. Arthur Jackson. Brown, Jr.; Mrs. Maria Watterman, Miss Annie Wellman,
N. Y., is spending a vacation with his parents,
Manny Flood; protector, Annie Sar.bon:
Gentlemen
Oliver G. Critchett, Herbert distributed, telling the many and varied adquitted himself splendidly in a difficult role
Rogers.
{ flaisted last Friday afternoon issued a
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Simmons of Poor’s and made a
Cora Norton.
T. 6. Fellows vs. F. L. Bartlett. Fellows & Crookes, Thomas Knowles, Robinson & Cleaves, vantages of Belfast, and even from as far
place for himself among our leadjf/a/nation for a special session of the LegisMills, and is calling on his many Belfast ing male singers. The work of the Magi
of praise
WalHn T/lHcrp nf
ITallnRm U
-Fellows! Stearns.
The next meeting of Seaside Chautauqua away as Hawaii have come words
lature, requiring the senators and representa- friends.
and Retainers was creditable, as was also the
Same vs. Wilbur Taylor. Fellows & Fel- Circle will be with Mrs. Archie Peavey, No. 53 for our enterprise.
ives to assemble in their respective chambers,
following officers for the ensuing year: Nobl
We regret, very sincerely, that all the mrl e t the Capitol, in
chorus of women as they rendered “In Ramah
Bither
and
&
Smith
Snare.
went
George
to
on
ows;
Benjamin
Maurice
Mayo
Augusta,
Walker
street,
the
Congress
grand,
Monday afternoon, January
Wednesday,
Lord; vice gram I
and labor of the year’s campaign
2 3th day of March, 1912, at 10 o’clock in the Unity Tuesday on a fishing trip. They were there was a voice heard.” Miss Hopkins reHarry Stimpson; recording secretary, Samui | Same vs. Leroy Littlefield. Fellows & Fel- 8th. The lesson will be from the Decembei
back
a string of fine pickvery
lucky,
bringing
borne by a few devoted workers,
her earlier success in the solo, “And
fhe f >renoon. The proclamation reads:
Adams; financial secretary, W. A. Macombe I'Ws; Bowden.
Chautauquan magazine, "Reading Journey in
erel, twenty-nine in number, the largest of peated
when they had come unto the house,” and Mr.
Our laws relating to the conduct of elections, which weighed
I Same vs. A. L. Clark. Fellows & Fellows; South America,” “American Dramatists” ant sustained the flagging interests,
4
3-4
pounds.—Fairfield
treasurer, Ralph H. Howes;
W.
V
trustees,
t le making of returns to the Governor and
•Journal.
Parker’s baritone voice was effective again as
and by their united an^
“American Engineering.”
Roll-call fron meetings
Keen, R. F. Dunton and L. T. Shales; ha I Vinton & Morse.
ouncil, the tabulating of such returns and
he sang “And being warned of God.” The
efforts have accomplished
Frank E. Cairns, the American whom the climax
t0 over- f ae declaration of
vs. M. H. Lane.
Fellows
&
and
Same
John
in
Fellows;
December
Parker.
“Highways
came in thp sincrincr nf
ITir^loa •»
Byways”
the
agent,
magaresult thereof, are unThey will be installs j
If it is (as I believe it
d the deadc ertain in their wording and
triton & Morse.
zine.
tomorrow, Friday, evening by District
Program: story, “A Day in Buenoi
inadequate in sub- Persian regent and cabinet desire appointed First the female voices were raised in the
Deput f
0f our best 8 tance. There is no provision in our statutes as the new treasurer-general of Persia to .glorious strains of “O, come, all ye faithful.”
Fellows & Fellows; Ayres,” a description of Argentina’s Centena- come and annihilate the
ame vs. M. M. Clark.
Grand Master L. E. McMahan of this
* >r an official inspection or recount of
city.
ballots, succeed W. Morgan Shuster, is a Skowhegan Then the male voices, in resonant tones, sang
ly inertia which
Rfchie.
people t0 withhold r even for the depositing of such ballots
ry Celebration;” talk, “Education in Argentina,
in a
“Sing, choirs of Angels,” and then, led by the
Belfast Bowlers Win.
advice
$me vs. Arthur Clark. Fellows & Fellows; dialogue between a promoter and a prospective and most nighly
lace
of
membership,
p
safety. These defects in the law be- 1man. He is the principal assistant of Mr. chorus, the congregation arose and lifted up
valuable
c ame startlingly apparent after the
their
ts
voice in a paean of praise to God as it sa ng:
2
pof
and
secure
trade,
St«rns.
special Shuster.
colonist; a visit to a cold storage plant, reportThe Belfast bowling team defeated the Rail
* lection of last September.
and cash from
They afforded op“Yea, Lord, we greet thee.
Bed Rackliff vs. Fidelphua Flagg. Knowl- ed.
cooperation, which we
Mr.
Charles
L.
Wentworth
of
for
Lewistown,
rtunity
overriding the will of the people
road Y. M. C. A. team on the Railroad Y. M. (
Born to be our Saviour,
anrfr" sincerely ask for. there in
ton Johnson.
A Recital. The Orpheus Musical Club gave their active
expressed at the polls. It is imperative that Mont., arrived Monday to spend two months
King, thou are come to set the nations free.
A. alleys at Waterville, December
afore we enter into another State-wide elec- ^with
29th, by 3 >
UNASSIGNED.
tnit to the amount of industheir January recital at the studio of Mist
his mother, Mrs. Margaret Wentworth, in
Word of the Father, now in flesh appearing
on a careful and thorough revision of these
pins, the score being 1276 to 1246. The sum
■cial growth to which we may
O come, let us adore him, etc.”
Mrion Monroe vs. Annie Pherson. Dunton Amy E. Stoddard, Wednesday afternoon. The
Morrill. It is his first visit heme for 22 years.
laws
should
be
made
nportant
the
mary:
by
Legis- i
The chorus then rendered with splendid
& Mt-se; Peters & Knowlton.
toward in this year of 1912.
children show much interest in the prize conHe was accompanied from Portland by his sisture.
BELFAST.
spirit, the Hosanna, and the dying away of the
In order to comply with the requirements iter, Miss Nettie Wentworth.
W. L. West, Secretary,
Lecie Lowe vs. Charles H. Mitchell and test The program:
Spinney
Amen brought to an end an hour of real
76
75
3th of our St&tfl law and nf tho ant nf Paw.
Forei A. Knowlton. Dunton & Morse; Bow- A Twilight Idyl
ng and acceptance of the reSchneckei
86
spiritual
uplift. Taken as a whole, the effort
„*y,0rd. 87
87-26
[ gress concerning the division of the State into
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Horace
arrived
from
Chenery
Ruth Redman
den.
ime discussion of the railroad
of
86
Fr.ench
88
society was most commendable.
99—27
congressional districts it is necessary that the Boston on last Saturday night’s train and went Thethe musical
Blossom
Time,
Rowe
is
92
93
ich the inadequate facilities Legislature should pass a
city to be congratulated that there is so
Lesle Lowe vs. Helen Lowe. Dunton &
g"6?.
84-26!
re-districting bill to their
Dunton .74
Geneva Stephenson
much
musical
talent available, and the memon
73
j
the
shore
of
Tilden’s
32 22
camp
pond,
Morse;Bowden.
Bijd inconveniences of the present schedule before we again elect representatives to the
Waltz,
bers of the organization are surely deserving
K^H/ tvete
national Congress.
Belmont, to enjoy a few day’s ice boating. of
Etta
vs. Harry Young, alias
Vera
<\
Much
of
the
inconforcibly
presented.
Snyer
414
Perry
Harry
415
great praise for the effort that must have
447 1271
&The situation with regard to the prohibitory Mrs.
Mermaid’s Song,
ijr
Chenery returned to Boston on Tuesday been made to have accomplished such a sucStultz. Brown; Buzzell.
venience is due to the lack of yard room to af- law and its enforcement is the cause
railroad y. m. c. a.
of uniDoris Patterson
Great credit must be given to the
.ittto” ford the needed additional
UnionTrust Co. vs. F. C. Bartlett. Dunton Fairies’
complaint and criticism. No thinking and she was accompanied by Miss Katherine cess.
72
72
trackage, but which versal
/
76-211 ,
Waltz,
musical director, Mr. Elbridge Pitcher, and also
man in Maine is satisfied with
present condi- C. Quimby, who will be her guest for a few to the
71
67
nay be readily obtained by filling in the dock
107-241 & Morse, Ritchie.
Mary Hayes
musician who presided at
accomplished
f[jndsay
tions.
Those
who
are pleased with the law are
weeks.
89
X
5
a~k.■. 80
Willian W. Wood vs. S. Otis Sylvester. Caprice,
94—25’
the organ so effectively, Mrs. Louise Dennett
nside the present embankment.
dissatisfied with the manner in which it is enDe Grouchy. 86
82
Bertha Hayes f
Wolcott
89—25’
Beckwith.
When the time came for the election of offi- forced. Others regard the law itself es imRogers; fitchie.
Mrs. Orriville Newbert of Appleton, who is
92
92
f
75-26!
Sunshine,
of
>racticable and
enH. B. T»othaker vs. C. L. Harriman. Ritchie;
Blanche Jei^r
77 years old and had never seen a Christmas
Spaulding :er8 President Frost expressed a wish to have forcement. The incapableis vitalState-wide
THE REPUBLICAN STATE CONVENana
problem
404
pressing.
402
The Mountaineer's Call,
440 1241 Johnson.
he honor, which he had held for the past year, The
Legislature should find a
to solve it tree, was happily surprised Christmas eve
TION
.Margar,McDowell >assed on to some one who could give more or, at least, should be able to means
Henry S. King vs. Mt. Waldo Granite Works.
submit to popu- when the door of a closed room was opened
Xt;..
Basket Ball.
Melodie,
to the work, promising that he would con- lar vote some one or more possible solutions
ime
Ritchie; Bhszell.
Will be Held in Bangor April 10.
and ; a tree, previously arranged, and prettily
Mozart
Mal^^
of it.
At Hampden,
I inue to pull for the best interests of the city
Caroline E. Rowell vs. Willis and John San- Turkish March,
The next Republican State convention will
decorated and lighted with candles, was preWednesday night, Decembei
But
three
times
in
the
of
the
State
history
be
held
27th, the fastest and best played
ford. Brown; Ritchie.
April 10th, in Bangor. This date was
sented to her. The tree was laden with gifts
game of th<
XpoN- The joint installation o the best of his ability. Secretary West have special sessions of the
decided upon at the meeting, Tuesday evenbeen from
ason, Hampden A. A. defeated the fast WinS. E. Briggs & Son vs. Thomas Thompson
Joint
many neighbors and'friends, as well as ing at the Augusta House of the
Ins’Wfap, S- °i V. and their Ladies ilso expressed a desire to be relieved called, and in each case they Legislature
Republiwere
to
settle
a
j .-port High school five, 18 to 11. Colson was and G. W. Thompson. Brown & Hasty. O. L. of A. E. Ch^piace in their hall Jan. 1st. rom his present duties. On motion, howfrom her own family, and all were for Mrs. can State committee. This State convention
single issue, while Governor Plaisted’s proclane star of the locals and
the whole team show* Keyes for G. W. Thompson.
installed the Sons and Mrs.
ver, O. E. Frost was re-elected president.
Newbert.
Her children and grandchildren will be somewhat different from those of formation calls for the settling of three distinct
ed much
mer years, since, according to the
Cook the
provisions
improved form. The line-up:
DIVORCES DECREED.
were present, also a few friends, to witness the
Auxiliary. Following L committee was then appointed to name questions, the revision of the election
of the new primary law, all that can now be
laws,
he
officers—three
The
vice
divorces
W.
of
were decreed Tuesthe Camp: Commander,
remaining
following
H.S. (11)
of the eged mother.
presidents,
done
at State conventions is to adopt a
joy
C«nt tf
party
re-districting of the State and settlement of
day afternoon:
Whiting; senior vice commander, ecretary and a board of ten managers, and the
platform and select State, district and county
Vhitmore rf 1.
11.
k
liquor question.
The Augusta correspondent of the Bangor committees. No choice of a
An.m M
1.1_U n_-i.
presiding officer
Robbins; junior vice commander A. T.
hey reported the present officers, and their reThe session called in 1842 by governor Fair- Commercial Bays: “Word has been handed for the State convention was made ai this
Kenney lb .rf Young 3 (1)
Kyi patriotic instructor, Clifton Bennett; tort was accepted and the officers named duly field lasted
14 days and was for the purpose of round here that William P. Thompson of Ban- meeting.
baplain, D. A. Webber; secretary, Samuel ilected. The standing committees will be
The sentiment of the meeting was unanisettling questions regarding the Northeastern gor was not only an active candidate for the mously in favor of a firm stand
Referee, Shaw. Scorer, Whitmore. Timer.
tamed later by the board of managers.
in favor of the
Stevens;
C.
L.
treasurer,
MelWright; guide,
Lisherneas. Time, 20 and 16 min.
of
recorder
retention
of Maine's prohibitory law. Hon.
The
second
was
of
called in position
decisions of the Maine
periods.
It was voted to have a banquet, and the com- boundary dispute.
in Knowlton; color bearer, William
Johnson;
1868 by Governor William G. CrOsby, for the Supreme court, to succeed George H. Smith of John F. Hill, chairman of the Republican
nittee that serv ed last year was instructed to
iside guide, Archie P. J. Eager; trustees,
Old Orland House Burned.
National committee, was present, and spoke
purpose of ratifying a contract, authorizing Presque Isle, whose term expires July 12th, in an
take the necessary arrangements.
leasts. Webber, Knowlton and Robbins. The
encouraging and hopeful manner to the
1 the
of the so-called Massachusetts but that he is very likely to receive the ap- members of the committee in
Jbland, Me.. 6ec. 29. Fire on Friday depurchase
The
with
regard to both
Seers of the auxiliary are as follows: Presisecretary reported
regard to a
This information was imparted the State and National situation, and all who
stroyed the hotel formerly known as theOrfrom the Belfast Musical society lands, and lasted nine days. The last special pointment.
reposition
ent, Mrs. Etta Dodge; vice president, Miss
attended
that
a
agree
o share their roomB, and it was voted to acspirit of optimism was
isnd House, owned and carried on
session was in 1861, called by Governor Israel by Bangor attorneys who were in the city reby Hn.
Imma Welch; treasurer, Mrs. C. L. Wright; < ept and to occupy the rooms from Feb. 1st.
manifested throughout the entire gathering.
Washburn for the purpose of raising troops at cently. Mr. |Thompson is a life-long DemoGeorge Grindle, a widow. The fire caught in
Mrs. A. T. Gay; chaplain, Mrs. Eva
seretary,
-he second story of the
the outbreak of the Civil War and lasted four crat of high standing, who began the practice
house, around the
Primary and Special Elections.
ordon; guard, Miss .Sarah Wright; assistant
»f law in North Vassalboro and then removed SWANVILLE.
chimney, it is supposed, and owing to the high
days.
Miss
Florence
uard,
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Tnty
White; patriotic instrucr^-1 ,l
wind the flames spread with
Augusta, Dec., SI. Gov. Plaisted issued a
There would have been a special session at to Belfast, where he practiced many years. week-end
surprising rapidiwith Mrs
>r. Mm. Mabel Webber; outside guard. Mm. -1 reclamation last night for primary elections
ty. Although the residents gathered
the time of the Spaniah-American war had not While in Waldo county, be was active in poli- Mrs. Marden. in Pro
in Feb. 6th for the choice of candidates for
quickly
ddie Staples; inside guard. Mm. Alma StevJ tate
they were unable to lend any assistance as the
senators in the counties of York, An- Governor Powers, to save the State the ex- tics nr,d in 1990 was a candidate for governor returned to Eve1
first color guard, Mm. Nancy
ns;
hou- e wcs all in flames almost
Stevens; roscoggin and Waldo. This action was made pense, advanced personally the money needed •gainst Gov. Edwin C. Burleigh. He was also and Mrs. Almon Ilf
immediately afaeond color guard, Mm. Annie
Year's day with*
Bennett;
tei
ecessary by vacancies cause 1 by deaths in for the equipment and
be discovery of the fire.
transportation of troops t candidate for Congress in the Third district. erson.... Mastr^^"
The barn aa
Jackson; trustees. Mm. I he three counties. It was also proclaimed
w»I. as the house was burned
whd practically
as required by the Federal government.
label Webber, Mm. Isabella Langill, Mm. I bat the elections in
Since
Maine
But
became
a
Democratic camp Mr. Hampden Tu<
Androscoggin and Waldo
to Worcester
LlmaStevena. A picnic supper followed the
ountiee will be held on March 4th,
in expense is evidently not regarded when the Thompson has been a candidate for attorney
visit Mr. Grot
latallatieoa.
fork county on March Uth.
object is to cater to the liquor interests.
t
general.”
Vermont.
xuc

ui

.1
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Mrs. F. L. Field of Waldo fell on the cellar
stairs at her home last Sunday morning and
injured her head and shoulders. Dr. Pearson
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Harnessing the Tides

"'ti'"

Back
Ton any

To Furnish Water Power and General)

cxpwimJnY with

many m-

ttdled wonderful new dlsoorerle* for
tho con of DyspcpoU, Liver trouble,
or Constipation,—you may spend many
hard earned dollars for the widely advertised pills, powders or tablets, and
after trying them all, yon may
yourself practically no better than when
yon commenced. There Is one safe,
speedy, reliable, household remedy,

Electricity.
Mr. J. Frank Googins of Searsmonl
has sent us a manuscript in'which h)
elaborates a plan for harnessing the tide)

machinery and thus obtaining cheag
when “standing
power. He got the idea
on the shore of the mighty ocean,” and
submitted it to a young man, who, aftei
a deep study, said: “I have it,”Jand he
to

which has been prepared and sold in
Maine for mere than sixty years, and
which has given relief to thousands of
sick and suffering persons,—the true
and original L. F. Atwood’s Medicine
or Bitters.
Doubtless your mother or
grandmother kept it always in the
house ready for use in time of trouble^
and you will be glad to get back to it
after a series of disappointments. Gel
a bottle today, and be prepared to ward
off sickness. Thirty-five cents at you
dealer's. The “L. F.” Medicine Co.
Portland. Maine.

took a pencil and drew a diagram of s
machine which he said could be anchored
in the tideway and it would pump as
large a stream as you could wish.” Mr.
Googins does not describe this machine;
but the location he suggests for the experiment is about two and a half miles

from Camden village, up the proposed
route of the Camden and Belfast electric
road, at a place called Springbrook. He
then goes into details as follows:

w

is no large bridge on the whole line.
twenty feet
“Nearly all the land is good farming
Springbrook just above high land and
abounding in places for sum-

“I propose to build a dam

high

across

Set one or more water
water mark.
wheels of sufficient power to generate
electricity enough to drive the cars on

homes and

mer

developed
“Then I

one

reservoir;

thus we have

An

Interesting Letter from

water-power.

thought

if the

visitors.’’

Politics in California.

and Belfast electric road.
Then permit the tide power to pump the
the Camden

water into the

summer

a

Former Resi-

dent of Brooks.
tide

would

In

he following personal
Forbes, a former
Brooks man, our Brooks correspondent
says “it would have b en more pertinent

pump water into one reservoir it could
just as well pump the water into a
reservoir on the top of the mountain,

sending

us

1

letter from Frank S.

which as near as I can learn is about 300

if

printed promptly

r
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with the ablest men an
most advanced
students of the issues of the day. His
j views upon some of the Questions now

mise t?

--

available for Trunk Line work in 1912.
If it is a fact, as his figures surely seem
to demonstrate, there is a great opportunity for the State Highway Commission.
Mr. Scates says: "Evidently during
the coming year some of the wont and
at the same time most traveled roads in
the State should become a thing of the
past. The greater part of the road from
Kittery to Portland and from Fryeburg to Bridgton is a disgrace to any
civilized community and has done more
to injure the fair name of the State than
anything else.
“It is evident to everyone that little or
nothing has been done this year on the
trunk line road laid out by the last legislature. The reason is also obvious to
those familiar with State affairs—a lack
of ready cash. Next year will witness
an entire change and the money
already
appropriated should be available. This
with the automobile license fees will be

recepti n;" approximately $300,000.
feet high at this point. Then, running but s we did
not rjeeive it until after
“The highway law provides that all
baek through a canal, it may be used last week’s Journa
was published we
monies
left over from the highway apfall.
feet
a
wheel
every twenty
througli
are not responsible for the
delay. Our propriation after the cities and towns
That will give room for fifteen fifty
correspondent says further Hat Mr.
horsepower water wheels before the Forbes has always taken an advanced applying for State aid have received
their apportionment shall be applied to
water gets back into the ocean.
stand with t e progressives on
every trunk line work. Here are the
“And you will remember there is
approxipublic question, and that as a judge in mate
figures:
plenty of tide power and plenty ot tide one of the
cities
he
is
in
large
Leftover and unexpended from the
constantly
water; the more water is used means contact with
‘aviuu.f W,WU
people of all c.asses and
on

raid Samuel S. Cox’s deIf you didn’t you
something. It was from
that he received the
lunset Cox,” and here it
a stormful sunset was that
of last night? Bow glorious the storm,
and how splendid the setting of the sun!
We do not remember ever before to have
seen the like on our round
globe. The
scene opened in the West with a whole
horizon full of golden interpretating
lustre which colored the foliage and
brightened every object into its own
rich dyes. The colors grew deeper and
richer until the golden lustre was transfused into a storm cloud, full of finest
lightning, which leaked in dazzling zigzags all around and over the city. The
wind aroee with fnry, the slender shrubs
and giant trees made obeisance to its
majesty. Some even snapped before its
force. The strawberry beds and grass
plots 'turned up their whites’ to Zephy-

*800,000 Avaflafcl* Next Yaar far Trunk
Uac Roads. A Gnat Opportunity for the
State Highway Commiuioa.
John Clark Seatea of Westbrook, who
for several yean has made a study of
the road problem in the State, and
whose booklet, “Why Is New Hampehire
Doing Better Road Work Than Maine,”
has been so frequently quoted and
commented upon by the press, estimates
that approximately $800,000 can be made

Left over and i"jexpended from the
1911 appropriation.
Estimated amount unexpended from
the 1912 appropriation.
Automobile License Fees, 1912 esti-

rus

marching by.

‘‘As the rain came and the pools formed and the gutters hurried away, thunder
roared grandly, and the fire bells caught
the excitement and rung with heavy
chorus. The south and east received
copious showers, and the west all at
once brightened up in a long, polished
belt of azure. All worthy of a Sicilian

Bky.

“Presently

cloud appeared in the
the form of a castellated
city. It became more vivid, revealing
strange forms of peerless fanes and alabaster temples, and glori s rare and
grand in this mundane sphere, reminding
us of Wordsworth’s splendid verse in his
'Excursion':
azure

belt,

a

m

“The appearance instantaneously disclosed
Was of a mightly city, boldly say
A wilderness of buildings, sinking far,
And self-withdrawn into a wondrous depth
Far sinking into splendor without end.”
—Gloucester Times.

ENGAGEMENT ANNOUNCED AT A
VIOLET DINNER.
(Special

the Bangor Daily News.)
Belfast, Dec. 27. At a dinner given
;onight by Miss Katheryn E. Brier, at
i ler home on Union street, the
engagenent was announced of Miss Ada Auto

mafn
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TMfc MAPtt 1920 Campaign.

of a sunset.

uuuginct

tv

Vi

ucmj

The Belfast Board of Trade
recently
appointed a committee to co-operate
with others in' preparing for a celebration of the 100th anniversary of the admission of Maine to the
Union, nine
years hence. The idea of celebrating
this event originated with .the State
Board of Trade, Professor Roberta.
Sprague of the University of Maine being the instigator. Among the things
that Prof. Sprague suggests to
promote
the “Maine 1920” campaign are:
1. See to it that your town has an active improvement society and that all
the pushers belong to it.
2. Get every social, civic and
literary
club to devote one meeting each year
to
the subject of Maine, 1920, and imme-

diate local betterment.
-3j ?old a ra"y witb a “feed” of some
kind of all the local organizations in the
interest of civic betterment, and see to
it that something is undertaken.
4. Better sidewalks—let the old colonial dirt sidewalks in our cities and villages be forever abandoned before
“1920.” It is not poverty but tradition
that keeps these relics of pioneer life.
Hundreds of
villages in the Middle West
allow no sidewalks to be laid
except
cemenCor stone, and they are
accordingly getting systems of walks worthy of
our civilization.
Dusty streets must also yield to the
demand for sanitary condition. No other
rich people of the world endures such
condition of dust as we Americans. Mud
is bad, but not
deadly; however, the construction of modern streets will overcome both diffiulties to a
great extent.
■

5.

Lay

out all new streets

only

on

ap-

modern plans which will, especially in the case of residence streets,
greatly increase their value in the future.
These should have wide
parkways between the roads and
sidewalks, with narrow driveways in order to
prevent dust
and permit decoration
along the sides.
We too often plan our residence
streets
88
.“they were commercial highways,
and thus increase the
cost, mud and dust,
iy»d decrease the beauty and value.
The State Board of Trade’s
1920 committee has already met and
organized,
unn iimnnrr
__:

proyed,
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find that Maidens Look
1 ill-fitting
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well and Fit well.
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We have the lasts to f ur shoes.
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UUYY at
Wadsworth Marriner, of Belfast, to
|
r
work are those of
Lucas Bowman, of Brookline,
Agriculture, Civic and
Jeorge
60,000 'lass. The
social,
Conservation
and
table with covers for six was
Development,
Education and Religion,
prominently before the people of Maine
Industries, Remated. 100,000 1 nost daintily set, everything in violet, sorts and
1
Transportation. Let all our
vith shaded candles, hand-painted placewill be read with interest:
take a hand in the 1920
movement,
$286,000 \ ards and with an immense cluster of people
Los Angeles, Calif., Nov. 8, 1911.
and any suggestions will
be gladly reThe amount from the 1912 appropria- J Snglish violets as the centre piece. The
either
L'ear Friend: I was delighted to se
by
President
F. E. Boothby
Umax of a succession of delightful sur- eved
tion, as well as the automobile license ! irises
>f Portland or
the report in the papers this
came after the last course was
Secretary R. J. Sprague
morning to fees will probably exceed the
if Orono, they
of
the general
estimate, erved, when each guest was presented a
being
j the effect that the Gov< rnor and his so the probable amount will be in excess 1 ittle
roll of parchment tied with violet lommittee.
council
have
decided
that
|
the amendi ibbon, and a candle.
The parchment
of $300,000.
ment still stands in the constitution acvas apparently blank but on
THE GRANGE AND THE RECALL.
being held
“To be sure it is not obligatory on the
n the flame disclosed the names of Mr.
cording to the vote at the last election.
I I am prepared t al! kinds of trucking.
of the Highway Commission to use 1 Sowman and Miss Marriner. When the
Hon. C. S. Stetson of the Maine State
For more than a month I have been part
Furniture and piar^ving a specialty. Leave
the automobile money for trunk line E ecret was fairly out. Miss Marriner
orders at the stabl'rner of Main and Cross
( grange, in a statement made December
i watching the Maine papers for the final
streets, and they l receive prompt attenroads, for Section 21 of the automobile £ lipped on a beautiful soltaire and was 17th, says that the order is on
3m60
tion. Telephone section.
record as
* howered with congratulations.
j decision in this matter, and am glad to laws
provides “that all fees received
n
favor
of the recall and that the failure
W. W. BLAZO,
hundreds of miles away, in
Although
to be appropriated and used for the re- 1
‘eterboro, N. H., Mr. Bowman was o pass the recall resolution at the re;I21aldo Avenue, Belfast.
pair, maintenance and construction of 1 ailed up on the long distance telephone , lent convention was not
Th°
significant.
* nd congratulated
the
by
guests. Each
State highways under the direction of
f those present received a large bunch itatement is as follows:
was published the first issue of the
The action of the State
the Maine State Highway Commission.”
c f English violets, and Miss Marriner
grange in
ilacing the Brown resolution for the reOlBELEAST.
“Apparently the highway commission \ iolets and orchids, from Mr. Bowman, j :all
in the hands of the
legislative com- T
of the water wheel.
las absolute authority to
The annual rting of the stockholders of
expend the 1 ifter the dinner the guests were pro- , nittee, has no significance whatever. 1
S
ided a sheet of hand-decorated note- >
‘You will see that this place wai
the City Nati* Bank of Belfast for the
Phe reason for this is
oney received from the automobiliists
The
very simple.
choice of direc* ani^ the transaction of any
aper and told to write a love-story. ; State
made specially for this work.
grange had already adopted the
mywhere and for any purpose it deems 'l 'he soulful and
other businesfat may legally come before
thrilling
production
by
j
'ecall
a
“A few uuarrymen with some gian
by unanimous vote. This was
them, will be i at their banking rooms on
expedient and under any conditions, reg- I liss Kittredge was awarded the prize. ( lone when
the
members adopted the reTuesday, Jan/ 9* 1912, at 10 o’clock A. M.
hen followed the burning of a bayberry
llations or restrictions it may exact.
powder would go in there, shake thosi
tort of the legislative
C. W. WESCOTT, Cashier.
committee, which
ip, in the darkened parlor.
4w50
big rocks into small pieces; then sorm
fhis, to my mind, is perfectly correct.
lad strongly advocated the measure,
Belfast, Denber 8, 1911.
Besides the hostess and guest of honihe resolution offered by Mr. Brown on
masons with cement will form the cana
It allows the Commission to aid those o
This section consists of eight half-size
r, those present were:
Miss Louise | he last
day of the session was not need- D iges and is the most accurate
and reservoirs and foundations of thi
Willim Lincoln West
nunicipalities most who will most aid I iehards of Farmington. Miss Bertha , id and hence
mirror of the
was put over.
mills all into one piece of solid masonry.
Ex-Vcteriu Inspector Bureau of Animal
w
orld’s
;hemselves, or to use the money where ' ifiley, Miss Margaret Keen and Miss
smartest
fashions
ever
■‘The members of the Maine State
produced by j
nne Kittredge.
Miss Louise Reed and
luduatry I. Department of Agriculture.
“This little iakp is like the famou
t will best conserve and promote the ingrange are practically unanimous in de- a daily newspaper in the United States. The j
j liss Edythe Atkins assisted in serving.
,
the
Chautauqua lake, being cut almo3t int
1
recall. We do not ask that pi otographic features are
;erest and welfare of the State as a 1 lr.
VEIERINARIAN
Bowman, is the son of Gardner Bow- j t(landing
particularly strikinclude judges, but we do wan. it for
by the farmers annual picnic grounds.
vhole. It is admitted by everyone at all n tan, of Beacon street, Brookline, for- (
ir g, as only pictures from the best known TREATS it DISEASES OF ANIMAL
he politicians who are
a
m ckmaking
“This stream of salt water coming ii
D
‘amiliar with road conditions that the n lerly senior member of the firm of Bow- , ry of the
Ilosr*a, Pharmacy and Ottice.l
r irisian photographers were used.
Besides
prohibitory laws. As chairlan & Cashman of Boston,
here will drive the fresh water fish t
brokers, and | nan, of the
•oads I have mentioned are the worst in
e latest Parisian fashions, the
tt
BELFAST'MAINE
legislative
committee
SPRING
BEET,
I
n ■>w with
very smartLawrence, Barnum & Co. of £ hall do all in my
the north end, where the fresh water wil
ispital Never Closed.
;he State, while at the same time they j ew York, bonds and securities.
power to induce the ei t New York styles were depicted. This
agislature to adopt the law. For this
be held, while the south end will be ful
Residence 69-11
ire'more traveled than any others.
pplement was FREE to the readers of the Phones—Fipital 59-13.
ourse I have the solid
of salt water, where choice varieties o
backing of the
"To my mind the execrable condition
A GIRL'S WILD MIDNIGHT RIDE.
i itate grange, as shown by the vote
salt water fish may be cultivated.
To warn people of a fearful forest fire in the
dopting the report of the legislative
NEW
C atskills a young girl rode horseback at mid- < ommittee. It
“Think of a nice fishing pool withou
might just as well be
n ght and saved
many lives. Her deed was l nderstood now as at
sharks or dogfish to destroy the fish o
other
time
CLEANNG.
any
g orious but lives are often saved by Dr. King’s t hat the
grange of Maine proposes to
the fishers. Then think of the nice batl
K ew Discovery in curing lung
sive voters of both of the old parties.
trouble, coughs ut a stop to the
SfcA IMPRESSING
depresent
ai id colds, which might have ended in conpolitical
t
ing pool where the water will not b ? The regular election will be held on the
auchery that is disgracing our State,
si imption or pneumonia.
“It cured me of a
and REPAIRING.
as
cool
as
the
ocean
and
On
no
fear
1
’here
o
need be no misunderstanding on
di eadf ul cough and lung disease,’’ writes W. R.
5th of Deceit ber, with a straight fight
31st
quite
P itterson, Wellington, Tex., “after four in our * his point.
It matters not what politiCUSji M CLOTHES TO ORDER
the tide or the wild beasts of the sea
between the Socialist candidates and
f! mily had died with
consumption, and I gained c ian on#ihat political party gets hurt, ai d every second Sunday
thereafter.
Think how this miniature little ocea
the Good Government. The women are
8’ pounds.” Nothing so sure and safe for all \ re shall
Tel. 216-13
gh Street.
go ahead in a solid body to put
tt
roat
and
troubles.
Price 50c and $1.00. a n end to this fearful
will strengthen the nine water power 3 registering and will vote at this next
lung
16tf
We
corruption.
T ■ial bottle free. Guaranteed by all drugs hall
From Your
on the river between the lake and th
get the recall if the influence of
election; more than fifty thousand of
gi BtsmsHOdney pills'
j 6 1,000 members of the grange counts »
them have already registered, and with
tide, and instead of the sickening, stag
ftave y$j overworked your nervous sysjr anything.
In
the
meantime
we shall
J>
T HE CHURCH’S "GOOD OLD TIMES.” s
in Advance. «n and paused trouble with your kid*
riant, muddy pools of fresh water, thi 3 about eighty thousand male voters, every
trike the hydra headed monster of corfo's arul Madder? Have you pains in
whenever the opportunity occurs.
moving stream of salt water will creat i man of whom will be sure to be out and
Ins, side, back and bladder? Have you
The serious believer in the function q lption
r
he
idea
Idab1 y appearance of the face, and unof
a
and
make
thi
3
law in Maine,
vote one side or the other, it means a
a
j
healthy atmosphere
ai id future of
organized religion begins a nd 200 placesprohibitory
lr then yes? A frequent desire to pass
in
Lewiston
it
where
is
I
t( 1 pick up heart, and is inclined to turn
little valley one of the most healthy tha t tremendous vote to be cast. The larger
line? I so, Williams’ Kidney Pills will
I
v iolatfld Wltlh nhunlui-a imnnnifn io
uii auiumoDiies wouia
u >on the bewailers of
ire you—Druggist, Price 50c.
business
firms
are
ecclesiasbe
much
found,
mainian^r*
present
can
alarmed
very
s tous.
Such
a condition must end, and
ti cal calamity, with their mental backILLIAMS MFG. CO., Prop.., Cleveland. Ohio
mill
linn r\-f ont toerno nlnm
keep them in perfect
t! ie grange will see that it does end—
iw icai
uiat me
*»ui jjaoo uuuer Lllti
;
•ound of good old times, and
For sale by WM. O. POOR & SON.
of maintenance,
borrowing v >u need have no doubt on that point for
its banks and a line of small motor boat s rule of Socialism, which at this special proper system
little of their own exaggerated ardor, t]
ie die is now cast.
a dollar of expense to the
We
shall
have
the
cause
as
“What
the
cry:
great injury,
good old times?” Good r, icall in order that we can strike the
plying from Center Lincolnville piekinj period might
Motice of Foreclosure.
or State.
The thing to do is to build
j times, when for the quibble of a e- dl without
I will call Tuesdays, Thursdays
city is in the midst of two mighty enter- 1
up passengers by the way for Lake Cit;
mj I7HEREAS, Ella C. Sprague of Stockton
giving two years of power
roads and then keep them in repair witni IL .men excommunicated each ether
men who are responsible for this hidand Saturdays with a full line of
across to Bog Bridge, where they wil 1 prises, one of which is the bringing of a
|' \ V Springs in the County of Waldo and
the automobile money.”
>us condition of affairs.”
the best of fresh beef, pork, Iamb,
connect with electric cars, only this wil 1 river of water from the foot of Mt
S ate of Maine, by her mortgage deed dated
Then you think there will be a great
not be Bog bridge any more, but th ; Whitney, more than two hundred miles
etc., Arlington hams, bacon, sau- I 11 e seventeenth day of June A. D. 1907, rerded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds,
in
improvement
the roads next year?
FRIGHTFUL POLAR WINOS
sage. Everything of the best qualb >ok 279, Page 498, conveyed to the Stockton
bridge across the new salt lake.
away, in a large cement acqueduct across
‘‘Most assuredly I do, why shouldn’t
s
>rings Trust Company, a corporation organ“But to the power. Somebody willsa; 7 the desert and through mountain tun
ity and prices right. A chance to
3W with terrific force a t the far north
and
there be? The State officials are aware
j
ed under the laws of the State of Maine, and
»y havoc with the skin, causing red,
inspect
the tide will not pump the water.
nels into Los Angeles, at a expense of
your meats without
rough
h iving its place of business at said Stockton
sore chapped hands and
of the conditions, and mind you the
1
lips, that need
down town.
S] >rings in Baid County of Waldo, a certain lot
Then I thought the wind is pumpinj ; more than twenty millions of dollars;
icklen’s Arnica Salve to heal them. It makes
f
o
money has already been appropriated,
parcel of land, situated in said Stockton
e skin soft and smooth.
f
Unrivaled for coldlots of water but the wind, although it i i the other enterprise is the making of the
The best of home-made Mine*
S )rings and bounded and described as follows:
and while I have no knowledge, yet it is
res, also burns, boils, sores, ulcers, cuts
wit:
a big power, is somewhat uncertain am 1
a
still
San
Pedro
harbor
at
Beginning at the corner of the Main
Meat by the pound.
rises and piles. Only 25 cents at all druggreater to be assumed that
great
Order
reet and the Bangor road; thence northerly'
surveys have been
its.
unsteady. But I thought what a gram 1 cost, which is to be the port for the made and that
telephone.
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i,- said Banger road to the Everett Staples
Telephone
plans will be completed
tow er Mount Battie would be to set
t; thence westerly by said Staples’ lot to land
entry of the big ships and steamers of this winter and contracts let
ARTHUR W. COOMBS,:
so that
S. A. Rendell; thence southerly by said
wind mill, 800 feet above the ocean
the world as soon as the Panama Canal
Bankrupt’s Petition for Discharge,
work may commence immediately the
R
endell land to the main street; thence
R. F. D. 4.
tn the matter of
)
and here comes in a thought which I wisl
is completed.
®
isterly
by said street line to the place
43tf
frost is out of the ground. It is to be
T
*n ®an*cruPtcy: beginning, containing all the land withThe Good Government party has had
you would consider. I understand tha
I
that
the
to
the
the
above
expected
bounds, together with the
gateways
State,
a machine that is moved by a small cur
control of the city and these enterprises
Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the i
ro lower stories
of the building there
as well as some other roads that are in a
pthe
district
Court of the United States for the I
rent of electricity has a governor so tha : for the last six years and we hope there
i, reserving the right of way to the third
District of Maine.
condition will be reconstructI v\
M
and
deplorable
the
same
ory;
being
premises conwhen the machine goes extra hard thi
will be no change in the administration
jyed to said Ella C. Sprague by Calvin W.
ed or improved. It is not to be expected
of Kn“in th*
current
am
1
a
turns
on
S00Kf°N
U
larger
until they are completed.
governor
jrague, by his deed dated September 19,1906,
that all roads are to be macadamized,
£nty of Waldo, and State of Maine, in said
corded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Vol. 283,
when the machine is relieved the large
I should be glad to hear from you at
represents, that on the
%lct, respectfully
even if it was desirable, for good gravel
268; and whereas the condition of said
ige
laat
Past. he was duly adJr!VviVun?’
current is turned off.
as
am
I
interested
in
any time,
always
ortgage has been broken, now, therefore, by
Under the Acta of Congress
or even earth roads if properly constructrenic™?*
ason of the breach of the condition thereof
that he has duly sur“And I thought how nicely this wouli I the things you are doing,
Jv iVbunkrUptcy;
id Stockton Springs Trust Company claims a
ed and looked after will in many parts of
property and righto of proper- no
83 MAIN STREET,
of said mortgage.
work with the wind, while the wind ii
Very truly yours,
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the State withstand all the travel they
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adonly
apply
paid
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vance; and when payment is made it should be by the CourTVvs, That he
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by Frank S. Benson,
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what
if
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It
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Night.
is
take hold and lift like
premium,
any,
good fellow thi
is
eternal repairs, for there is
its treasurer duly authorized.
struction,
also necessary to say that none of these publir
larger current of electricity which wouli 1
ex*
By accident Prof. Charles E. Cleve- nothing permanent about a road, except cations are mailed with The Journal or from
Dated this 26th ^"charge
I
be carrying the machinery right along
land of this town has brought about a the right of way. Once a dirt or gravel this office. We have to pay for these
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LEON
A.
publicaD.
1811.
In this way you might get a grea
ORDER
OF
new era for poultry raisers.
His hens road is constructed the king drag, if tions one year in advance, and they are then
NifflF&Bankrup?
,
amount of power from the wind.
COMMISSIONERS’ NOTICE.
j
will lay at night as well as in the day- properly used at the right time, will- sent from their respective offices to our sub- District of Maine, ss.
On this 80th day of Decenrok
“But if we had to use one-half thi 1 time.
ALDO SS.
A few weeks ago a big arc light work wonders in
Our
scribers.
offers
are as follows
it
in
clubbing
keeping
repair,
reading the foregoing petitionee- Tail 8
For Women
Belfast, Maine, December 26,1911.
water wheels to pump up the water wi ■ was placed by the town in front of Mr.
Ordered by the Court, That
for one year’s subscription paid in advance:
We, the undersigned, having been duly spCleveland’s residence, and the very beside the cost is nominal; a pair of
* lav* Mora Friend* than
Barne on the 9th
other
the
FOKBfc
should make a good investment.
upon
of
any
Farm and Home.$2.00
day
in ted by the Honorable George E. Johnson,
first night the roosters were up all night horses and one man can drag from eight The Journal and
1 lagazine or
•
patterns. McCall’s is the
The Journal and Tribune Farmer.. 2.26 1912, before said Court at Portland, dfeTE,
dge of Probate within and for said County,
‘What I wish to impress on your mini
r suable
A few to twelve miles a day.
crowing and the hens cackling.
Fashion Guide monthly in
The Journal and McCall’s Magaxine. 2.10 trict, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, IHLlS
c< mmissioners to receive and decide upon the
notice thereof be publiahed in The Rei«SSk*jLo no million one hundred thousand
is that the tide pumping the water wil l nights later the hens began to lay. The
The
Journal
and
New
Idea
2.26
cli iims of the creditors of Augusta Wells, late
Magaxine.
“It is humiliating fact—a condition
The publications included in our clubbing of- Journal, a newspaper printed in aaid DisWfcri
Besides showing all the latest
of said Belfast, in said County, deceased, whose
make almost unlimited power by whicl light goes off at 12 o’clock, and this that those who have a
known
in
our
and
that
all
creditors,
and
other
1
pride
grand fers may be sent to different addresses.
persoK
the hens some sleep, and incidenttate has been represented insolvent, hereby
of McCall Patterns, each issue
in internet, may appear at the said time and\
electricity may be generated so chea] , gives
"il of
•* re public notice agreeably to the order of
The publishers of the New Idea Magaxine
ally, the'people in the house a little. old State will not suffer much longer to
sparkling short stories
and show cause, if any they have, why
place,
**’
id Judge of Probate, that six months from
that the country people may be able ti
**
The hens have nearly doubled their lay- exist—that such States aa New
information for women.
Hamp- have advised us of an increase in their sub- the prayer of aaid petitioner should not be
an d after December twelfth, 1911, have been
use it in many ways.
ing, it is claimed, but the expense comes shire and Vermont, to say nothing of all scription price and a consequent advance in granted.
owed to aaid creditors to present and prove
all
9 hi Stylo by aubscribing
And it is further Ordered by the Court, That
Prof. Cleveland is inat once. Coats only 50
“We want two lines of electric car , out of the town.
tb eir claims, and that we will attend to the
the other eastern States, have displayed clubbing rates, and The Journal and New Idea the Clerk shall send by mail to all known credistructor
one
of
of
the
celebrated
»ny
in
the
Skowhedi ty assigned us at the offices of Dunton &
agriculture
from Camden to Searsmont; one fron
tors copies of said petition and this order, admuch more intelligence and enterprise are now I2JS&.
M >rse, in said Belfast, on January nineteenth,
gan High school.—Madison Bulletin.
r, ec'i?J
Camden to Belfast, two lines from Bel
The publishers of McCalls magazine have dressed to them at their places of residence as
19 12, and on June twelfth, 1912, at two o’clock
st—
Mc^i*d «n others in atyle, fit,
than Maine in the construction and restated.
number
sold.
More
in the afternoon of each of said days.
P*“**^1*ined.
y|p
fast through Searsmont and Appleton ti
worn
pair of highways. The people of Maine sent us this notice: “The subscribers may
yov dealer, orVrns than any other two
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale,
I
ELISHA H. HANEY,
desire better road conditions and ere select their free patterns within 80 days after Judge of the said Court, and the seat thereof,
comrs*
Union, two lines from Searsmont to thi
052
CHARLES E. JOHNSON, f
long will demand them in no uncertain the receipt of their first magaxine by making at Portland, in said District, on the 80th day of
A.
D.
1911.
December,
tone. It is also most humiliating to our a request on an
ordinary post card, stating
236-246 W. 37th
>
Tot Infanta and Children.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
[L. S.]
State pride to be left so far behind in that the
pattern desired is a free pattern to
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
this line of civic improvement.”
The annual meeting of the Stockton Springs
cuy
Attest: JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
which they are entitled.”
T net Company will be held at its banking
*—-r o«.
oms in Stockton Springs, on January sixNever can tell when you’ll mash a finger or
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McCall’s Magastne and The
Been the
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instant
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good and Mrs. S. G. Parmenter of.Palerwhich numbers about one
of friends who had become attached t } mo. The funeral was held at his late department,
hundred, while fairly good, was kept sc
him during his brief stay in Gainesville : home
December 18th, Rev. H. W. Abbott by much effort. There was an immediHe came to Brenau in September, an !
officiating, and he was laid at reBt in the ate change when we organized the
so entered into the spirit of the work an
family lot in Smith cemetery. Many scouts, and many times the superintendof the social and the religious life of th | beautiful floral tributes
testified to the ent of that department has tola
that
that
teacher
and
every
college
ever;
love of friends. He will be sadly missed si.e has had no trouble at all, me,
and that
student knew him and loved him. Hi | in the
where he was es- the result has been most wonderful.”
family
circle,
was a beautiful personality and ther
pecially dear,

existed

a

magnanimous, sympathetic am j

Farmer and editor.

enthusiastic spirit behind it. He is miss
ed.by his private pupils because of hi i
personal interest and helpfulness; in th
athletic field, where his enthusiasm gav ,
zest to the tennis tournaments; in thi
chapel, where his beautiful exercisei |
were an inspiration. The Brenau chorus
under his direction, had prepared thi
oratorio, “The Holy City,’’ which wai
to have been presented before the holi
days. Socially, he and (Mrs. Hanshui
were counted an addition to any
group
He leaves a wife and two children. Hei

Mrs. Alice Gilchrist, widow of Riley
Gilchrist, died December 20tb, at her An Iowa Editor Thinks the Farmer has the
home in Knox after a long illness of canBest of It.
cer, aged 60 years, 5 months and 10 days.
She was a great sufferer during the last
Following is an address delivered by H.
five years, but bore her suffering with L. Rann of the Manchester Press, beChristian fortitude. She was highly re- fore the
Upper Iowa Editorial Associaspected by all who knew her. She is tion:
survived by one son, Walter Gilchrist, by
“I am here to say that the man who
three brothers, George, Isaac and Chesley Ingraham, and by one sister, Mrs. owns eighty acres of Iowa land and who
Sarah Vose, all of Knox, and by many more
distant relatives. The funeral services, has brainB enough to till it, makes the
December 23rd, were conducted by Rev. lot of country newspaper men look like
Mr. Cox of Clinton, assisted by Rev. the last sad remnants of a Dutch lunch.

greatest consolation is the knowledgi
rhat by his unselfish life and noble faitl
was ready to go.
e
During his las I;
... -son on Wednesday afternoon he
san;
his pupils the hymn, “Abide Wit!
Me.’’ This hymn was sung by a quar
i ite at the funeral exercises in the au
The remarks of Presiden
torium.
arce on that occasion, the numbers o;
"autiful floral pieces, the tributes o:
i" and esteem from all
quarters, mus
source of comfort to the immediati
gives and friends. A brother of Mrs
mshue’s, from Belfast, Maine, and
aster from Boston, Mass., were sum
.ned and remained several days. Prof
Munshuewas buried by the side of thi
.a
Dr. Geiger, another distinguishet
Previous to coming here Mr
sician.
nshue had held many prominent posi
s, especially in grand opera, having
ently retired from the more publii
f to take up school work. He was oni
if the original members of the Savagi
Opera Company in Boston, helping Mr
Savage to organize and promote tha
\pany, ana afterwards going witl
to New York.
His initial perform
was in
“Fra Diavalo.’’ He sanf |
years in the Shepherd Memoria
arch, the oldest church in Cambridge
’anted in Harvard Square.
He alsi 1
-..eg in the leading churches of Boston
aas a nunil. afterward close friend
Hubbard, the most noted voice teachei
Boston. Mr. Hanshue was born ii
run, Ohio, December 29, 1861, educat
the public schools, the Michigai
in
ate Normal, and from there went t(

John MacAuliffe of North Palermo. The The
farmer has the best of it all around.
floral tributes were very beautiful. The
interment was in West Montville ceme- He is as independent as the American
tery.
Express Company. He doesn’t have to
write a soulful obituary over the reWillard C. Gray died at 8 o’clock mains of some
peak-headed bloke who
Tuesday evening, December 28th, at the caved his wife’s ribs in with a grub stake
Waldo County hospital. December 10th. and
on
kept
display an exhibit of cut
his gun slipped
when out bunting,
profanity that would make the effrom his shoulder and a load of shot was plug
forts of a steamboat mate sound like a
discharged into his left foot, making a meeting of the Epworth League. He
He was brought doesn’t have to
severe and ugly wound.
go into raptures over the
to the hospital the next day and everybeauty of an open-faced bride with a
thing pvssible was done for him, but cast of countenance that would blow out
without vail, death resulting from lock- the
gas, and he can say what he dum
jaw. His age was 56 years and 9 months. pleases about a candidate for congress,
He is survived by his wife, who was with
no
newspaper man ever dared
him at the time of his death, and by something
to do unless he had just lost the postthree daughters and one son. The reoffice. The farmer isn’t required to lie
mains wore taken to South Penobscot
until his back teeth fall out, about the
Saturday and the funeral services were sterling manhood of a groom with ears
held there.
like a cauliflower plant, and the brain
of a shoat. He doesn’t have to
Georg’ W. Hillman, a respected and power
run a
contest for the most beautilife-long resident of Troy, passed away ful piano
young lady in the community, make
December 19th, at the age of 64 years.
sore about the winner, and
He had leen in poor health for a number everybody
then print a seventy-five cent half tone
of years. He is survived by his aged
of the beauty that looks like a tintype of
father, one brother, one son, W. A. grandma
at the age of thirteen. There
Hillman of Troy, and four daughters,
is nothing in the farmer’s curriculum
Mine
K<r nrknm Un
foitViflllltr
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Plumbing

“Here’s
bought.”

to t ‘e. % ^

Don’t invest

two.

and

Heating.

any money
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brain-food.
“If the editor takes two successive
days off in fishing, his patrons call aim
a loafer and take their job work to the
other office. If he works until he is
bowed over like a fat man with cramps
people say he is too stingy to hire extra
help. If he contributes $2.00 to the W.
C. T. U. and wears a boiled shirt
on Sunday, the banks call in his notes
with a noise like a woodenlegged man
falling on a tin roof, and if he refuses to
dig up for the Woman’s Relief Corps
supper he is branded as a miser and
avoided as if he had the hives.
The
farmer can look every man in the face
ard tell him to go where there is no premium on coal slack, and if the printer informs a man who tries to beat Mm out
of four years’ subscription that he is so

■

tie

family plot

at Orient.”

plac

of

one troop are all members of the same
school room or the same school building.
1
■ rah
A. (Morton), wife of Fran < Furthermore, educators
although not PrAAlroH that ha ennIrln’t r»n tr\ olaan in a
itt of Northport, died very suddenl y
having organized troops within their own roundhouse
he is liable to be reduced to
hi- home of John B.
Nealey, Monda y schools are promoting the scout move- :
ing, December 18th. She had bee n ment in connection with settlement ; the consistency of a cornstarch pudfiling health for some time of Bright s work, Sunday School work, boys’ clubs ! ding.
and heart trouble, but had pai
and athletic organizations.
I "In view of these facts, why is the
The scout movement appeals to edu- profession overcrowded? There are sevrecovered, so as to be able to a
eral reasons. One is that man is a vain
to the most of her household duties
cators for still another reason.
It en'his evening, December 18th, a r<
ables them to become friends of the boys. ! bird and is never happier than when he
j
n was to be held at the home of J
The situation is different from the school is yapping in linotype slugs. Many a
aley in honor of their son’s mai room, and the necessity of maintaining man would rather dispense fourteen
and as Mrs. Orcutt was more tha a : discipline requires that the teacher be columns of crooked rhetoric and reformJed spelling once a week and live on ossi'us to attend she made the
attemj: t stern and commanding, holding himself
walk, and while it was practically bt t | aloof from the boys, and attempting as fied liver and iced tea, thun shave the
steps, and she was accompanied b y it were to stimulate the boys from a warts off a calf’s head and hold a pail
husband, it proved to be an over-es superior position. In scouting, however, for a sucking calf, even though he can
in, as she barely lived to get there
the teacher as scout master becomes the fill up on green corn and side pork unliving a few moments after enterin g; boys’ friend and advisor, engaging in til he wheezes like an accordion with the
house.
Mrs. Orcutt was twice ma:
games with them, and perhaps being asthma. There are others, including a
"
fair sprinkling of jack-leg lawyers and
She leaves a son by her fin t surpassed by the more clever of the
boys
’•
r
in'various athletic games or in contests ham-strung school teachers, who have
age, Edmund Buckman of Lym
M
the notion that the editor’s life
imbibed
one sister, Miss Angie
Mortor
where alertness is the chief featqre.
is softer than the head of a two-ply
three brothers, Charles, William an d Furthermore, he is the
boys’ confidant
Morton, all of Lynn, Mass. The y and while he is their trainer, he also is sport. These rush in with a $90 dollar
outfit and a wind pressure that would
unable to attend the funeral, bi t i their fast friend.
"-autiful flowers they provided shov
In New York troops of scouts have been blister the lining out of a steel range and
high esteem in which she was hell I. organized in many schools. For instance, fill a lo.ig felt want with the grace and
s
the flowers furnished by then i, in Public School No. 64 at 9th Street and abandon of a hare-lipped hired girl at a
casket piece from the husband ar d j Avenue B, Scout Master N. Filfuss and beauty show. Nothing ever drives these
out of the profession except
J'-ts from neighbors and friend; !. Assistant Scout Master M.
Flann, have startlings
Orcutt was an active, energet c troops of scouts. In Public School No. sudden death or the sheriff. Then there
■an, taking part in all good work. A. s
at 314 West 17th Street, Scout Mas- are those misguided ambitious politicians
j 11,
,;s her health allowed she was acth e
ter H. I. Shimberg is teacher and in who believe that the easiest way to
j
C. T. U, work, and in the churcl i, ; Public School No. 17, New Brighton, S. clasp a fat office to your bosom is to be1 Jin
endeavor, etc., of Saturda y I I-, Scout Master L. A. Toepp is teacher, 1 come the editor of a newspaper. These
And while she will be great y
In Washington the Board of Educa- usually fade away like a goat on a string
i
in her family circle and in ti e ticn has taken up the scout movement, bean diet, carrying through life a look of
i borhood in which she
lived, hi r i Dr. William N. Davidson, superintend- I hopeless sorrow and remorse that would
is will have many reasons to reca 11 er.tof
schools, has given a permit to the wring the tears from a porcelain egg.
“If
"1 example she set, and realize tha t Emery school to
man knew the joys
organize a troop. The and the newspaper
ives have been made brighter b S only restraint which he
independence of the farmer’s life,
placed on the he would
kick
himself
presence. The funeral services wet e ; formation of scout troops in the schools
up to a peak until
ut her late home
Wednesday afte: is that every troop must be under the he looked like a rat-tailed file for conRev. David L. Wilson of Belfa; t direct supervision of the school officials j tinuing to make himself the door mat of
up cu
ting. The interment was in ti e and of competent persons. Other school the stiff-necked and ungodly community.
'0Vi
officials interested in the work in Wash- Gentle communion with the kine is far
cemetery.
better than animated converse with an
; ington are Ernest L. Thurston, assistant
superintendent of schools, A. T. Stewart, irate subscriber with fists like a premium
I rue French
died
Di
Young
suddenly
director of intermediate instruction, Ros- ham and the disposition of a hyena. Let
c*rrr.her loth, from heart failure at hi s i coe
C. Bruce, assistant superintendent of us reform, brethren, and get close to
h"n;e in Branch Mills. He was born i a
nature’s heart with a three-tined pitchschools.
Ji
I
’iia, N. H., February 28, 1820, an I
In Philadelphia, many scout troops fork and a self-feeding manure spreader.
*
J married in early manhood to Grati 1 have been organized in the public schools. We will live longer, or at any rate it will
Muriel Brown of Lowell, Mass., wh o
Pupils in the Chars wood Vare, Campbell seem longer, as the married man said,
Public Schools have organ- and if the worst comes to worst, we can
; .in Palermo, October 20, 1863. Thre a and
rnilrlreii were born to them; Lena, wh 0 ized Nebinger
live on rutabagas and rock salt, which
Thomas
troops.
Aston, principal of
warned Warren Jones and resides i a j a
public school in McAlester, Okla., has we have no doubt is an improvement
]
r
airfield; Carrie, (Mrs. William Osgooc ) taken
over our customary diet.
Then ‘Back to
up the scout work. Captain J. W.
1 n
whom he has made his home sine e ;
the Soil’ will be the pass-word and ‘Soh
j Vare, instructor of the Summer Naval Boss’ the
”88 and his
only son, Edwin Francis, a School in Indiana, is also teaching scoutgrand hailing sign of distress.”
of the 2nd Maine Cavalry, wb i>
;' ,;lijer
ing.
J«l m Louisiana, July 11, 1864. Mi
Constipation causes headache, nausea, dizziMr. George H. Niedlinger, of East
”
uiig was a man of marked intelligenct
Ora'ge, N. J., writes: “Oneof the most ness, languor, heart palpitation. Drastic phyttainmg until his death a mind alert t a important results in connection with our sica gripe, sicken, weaken the bowels and don’t
u the
cure.
Doan's regnlets act
and cure
events of the times. Kind an 1 scout movement has
been the difference constipation. 25 cents. Ask gently
j
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Many canines were fortunate enougl
to escape such a terrible fate, and at th
present moment Constantinople am
Stamboul are in a fair way to be agaii
filled with pariah dogs.—Grace C. D
Favre, in The Animals’ Friend, London

as

Political gossip from Washington links
name of ex-Gov. John F. Hill with
Republican nomination for vicepresident. From every point of view
this seems to be an excellent suggestion j
His record as governor is admirable; his

i

CONNECTION,

membership

of the national Republican
committee has given him a countrywide acquaintance, and his ability is
His
nomination
would
recognized.
doubtless have a large influence on the
result in Maine next September, and it
goes without saying that whatever can
be done must be done to redeem the
State from the Democracy—a thing desirable in itself, as well as for its effect
upon the national election in November.

Ellsworth American.

Dumb Animals.’’

January number of Our Dumb

The

Animals, published by the Massachusetts
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals, appears in heavy covers, in
four colors, coated stock, with new
dress and other improvements. Having
had a continuous existence for nearly
forty-four years, Our Dumb Animals,
though never self-sustaining, has now
It is acradical forward step.
a remarkable work in behalf
of the dumb animals, in w-hose behalf it
is published.
taken

a

complishing

agree that the light from a good oil lamp i*
the eyes than any other artificial light
The Rayo Lamp is the best oil lamp made.
It gives a strong, yet soft, white light; and it never flickers. It proserves ihe eyesight of the young; it helps and quickens that of the old.
You can pay $5, $10, or $20 for other lamps, but you cannot get
better light than the low-priced Rayo gives.
Made of solid brass, nickel-plated. Easily lighted, without removing shade or chimney. Easy to clean and rewick.

Opticians

easier on

Dealers everywhere:

or

write tor

descriptive

Standard Oil

-.

circular

direct

to My agency

of

the

Company

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTOR I A
The Boy Scouts of Caribou.
Caribou is said to have one of the finest, if
not the best, troops of Boy Scouts in the State
of Maine, and one of the boys, Donald O.
Smith, leader of the Fox patrol, is one of the
first three scouts in the State to have accomplished and successfully passed the first-class
This troup consists of
scout examination.

four patrols and applications are still coming
in.—The Aroostook Republican.
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Messrs. Thos.. Cook and Sons had fee
and protected a fine brown dog who ha<
been found on their doorsteps two yean
before. They rowed out to the island
called their dog, got him safely into thi
boat, and saved him. While in Constan
tinople last May, I had the pleasure o
seeing this dog and hearing his wonder

on

the
the

—

Sea of Marmora. The males were put
on one island, and the females on another, and th ire they were left to starve.
The stronger devoured the lesser, in
their desperate struggle for life, and
then in their turn succumbed to the
hunger. Their cries could be
for miles. The editor of a Spanish
newspaper, in Constantinople, told me it
was the most piteous sight he ever saw,
to behold the poor dogs left on the is-

came.

I’ve

nominee for vice president
will be hailed by the Republicans of
Maine most heartily. Gov. Hill’s high
character and distinguished abilities
would bring honor to the vice presidential chair.
“Taft and Hill.” It sounds
good to us.—Rockland Courier Gazette

\

hall;

JOURNAL BUILDING,

beloved, watchful guardians, and
regretted at death.
The pariah dogs have been banished
from Constantinople. It was done in a
cruel and cowardly way. The poor creaj
tures were caught with iron pincers (for
few Moslims will touch a dog, deeming
him unclean), thrown into wagons, put
on board a ship, and carried to two lonely, uninhabited rock-bound isles, in the

dreary waste of waters, watching wistfully for the human aid which nevei

corset

The suggestion of ex-Governor Hill

Ranges,

\‘

prices.

w. a.

age,

lnn^a

wonderful

“Where have you been?”
“To the cemetery.”
“Any one dead?”
“Every one of them.”

a

in

Plumbing, Heating, Sto\y
until

saw me

■

rats chew the lining off a new set of
rollers. There is no law which compe s
h m to fill four columns of space with a
clogged think-tank and a stickful of

a

“Regular spare ribs, I s^e.”
“Yes, hard to digest, ‘stays’

When, ypu;,'waiter pipes freeze and your plumbing goes
or y°ur heating
apparatus fails to please you, call
'■
me by telephone.
I give all
wq my personal attention.

1

supplied
umber yard, but disposed of th
room.
But the important factor in the
several months ago, retainini \
of
school
teachers
and professors is
eyes
operty. He was a member of Pe [ the
supervision supplied by
Lodge. No. 349, F. and A. M., als scoutsystematic
masters over the boys’ play. In
tut Lewis A. Fdwarcts Council, Jr.
other words, :f the boys are taught to
A. M., of Orient. He was vie
play thoroughly, to paddle a canoe right,
-ident, a director, a chairman of th
tc swim correctly, to follow a trail, and
1 utive committee of the Eastern Lon
d hospital and took a deep interes l to stalk birds, such system in play unmeans system and
thoroughthis work.
His age was 68 year s doubtedly
ness in study.
Furthermore, the edudays. Besides his wife, he leave a Gators believe
that for a few years at
j
adopted daughter, Mrs. Raymon j
least, it is as vitally important to watch
ue, and a grandson, Leander Beeb
ute. The funeral services were hel j over the boys when at play as it is to
their study.
dnesday afternoon from his home supervise
It is estimated that about 750 teachers
T. B. Miller, pastor of the M. E
and superintendents of schools have orarch, officiating, assisted by the Rev
ganized Boy Scout troops and that there
H. Longsworth and the Rev. A. M
are at least 300 troops formed among the
u. idson of
Orient. The funeral wa
boys in the schools throughout the counicssive uue.
u was cunuucieu u
try. While these troops are not officially
Masons. The interment took

get

“No, no, you musn’t; mother objects
kissing.”
“Never fear, I won’t kiss her.”

[

ss

to

FOR VICE PRESIDENT.

Whenever he
coming down the Via
would
run
to
meet
me,
Dolorosa, he
showing every sign of gladness. One
him
I
came
upon
day
unexpectedly. He
had fallen heir to a newspaper filled with
bones, the gift, no doubt, of some tourist.
Sever other dogs were standing
around him in menacing attitudes. As
soon as he saw me he came to greet me
at the risk of losing his precious meal. I
was touched almost to tears by this
beautiful proof of his gratitude. Needless to say, he did not go unrewarded. I
saw to it that he enjoyed his meal in
bit of break and

boy trying

box

“Oh, I’m goin to have a fit.”
“Wait, I’ll call the doctor.”
“No, no, the dressmaker.”

The Republican Journal

Sepulchre each day, I met a smJZ. ,elIow
dog. I fell into the habit of taking him
a

P°°r

stomach.”

affection, and are
high order of intelligence.
have
testified to this.
Many Europeans
My own experience confirms it.
on

a

a

box

“What have you got to eat?”
“Beans.”
“I don’t want beans.”
“Well you ought to eat them, Don’t
you know beans are healthy?”
“Well, I’m not sick.”

Advertise Now in

a

In Jerusalem,

am

a

“You need one.”

to

of

capable

/

ahead.

and Worm Medicine

semblance of his former self.
In Joppa, Jerusalem, Beirout, and Damascus, I have Et on dogs with only three
legs, dogs with two legs and a stump,
dogs with only half a head, the other
part having been crushed in, and even
dogs whose hird-quarters dragged along
on the ground. It is pitiable, and almost
incredible how they continue to live.
are

for speed-

of writing paper.
“Don’t try it; you couldn't move
of writing paper.”
“Why not?”
“Because it is stationery.”

is the means that mothers should use to
help
their children. This wonderful home
remedy—
6o years a standard—never fails to ext-el
worms, and waste matter, leaving the blood
pure, the stomach sweet, the bowels regular
and the whole system
strong and healthy.
Give Dr. True’s Elixir when the little ores
are peevish, irritable and
sickly—take it lor
your own ills also.
Sold by all dealers—35c,
50c, $1.00.

a

sometimes of

£d

were ari

“I must write a note.”
“Wait a minute; I’ll bring you

The Family Laxative

sympathy

JOKES.

“What did the judge sft?”
“Fine.”

ELIXIR

and presently returned wagging
her tail and with a third puppy in her
as
much as to say, “You see I
mouth,
have still another.
Poor creature! She
and her brood are at the mercy of thousands of careless passers-by—no laws to
to aid them.
protect them, no
If a dog is run over he is left just as
he is, until either merciful death relieves
him or beneficent Nature restores him to

4-

J"i^;,r

^Yea.”

DR.TRUE’S

have an attack of heart failure if sudMrs. Hannah Ellen, widow of E. W.
denly separated from two bits of real
Whiiter.ore, died Dec. 29th in Bangor, money.
he following is from a Greenport, L
after a long illness. She was born in
“The farmer can stand on the street
aper of December 16th: “This com
nity was shocked last Sunday evening Dixmonr nearly 72 years ago, the young- corner and roar about smallpox in town
of
Charles
The
M.
Adams.
eBt daughter
e-arn that Capt. Leander V. Beebi
until his whiskers curl up like a lean man
died suddenly from an affection o: 1 most of her life was spent in Fairfield. with the wind colic, and if the newspaShe
is
survived
one
James
0.
son,
by
Mr. Beebe had not been feel
eart.
man runs a three-line item to the
Whitten.ore of Bangor, and one brother, per
same effect his advertisers will land on
very well for several months, bu ;
Albert Adams, who is the last of the
med to be in particularly good spirit!
him and make him resemble a crushed
Sunday; in fact, his condition wa; family. Funeral services will be held at fruit salad. If the printer opens his peace.
the residence of J. 0. Whittemore, 70
that not even his most intimati
head about the presence of slot machines,
A clergyman, who was once an English
Kendus eag avenue, Monday, and the
ends and family imagined it to be si
penny ante and holes-in-the-wall, every chaplaiJ in Jerusalem, told me the fol■us.
Sunday afternoon, accompaniei I burial « as in the family lot in Fairfield. candidate he supports at the primary lowing: His son went every day to Bis.is wife, Mrs. Etta V. Beebe, ani
election will have about as much show of hop Blythe’s school, about two miles
Richard Martin, one of Lincolnville’s
H. Bennington of Brooklyn, he hai
nomination as a one-legged man in a away from his own residence. One afteroldest inhabitants, died Dec. 22nd aged
his
own
car
hurdle race. The farmer can sit on his noon he returned home with a wee puppy
automobiling, driving
He leaves five
84 yea: s.
and two
he
drove
Mr.
[sons
am
I
and lambast the board of super- in hia pocket, explaining that he had
fact,
Bonrungton
daughters: Charles of California, Willis porch
Beebe to tbe railroad station a
visors from supper to breakfast, and if founri it, with the mother and another
and Aibert of Worcester, Mass., Mrs.
ituek, where Mr. Bonnington board Nathan
the newspaper man jars a board off the pupp., under a hedge on his way to
Wentworth of Searsmont, Sidtrain for Brooklyn, Mr. Beeb.
fence in that direction his appeal for the schorl.
He pleaded so hard that his
ney, Fletcher and Helen of Lincolnville.
is wife coming home in their auto
printing will be about as effective parents allowed him to keep it. The
county
Funeral
services
were
held
at
his
home
the house was reached, Mr. Beebi
as a live broil with tobasco sauce.
mother-dog came every day to nurse it,
Dec. .nth by Rev. S. E. Frohock of Cam.lined of feeling ill and told hi:
“The farmer can express his opinion and was herself fed. After the puppy
to call a doctor. In about two houri ! den.
of the new Methodist preacher in a firm was weaned it was decided it could no
:ul expired. The shock was a seven
and loud voice, on the four corners, and longer be kept. So the little boy sadly
his family and friends, especially
if the printer ventures to express the carried it back to the lair of the motherBoy Scouts in Schools.
is wife, who was Mrs. Etta B. Lan
view that the preacher ought to be chas- dog under the hedge, two miles away.
r of Hampden,
Me. to whom hi
ing a currycomb over a milk cow instead That same afternoon, to the great surBoards
of
Education
and
superintendmarried about six weeks ago. Mr
of filling a large room with thin ozone prise of the family, the mother-dog trotents of public schools in many States
was one of
and misinformation, he will lose sub- t d into the yard, straight up to the
Greenport’s mos
vent and influential citizens and t| throughout the country have endorsed scribers so fast that he won’t have the
rectory door, with her second puppy, as
hose place it will be hard to fill ii ! the Boy Scout movement as a supple- circulation of a
cold-storage egg. The much as to say, “My other puppy did
men: to the work of the class room, and
..'nmunity. For many years he wa are
does
a
farmer
not have to
chaste riot seem to please you, perhaps this one
furthering the organization of the kiss on the moist nose ofimpress
r of his own vessels and foliowei J;
his foreman in will suit you better. The good clergyBoy Scout troops. While scouting ac- order to
but of late he had lived a retire,
him
from
drunk
on man and his
keep
getting
family thought this so extivities furnish a certain amount of dispart of the time in Orient. H
press day, neither does he have to get traordinary that they then and there
and
drill
those
features
so
far
as
;
cipline
vard moved to Greenport, wher
the educators are concerned are not of somebody to go on his note when thi adopted the mother and her two puppies.
mt a handsome home facing Centra j
for
the greatest importance, because drill ‘devil’ carelessly feeds a pair of pip-, They built comfortable quarters
For several years he owned th
the cylinder press or the them, and all three lived to a good old
anc. discipline are
in the class tongs through

|

“I heard you

often fail to realize, that the
safely and quickly cured. It
sd, that mothers can easily help their
ngers of childhood into the perfect
manhood and womanhood.

DR. J. F. TRUE &

I.

VAUDEVIU.E

YORK

“What’s your name?”
“John”
/U
“I mean your full name, TJ \\
“It’B John whether I'in;x' r not.”

boards,

moo

uuugcD
jjaiuc
for, Mrs. Lute Wingate. Mrs. Fred
prano as a heaven sent songster, when in
Wingate of Troy and Mrs. Eben Vose of fact
Bhe has a voice that would make a
Knox. The funeral was held at his late
hen weep. He isn’t called upon
home Friday, attended by Rev. Allen guinea
to paint the virtues of a prominent citiRollins. Music was furnished by Fred
zen who earned bis money by collecting
Bagley end Mrs. Clarence Coffin.
notes with a draw shave and who would

cared

NEW

Help Your

*,

Koran forbids the taking of life, it doei
not inculcate mercy or kindness towardi
the lower creation. Therefore the pool
dogs are tolerated, but never caredfbi
It is one of the saddest sight!
or loved.
in the world to see the dogs at Damascus
There are thousands of them in the
streets.
I have counted as many at
fifty-seven in the space of two cits
blocks. No one seems to feed them and
as for a caress, or a kind
word, such s
thing is unknown. They are excellent
and
watch-dogs,
guard property as faithfully as their more favoured brethren in
happier lands. The pariah dogs divide
themselves up into certain districts, and
woe betide the dog who ventures outside
his own established limits. They have a
code of honbur, and, hungry as they are,
it is but seldom that they steal. Some
of these dogs are very fine specimens,
and if properly cared for would make an
animal well worth owning.
Walking through the celebrated bazaars of Damascus one day, I saw in a
side alley a very pretty smooth-haired
black bitch with two tiny puppies.
Thinking to put some joy into her sad
life, I caressed the puppies. She eyed
me askance for awhile, and then, hearing my gentle tones in praise of her little
family, she disappeared under some

They

ifti:, *

="■"

respected by all whc in the order in the school. For
PARIAH DOGS.
! knew him. Besides his daughters, four especially in the junior room,instance,
severs!
left
are
to mourn theii teachers were on the
grandchildren
of resigning
point
The sudden death of Mr. J 'rome F
The life of a doe under Mohammedat
loss, Mrs. Charles Crosby and E. F. because of the trouble in controlling
Hanshue on the evening of Novembe i Marden of Fairfield and Mies Edna Os- their
boys, and the general order of th< rule is not an enviable one. While th<
29th was a great shock to the number ,
I
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; %^?The Republican Journal^!
AND YOUR FAVORITE HOME PAPER
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FOR ONLY $2.25.

AGIN’ THE GOVERNOR.
Some Democrats Want Anothet Candidate

Mayor Morey Suggested.
There is an interesting rumor afloa

to the eifect that Governor Plaisted i
to have opposition for the nominatioi
for Governor at the Democratic pri
maries next June.
None of the stories are particular); r
well authenticated, but one is to th' *
effiect that Mayor Frank A. Morey o
Lewiston is to be a candidate, am l
another has it that Mayor Curtis is ti >
be a candidate, although it has beei
generally assured that the mayor wouli
run for the Democratic nomination fo
Congress in this district.
Another story goes that Mr. Pennel i
does not propose to be laid on the shell
but will himself come out for the con
gressional nomination again.
There is no doubt but that man;

[

■

Democrats feel that Governor Plaistei
has not made good and would be hearti
ly in favor of the nomination of somi
one like Mr. Morey but that there art
enough of these insurgents to seriousl;
endanger the Governor’s chances is de
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a thoroughly Practical, helpful, up-to-date illustrated national
weekly. Special pages for Horses, Cattle, Sheep, etc., and most

reliable market reports.
Dr. C. D. Smead, the best known veterinary surgeon in
America, writes regularly for The Tribune Farmer, thoroughly
covering the breeding, care and feeding of all domestic animals,
and his articles meet the needs of every practical w orking farmer and interests every man or woman in city or town who owns a
horse or cow.
The

subscription price of

Some

of these Democrats who art
at the idei
that he will be considered for a minute
as the
Democratic nominee for vici
president or that it would help the
cause in Maine any if he was nominated
—Portland Press.
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The Tribune Farmer alone is $1.00.
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subscribers and all old subscribers who will pay
up arrearages and one year in advance we make this liberal offer

|lS|§

The Tribune

$1.00

W

2.00

9

*®“To

“agin” the Governor laugh

Franklin,"i N.

..--

Tribune Farmer

new

Farmer, one year,
The Republican Journal, one year,

cidedly improbable.

Strawberries Ripen at

rp

Both for $2.25.
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Franklin, N. H„ December 27.
Among the results of the Decembei
warm wave noted in this
vicinity have
been caterpillars, dandelion blossoms
and ripe strawberries. Sap has also run
from the maple trees.

JH Republican
*

Journal Pub. Co.,

Belfast,. Me.

M

OBITUARY

be running > Jsbort
DEMOCRATIC PLEDGES-HOW KEPT? haul.*’ A bar may
time before and resume b short time
but when the search is made)all
That practically all Maine is “wide after,
the evidences of an illegal traffic have
BELFAST, THURSDAY, JANUARY 1,1912.
are in
Baloons
that
open
open” today;
The occasional arrests are
evidence in all the cities, and conditions disappeared.
PUBLISHED EVEBY THURSDAY BY
foreigners, perhaps,
minor
offenders,
of
most of them worse than ever before
Jour. Pub. Co. in
do not have votes. While perhaps
The
since the enactment of the prohibitory who
be we may not have arrived at the stage
Editor and
laws, cannot be denied. Nor can it
CHAR LEEDS''wt ^BURi, ^ pU8ines3 Manager
where officials are paid for “protection’
laws
denied that the enforcement of the
that impunity from
of Democratic officials, there is no doubt
hands
is
in
the
a
it the pledging of
with
carries
hUBSCicr.'TiOb'i erms. In advance, $2.00
Beizure
facts
these
of
In view
50 cents for three ! State and local.
to the
year, $1.00 for six months;
contributions
liberal
of
and
votes
months.
it is well to recall the pledges made by
Democratic campaign fund. And this is
For one square, one
individuals,
Advertising Terms.
as
by
the Democrats
apart',
inch length in column, 50 cents for one week
the way that pledges of the Democratic
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M

Republican

Use

Arms’
to Dress.
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by its newspaper organs.
The Democratic platform adopted in
1
Dishonest methods may prosper for convention in 1910 contained the promise,
comes
a time, but sooner or later there
“If invested with power it (the Demothe inevitable day of reckoning.-Popu- i
crati
party) will enforce the laws by
lar Mechanics Magazine.
means of regularly elected officers.
That day ought to be near at hand.
This had special reference to the liquor
Have you decided yet what you are go- laws and the employment of special
ing to do with your January dividend?— officers under the Sturgis law, which the
Boston Globe.
Democrats proposed to repeal and did
If you mean us, we shall deposit them
and

and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.

in the Belfast

address November 22, 1910, beIn
fore a young men’s club Congressman
an

Watterson is

Henry

Poor old Marse

repeal.

Bank.

Savings

“The Democrats
also propose to enforce the prohibitory
law as well as all others, to enforce it
fairly and honestly in every county.
Some of us may not agree as to the law
itself, but as long as it is a law it should

McGillicuddy said:

“seeing things.’’ He says that if Roosevelt is elected president again he will
not leave the White House until he is
carried out feet first. It is sad to realize
the wreck of so bright an intellect.
The Fairfield Journal says that when
Hon. Samuel W. Gould was nominated
for Congress he made a little speech of
and in it he said: “And I give

be enforced and the Democrats propose
to do it.” That is the substance of a

good

acceptance

that

deal of Democratic talk—before

an

Half Bottles of
Cured.

platform, its newspapers,
and in the inaugural of the man it elected governor, are kept. These pledges
must be kept “fairly and squarely,’’said
Governor Plaisted. Not to keep them
“is anarchy,’’said the Waterville Sentinel. And anarchy it is.
In his proclamation for a special session Gov. Plaisted says of the prohibitory law: “Those who are pleased with
party,

in its

It

hypothey as

was

should he cast

vote

that

its ability,

he

lie about it?
Senator La Follette, who is conducting
his literary campaign in the pages of a
monthly magazine, opened his speaking

|

campaign in Cleveland, Ohio, last week !
with an arraignment of the trusts and an
enunciation of his ideas for the cure of i
evils resulting from the present system

Compared

government.
Follette, Bryan is
and his egotism

of

a sane

is

La

and safe leader
mole hill to

a

as

with

a

All that La Follette stands

mountain.

heralded as “progressive”
preached by William Jennings Bryan

for that is
was

for years before the Wisconsin senator
bad attained to national prominence.
Bryan says the progressive ideas for
which he

and La Follette stands are,
And
many of them, as old as history.
Bryan is right. They are the rotten

timbers .rejected by the framers of
present system of goverm ent.

our

Courier-Gazette

The

received a
this week that the Maine
Central Railroad extension to Belfast
will be built within two years. We give
it to our readers for what it may be

straight tip

worth.—Rockland Courier-Gazette.

Everybody

believes that an electric

road will

sti-an

or

Belfast and

connect

Rockland at no distant day and one of
these roads would have been built long
A
a,:• > but for conflicting interests.
'■barter for an electric road from Stock-

Springs

tor

to

Belfast

was

obtained

manj years ago, and at that time there
was a charter for an electric road from
Bangor to Stockton Springs, and the
reed was begun but has got
t!

1.

F!

1

farther

YVhilt, tt.rt

1 1

an electric road from Belfast to Camden, but made no move toward building
t,nd the charter lapsed. The other charter. with some modifications, has been
renewed every two years, with changes
Several thousand
in
the corporators.
dollars have been expended on surveys
and arranging terms with real estate
owners along the line, and at times the
building of the road has seemed near at

for

hand. Then something has happened—
just what only those inside could tell
but the public has attributed it to the
—

opposition of competing lines

on

land

or

water, and perhaps this is not far out of

much
cerns

There has been other

opposienough, however, to have
effect—coming from livery conand from those who thought an

electric road to biockland

would take

business away from this city.
For the
development of the country along the
coast front Rockland to Stockton
we

believe

freight

an

electric

Springs

road, carrying

well as passengers, would be
a steam road over the proroute back from the shore, and
as

better than

posed

that it would pay in time. Perhaps some
day we may see both roads built.
West

Monday

Belfast.
to

Miss

resume

her

Kathleen Morris ieft
studies at

Shaw's

Business College, Bangor_Miss Hattie Hayford has returned to her teaching in Quincy,
Mass., after spending the holidays at her
home here... Paul R. Smith ieft Monday to
resume his studies at Bates College... Miss
Sal ra Dyer left last Tuesday to resume her
studies at Kent's Hill Seminary-Mrs. Nancy
Mudgett celebrated her 90th birthday last
Saturday, receiving callers and a large number
of post cards. It is difficult to realize that
Mrs. Mudgett has reached this age, as she is
bright and genial beyond the average.

HOW’S THIS?
offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
any case of catarrh that cannot be cured by
Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 0.
We, the undersigned, have known F. J.
for
the last 15 years, and believe him
Cheney
perfectly honorable in all business transactions and financially able to carry out any obligations made by his firm.
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin,
Wholesale Druggista, Toledo, O.
Hail’s Catrrrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the Bystem. Testimonials sent free.
Brice 76c. per bottle. Sold by all Druggista.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
We

to solve the liquor question from the
wrong side. Further than that, there
has never been an honest attempt made

Saturday Sale of 1912.

First

He moved to Taunton about 13 years
death was a great shock
have the sympathy of
many friends. He is survived by the following
brothers and sisters. John O. Black of Belfast, Martin G. Black of Northport. Mrs.
Arvilla S. Webber and Miss Hattie M. Black of
Belfast, Mrs. Julia A. Meader of Auburn, Me.,
and Mrs. Abbie J. Jackson of Northport. The
remains were brought to Belfast and the funeral service was held at the Webber home on
Bell street. Rev. Arthur A. Blair, pastor of
Universalist church, officiating. The abund-

con-
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new
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fact,

made
advise any
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1

bad
I

repeat,
believe it
will cu
several
of the
nd find it to
be trU
Hat ‘Tf
by Hood It’s Good.’
®r!y J. Blaine.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla t0 Tie of those
medicines
proprietary
th are indispensable to thousand^fe' families—
the millions of internet, prudent
and economical men an* omen, who
are really the bone antf rew of the
country, but who have io ttle to go
and come on that profesgjo d services,
in case of sickness, ar* it of the
question

except

in

There will be no morning service at the
First Parish church next Sunday, Jan. 7th.
Rev. Charles B. Ames is to be away over Sunday, but will return during the week. The
services will be held January 14th.
the week at the Baptist
church will be as follows: this, Thursday, evening the prayer meeting; Sunday, at 10.45,
morning worship, Sunday school at noon;
C. E. meeting at 6.30 p. m.; evening service
at 7.30 p. m.
The services for
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j

early
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compelled him to relinquish it.
were brought home and buried
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beautiful dowers
the family. The bearers
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Our Semi-Annual Discount
Sale Commences Today.

family

:

A discount of 20 °k will be given on Wool Dress
Goods and Dress Trimmings and 10 °lo on other
goods for the next 3C days.
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White-Timbep.lake. The marriajp.f Miss and Walter G. Hatch.
CORSETS NOT INCLUDED IN SALE.
Agnes E. Timberlake of Livermore apcWalter
to enforce its provisions, except by a
a
Mrs. Caroline Kilburn,
highly respected
TERMS
CASH.
C. White of Lewiston occurred feirsday
iwl.
few democratic sheriffs who have been
afternoon, December 21st, at the horiSte .f the resident of Winterport village, died Dec. 12th,
bride’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Asa Tindjbtlake, at the advanced age of 86 years. She was
hindered by nullifying county attorneys
The services in the church at North Belfast
at Livermore.
The ceremony was pefcfcmed born in
The time has come will be as follows every Sunday until further
or nullifying courts.
Winterport, a daughter of the late
by Rev. Mr. Holland of Livermore Falls, ing
■■--ss= -,-TTT-r
for a thorough, determined effort to en- notice: Morning service at 10.30 a. m. with the single ring service. The wedding part de- Daniel and L.ettice Campbell, and was the last
force all along the line that the prohibi- sermon by the pastor, Rev. C. E. Walsh; Sun- scended to the parlor, the bride on the a^; of of a large family of brothers and sisters. She
her father, and met the groom under ans/ch had
school at 11.45 a. m.; preaching service in
passed the most of her life in Winterport.
of evergreen and red and white roses, pridtory law may stand or fall upon its day
the evening at 7 o’clock.
ed bj' the flower girl, little Miss Edith 'Bbo er- J In middle life she resided for some twenty
merits. So enforce from January 1, 1911,
in New York city, wheie she was a
There will be services next Sunday at Ma- lake, who strewed garlands befoie themS he | years
to January 1, 1913, all the time, whatbride was given away by her father. Thi i-st member of St. Paul’s M. E. Church. She reson’s Mills at 10.30a. m. and at Trinity Reform- man was
Make the State
ever the result may be.
Benjamin Adams of Lewiston and ie
ed Church at 2.30 p. m., with sermons by Rev. bridesmaid was Miss Mildred Timberlake, lis- turned here after the death of her husband,
as dry as it is possible by honest and
William Vaughan, followed by Sunday school. ter of the bride. The wedding march Ws Isaac N. Kilburn, who was a veteran of the
thorough enforcement to make it. If the Prayer meeting at Trinity Church this, Thurs- played by Miss Effie Carville of Farminjke. Mexican war. On resuming her residence in
The bride wore a beautiful dress of white Si
her membership was transferred
people like that sort of thing, they will day, evening at 7.30 o’clock.
and carried a bouquet of roses. The bride* Winterport
endorse it and if they do not like it they
maid wore a gown of cream color and carrie to the Methodist church of that village. She
The services for the week at the Methodist a
————M—
———t"
bouquet. The bride’s gift to the bridesmsb was also a member of the Woman’s Christian
will have the privilege of voting the prochurch will be as follows: this, Thursday even- was a handsome brooch and the gift of thi
and for some years conhibitory system down and out. There is ing the prayer meeting; Sunday, at 10.45, groom to the best man was a pair of gold cu( Temperance Union,
of
devotional
ducted
the
monthly
meetings
links. Preceding the wedding a bounteoi* j
no other alternative for the Democratic
morning worship, with sermon by the pastor; feast was
served and no less than sixty guest that organization, until the infirmities of age
Pledges must be kept among Sunday school at 12 m.; Junior League at 3.30 were present. And after the ceremony, whicl jrevented her attendance at its regular sesparty.
honest folks. If there are to be many | p. m.; evening service at 7.30 p. m.; Tuesday was at three o’clock, refreshments of ice crean s ions. Her love for the church and
every
and cake were served. The couple left late ii
unsatisfied appetites as one of the re- at 7.30 p. m., the Epworth League meeting.
I
the evening by the way of Turner for thei 1 l)cd cause connected with it added much to
22 H. P. Bosch Magneto. Seleive Side Lever Change Gear. 30 inch
The services at the North church will be as new home in Lewiston where they will resid I hr enjoyment of life. She died at the home
sults, the proper thing to damn is the
90 inch Wheel Base. Water Cooled.
$495 Complete,
Wheels.
j
at
re
31
in
flat
that
have
Union
a
street
they
el Mr. and Mrs. Charles Nason, who did much
law and not the agents applying the law. follows: this, Thursday, afternoon at 3.30 p. m.
including Top and Cover, Ail Lamps, Generator, Etc.
cently furnished. By the shrewdness of thei j
Just so long as we have prohibition in the Junior C. E. meeting; at 7.30 p. m. the landlady a party of Ariel club members, o l to nake her last days as comfortable as posA wonderful, reliable REAL
T e lowest priced four cylinder car h the world.
The funeral service was conducted by
either constitution or statutes, there prayer meeting; Castle North, K. O. K. A. Fri- which Mr. White is a member, called at th ; I sib.
of any ear on any hill regardless of size, price or
car, and Guaranteed the equal
home to give the newly married couple a sere ;
at
7
at
offerR#v
and
the
floral
o’clock; morning worship Sunday
almost nothing.
Look this
A. J. Lockhart,
many
should be an energetic and uncompromis- day
power. Simple to operate, and exp ?ns«of up-keep is
but they were “side-tracked.” The brid
and excel
10.45 a. m.; Sunday school at 12 m.; C. E. prayer nade,
car over; it will surprise y* u in everyway, size, beauty, finish, power
is well known in Lewiston where she was fo 1 inge attested the esteem in which she was
ing effort to make prohibition real. Any at 6.30
lent
riding
qualities.
to
leld.
several years a bookkeeper at the Atwoo 1
p. m.; a cordial invitation is extended
other course is anarchy.”
market for her uncle, E. H. Timberlake. Th
the public to attend these services.
Maine.
C. B.
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. C. N. Whit t
groom
A t-.legram received in this city Monday anThe Portland Argus of December 29,
The men connected with the Universalist and was for a long time a clerk at the Atwoo
the death in Denver, Col., of George
nounce!
1910, said on the first page: “The Demo- church and society will meet next Sunday at Market. He is now employed at the L. 1 L. ffiuball, a former merchant of Portland,
cratic officials who are to come into 12 o’clock in the church auditorium for the Blake furniture store. They have been gen
who W-s ;>eld in high esteem here. He was
erously remembered by friends and relative 3 for yea-.' engaged in shook manufacturing She was the widow of Elliott Haskell, vie. was OAK HILL tSwanville.)
The pastor, with a good supply of wedding presents.- ;
Mr. John Peavey and family of City point,
power at midnight Saturday propose to purpose of club organization.
'dent
a Civil War veteran and was a former rt
I and tit ting, as a member of the Portland
firm of^ .tter, Kimball & Co. He was promMr. Frank Peavey and family of Belfast, Mr.
enforce the laws as they find them, fear- Rev. A. A. Blair, will speak on Misery and its Lewiston Journal.
of the town of China. The fu serai took place
connected with the Chestnut street M.
Rev. 1 'avid Albert Toothaker and family of Northport,
lessly and impartially, playing no favor- Causes, which will be followed by general dis- Wingate-Hatch. Wednesday morning,Dec.2‘ ; inently
E. chincr and at different times held the at her late home December :9th,
be taken un Mack Preston
Mr. John Innis and family of Searsport, and
Wingate and Effie Porter Hate!
ites and asking no favors. The dictum cussion. Live social tonics will
offices of steward, class leader and superinL. Wilson of Belfast officiating, and the inter-;
and discussed. All men who are connected in both of Millinocket, were united in marriag s tenden of
Mr. L. 0. Hanley an 1 family .passed Christmas
About 20
the Sunday school.
has gone forth that any man or woman
ment was in North Palermo.
Rev. H. W. Rhoades of Belfast. The cere ! vaors
V,,
n.,n<mr
IT,, lnnvnt.
by
with
the
and
all
who
have
no
any way
society,
with Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Peavey and a bountewho sells liquor after Jan. 1st does so at
mony took place in Islesboro at the home c
ous dinner was served by Mr. and Mrs. E
regular church home in the city, are earnestly Ihp hridp’s mnthpr. Mrs. Sarah A. Hatch. M I wife, Ms. Failie Kimball; a son, George D.
C.
i Kimball .f Denver, and a daughter, Miss Hat- WiNlERPORT.
his or her peril, and they will be regardto
attend.
and Mrs. Wingate, accompanied by the bride’ 3
requested
Peavey.... Mr. and Mrs. L. D Holmes entertie Kimb.n, a school teacher in that city.
He
A very pretty wedding took place Monday
the
boat
to
Be
ed as enemies to the public order and
took
Hatch,
also
tained a family party on Christmas day, inThe members of the North (Congregational) brother, Emery
sister, Miss MaryKimball of Portat the home of Mr. and
fast on their way to New York, where the ^ land leaved
Mj IKimball was 72 years of age and morning, Dec. 25th,
dealt with wherever and whenever they church and
cluding Mr. and Mrs. F. O. Honnes and
parish are cordially invited to be will make their future home. Both are highl Y was a natvfe
Mrs. L. A. Farnsworth, v hen her daughter.
of Belfast, Me., but came to this
are found.
It is very probable that the present at the supper to be given this, Thurs- esteemed and the best wishes of many frienc s
Laura, Mr. and Mr. John Knowlton,
city afteithe fire of 1866. It is a singular Miss Lizzie Gregg Atwood was married to Mr.
follow them.
inaugural auuress ui vjjv. naisrea will day, evening in the banquet hall of the church,
thing in onnection with his death that Er- Wm. Black of Cranbern isles. Rev. A. J. 'Miss Helen Knowlton, Mr. James Webster
mon D. L-stman and Abial M. Smith, who
contain these very words, or some very under the auspices of the Guild. The supper
family. Mr. Arthur Thompson and
but the immediate tnd
died the later part of last week, were good Lockhart officiated. None
for Breath.
of Poor’s Mills and Mr. A. J. Knowlmuch like them. But in the meantime, will be followed by the annual church and parImmediately after family
friends of Ar. Kimball’s and they were asso- relatives were present.
ton and
family of Belfast.Mr. and
where
ciated togetdfcr in church work at the Chest- the
for
and before Gov. Plaisted is inaugurated, ish meeting and a large attendance is desired
left
Cal.,
Fresno,
ceremony they
Gastritis Nearly Ended Life of Wm. V
nut street ind were practically of an age.
Mrs. F. J. Webb took Christmas dinner
Another
winter.
wedding
the
the sheriffs and county attorneys will at both. Reports of officers and committees
will
spend
Messrs. Smifi and Kimball had served terms they
Mathews. Read His Letter.
with his mother, Mrs. Ann Webb
from the various societies will be heard, ofMr. Hugh
occurred Sunday evening Dec. 31st at the
as superinteident of the Sunday school and all
have the matter in their own hands, and
“I was bothered for years with stomac
ficers will be elected and important business
three of then had been class leaders.—Port- Methodist parsonage. The contracting parties Rouney, who "has had employment at Mrs.
it is entirely safe to say that they will
like
lead
i
Food
laid
trouble
and
gastritis.
land Press, Djc. 12th.
matters discussed.
of our well j Hannah Holmes for several months, left Dee
were Mr. Homer L. McAuliffe, one
my stomach and fermented, forming gas. Thi s
fully live up to the spirit and the letter
The deceased was born in East Belfast, and
of 25th for Boston-Mr. and Mrs. Frank Small
caused a pressure on my heart, so that I choke ]
known young men, and Miss Edna Ward
j
1SLESBORO.
of his pronouncement.”
and gasped for breath, and thought my tim 3 for many yevf* the Leavitt house was his
here and go im- are receiving congratulations on the birth of a
Frankfort.
They
wil',remain
Miss Marie Coombs has returned to Bing- had come.
1
MI-O-NA cured me after I ha * home.
In his inaugural address, Governor
It vae built by his father when
Dec. 25th-Mr. Levi Seekins has
mediately to housekeeping. All these your.g daughter,
doctored without success."—Wm. V. Mathews
George was about two years old. He was a
Plaisted said: "Every promise made in ham, Me., to resume school work.... Capt. Bloomington, Ind.
of many friends. been very ill with stomach trouble, but is a
wishes
the
have
good
people
Wellington Coombs is at home for a short visit.
member of the kelfast Methodist church and
If you suffer from indigestion, headache
Mr. James
the platform adopted by the Democratic
_Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Fisher entertained a little better at this writing
....Miss Adelaide Hatch has returned to dizziness, biliousness, constipation, inactiv
sang in the choii. His father was associated
The Trichy sold a cow to George B. Dyer of Bel!
party at their home at Christmas.
family
party and upon which it waged its cam- Millinocket-Mrs. Eben Babbidge and little liver, nervousness, sleeplessness, bad dreamt with Mr. James k. White in the
fast the past week_Mr. E. C. Peavey sold a
foundry firm
Mr.
foul breath, heartburn, shortness of breatl
guestB were the parents of Mrs. Fisher,
paign must be kept. Squarely and fair- son Douglas are in town-Arthur Hatch has sour
One sister survives,
cow to Mr. Crowell of Monroe recently ...Mr,
M.
stomach, or despondency, be sure and ge t of White & Kinball.
and Mrs. Charles Campbell, her sister, Mrs.
returned
to
without
evasion
or
Dartmouth
and
Mark
Pendleton to : Mi-O-NA stomach tablets. They are guaran
ly,
equivocation.
Miss Mary Eur. ceKimball of Portland.
C. Arey and son Norman, and Mrs. Emma and Mrs. F. P. Webb returned Dec. 28th from
We must be actuated solely by an honest the U. of M... Mr. and Mrs. George Tiffany teed. Large box 50 cents at A. A. Howes i i
A nice dinner was served, at which i several days’visit with Mrs. S. J. Flye in FreeCurtis.
Co.’s
and
everywhere.
druggists
desire to promote the welfare of the of St. Louis, Mo., have been in town for a few
Henry A. Webber died December 25th in
the center of attraction was a fine large goose. ! dom and Dr. M. M. Small and family in Week’s
Beverly, Mass aged 77 years. He was born in
State and set our stamp of disapproval days to inspect their new cottage, which is HON. W. T. HAINES A CANDIDATE
w is
After dinner a very pleasant social time
| Mills ...Mrs. E. C. Peavey is sick with a bad
being built by Hatch & Pendleton at Dark
Searsport and for laany years was a finisher of
tree was dis- 1 cold ...Mrs. Hannah Holmes entertained the
a
Christmas
upon all alliances between those who
and
i
pretty
enjoyed
Harbor-Miss Annie Farnsworth has returnHaines of Waterville ha a ship's cabins in the; town, where he served on
William
T.
Hon.
Normsn Oak Hill sewing circle Dec. 29th and the next
would violate any law and those charged
played, well laden with gifts for all.
ed to Belfast after a two weeks’ vacation at announced, through the medium of letters t * the Board of Selectmen and the school board.
with its execution.
Leaving aside home-Miss Helen Wilbur has gone to Old many of his friends throughout the Stat< He was a resident |f this city later, and while i Arey acted as Santa Claus-Mrs. Mortimer j meeting is with Mrs. L D. Holmes, Jan. 5th.
he is to be a candidate for the Republica
the question of whether the present law
and daughter, Mrs, Miles McGee, are visiting
I that
W. K. Morison.
Town to visit her parents.
nomination for Governor at the primaries t 3 here was in the fnploy of
relatives in Sullivan, after which they will go
affords the best regulation of the liquor
moved
to
About
a
Ken
he
Haines
said
to
Mr.
twenty years ago
Beverly
j1 be held next June.
for the winter-Miss Ethel
nebec Journal reporter, Sunday, that he wa 3 and for a time conducted a store, leaving it to to Hallowed
traffic—a question over which there is
where
PARISIAN SAGE BANISHES to be a candidate and that he considered h
Baker left last Thursday for New York,
Shoe
an honest difference of
Maa position with the United
opinion—there
Postal
had a good prospect for obtaining the nomina ^ accept
she will spend her vacation... .The
DANDRUFF.
can be no question that it is the duty of
chinery Company. He was a past master of Co,,:,svKtpm is to be Dut in force at the
tion.
“I was a candidate for Governor in 1908,
Mariners’ Lodge of Masons in Searsport, beIt quickly kills the dandruff germs, that’s |:
every official to enforce the Prohibitory
Winterport postoffice Jan. 5th.
said Mr. Haines, “and at that time had a larg ®
longed to Amity Chapter of Royal Arch MaLaw so long as it remains upon the sta- why dandruff vanishes so promptly when
I
ai
State.
the
entire
throughout
support
PARISIAN SAGE is used.
the
in
sons
and
attended
Washingtor
Beverly,
tute books.”
sending out these letters to the Republica
committees, city, town, county and State, i o Street Congregational Church. A widow anc SWANVILLE CENTER.
Parisian
Now, according to the Portland Argus
Miss Louise Cunningham went to Boston iasi
advise them of my candidacy, and from replic 3 three sons—Louis B. and Harry C. Webber
the dictum went forth that any man or Is Guaranteed
am receiving already feel certain that I ha\
Friday, and Monday she and her nephew anc
by Wm. O. Poor & Son. Inot
who live in Beverly, aihd Joseph W. Webber o:
n
I
had
i
which
the
retained
strength
only
woman who sold liquor after Jan. 1, 1911,
Jewell Dowling, startec
to eradicate dandruff, to stop falling hair and
1908 but have gained some more. It is my b«
Eastport—survive him. He is also survived bj niece, Mr. and Mrs.
would do so at his or her peril and would itching scalp, or money back.
for California where they are to spend th<
lief that the nominee of the Republican part y a brother, Clifton S. Webber of this city. With
anc
Get a fifty cent bottle today and become will be elected Governor, next Septembe
"be regarded as enemies to the public
in a few months there have been four death: winter... .Mrs. Katie Hustus of Monroe
anc
acquainted at once withjthe most delightful While it has been but a short time since tl
Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Webbe
Mra. Everett Nickerson and son Watson
of
order and dealt with wherever and when- hair dressing in the world.
in
the
families
ihad
a
in
have
the
State
change
pol
people of
were
•‘I gladly recommend it as the best hair tonic
daughter, Mrs. Alice Larrabee of Belfast,
tical government, I believe that they are no v and on Christmas day the relatives receivec
ever they are found.”
Did that strike
Luell:
I have ever known. I find it the only hair tonic ready for another change.”
cards of greeting from the one who passe< l gufeats of Mrs. Martin Robertson, Mrs.
terror into the hearts of the rumsellers that will cure
In announcing his candidacy Mr. Haim
dandruff, cleanse the scalp, and
Cora Parsons on Tuesday
Miss
and
N/ckerson
The
on
funeral
took
that
day.
plac<
and would-be rumsellers? Not at all. make the hair grow long and beautiful.” Miss pledges himself to the enforcement of all tl e away
Mon
December 28th at the late home of the de
.,..Miss Nellie Marr returned to Bath
As Boon as the result of the 1910 election Signa Ahl, 2 Farwell St., W. Worcester, Mass. laws
Satur
ceased in Beverly and was attended by hi
day.... Elmer Thompson returned home
was known new saloons were started
Ruti
day... .Miss Cora Riley is with Mrs.
brother, C. S. Webber of Belfast, and hi
and the old ones opened up. This talk
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.
Felker of Monroe, who is in poor health-Mi
nephew, Dr. E. S. Webber of Hartland.
! Charles Hustus has bought the old home place
of enforcing the law, of making Maine
Mariah M., wife of J. W. Batchelder, died a
"as dry as a covered bridge,” was a
formerly the Allen Hustus home, and move
her home on Mayo street, Jan. 2d. Death wa } there last Saturday... .There was a fine tim
intended
to
deter
the
of
bluff,
starting
caused by erysipelas. The deceased was bon 1 at the dance last Tuesday evening at Come
new saloons in competition with those
in Verona, the daughter of the late Stephe: 1 Grange hall.... Jan. 1st the thermometer regie
that had aided in placing the Democratic
NOTICE. The subscriber hereand Cynthia Bowden Curtis. Her husben ^ tered 6 above zero—the lowest for this seasoi
by gives notice that she lira been duly apparty in power, and the latter are said
and several children survive. The family ha 1
.Our old people, Mr. and Mrs. John Morrel
executrix ot the last will and testament
pointfd
a
fu
few years. The
to have been so notified and hotel keeplived in Belfast only
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Clements and Mrs. Webl '* of
ers assured that they would not be mothem 80 an d
neral will take place at 10 a. m. tomorrow
)D WID A. NYE, late of Monroe,
are all
very comfortable, all of
All persons
Friday, and the remains will be taken t * living alone. Monroe has lour old ladies or e in the County of Waldo,deceased.
lested. Have you heard of any seizures
liavih(demands against tin estate of said deBrooks for interment.
at a hotel since? When it becomes necis 85, one 95 and two 92.... Mrs. Caroline Mai r ceasetSkre desired to present the same for settle
thereto are requested to
Flora Littlefield, spei it ment. aid all indebted
essary to make a pretence of enforceThe death, December 27th, of Mrs. Mary A and daughter, Mrs.
"mke
^ UALEY>
at the home of Charles Grai H
New
Years
day
t
removed
one
oldei
ment a search is made, but it always reof
the
in
Belmont
Haskell
I Monroe, December 18,1911.—3wl
sults in what fishermen call a “water
residents of the town, her age being 82 yean i. in Frankfort.
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Discount Sale

Alor.zo Beckwith, George F. Mayhew, Ephraim W. Wiley
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large pieces
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Head of the Tide cemetery. The
funeral was held in the church Wednesday
afternoon, Dec. 27th, Rev. D L. Wilson officiThere

\

JAMES H. HOWES, 0dd,ST'

lot in the

ating.

*

These Prices for Saturday, the 6th.

His remains
in the

<

Grays, Tans and Mixtures,

The Regular Price

l

He was of a jovial disposition and was famous
for his keen wit. He was a blacksmith by
trade, succeeding to his father’s business, and
continued the business until advancing years

wher# ibsolutely

BELLS.

COATS AND SUITS

Whitmore, who died several years ago. Of
this union four children were born, of whom
only one survives, Mrs. James D. Tucker of
Malden. He lived in the village of his birth
nearly all of his life and was respected by all.

necessary.
There is no real suite :ute for
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, If ufe to buy
any preparation said to be just as
good” you may be sure itgt inferior,
costs less to make, and ar;1ds the
dealer a larger profit.
Get Hood’s Sarsaparilla I t lay in
liquid form or tablets called Itesatabs

school at the close of the morning service.

!

In

George Frank Brier passed away Christmas
day at the home of his daughter, Mrs. Janet
D. Tucker,in Malden, Mass.He was in his usual
health and attended to his duties in the morning, going about half a mile to fix a furnace
fire for the day. After his return he spoke of
not feeling well and laid down on the couch,
and died at eleven o’clock before a physician
arrived. Mr. Brier was born at the Head of
the Tide, Belfast, in September, 1832, and was
the son of the late Franklin and Mary Brier.

do up my
with no

that it

$1.00 Waists for 50c.
All our Children's, Misses' and Ladies'
1 Lot

of the floral offerings expressed the
sympathy of many friends. The remains
were placed in the receiving tomb at Grove
cemetery to await interment in the spring in
the family lot in Belmont.
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Springs to Camden,
granted by the legislature, was in force
R. Frank ; nd Percy C. Peirce got a
charter iron, the railway commissioners

k

its

It must prove
its worth. It

its every responsibility
with honor to its leaders, with credit to
its rank and file. The prohibitory law is
wrong in principle because it undertakes
must

is ^so
ashamed of that he feels it necessary to
a
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its
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right.
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every man has the right to vote as his
conscience or interests dictate; but why

I

crippled

the real
The Christian Scientists hold services in
a century and it can 3tand for
crites—that men do not vote as
their
i
months.”
hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning
for
eight
thing
iney uxnm.
at 11 o’clock and Wednesday evening at 7.30
lilt! vvaiciYiuc
pared with the hypocrisy bred by the
to which all are welcome.
Australian ballot law. Mon who pose as December 9, 1910, said: “The Republican o’clock,
and deservices will be held at the Unienforcement
The
has
regular
to
the
promised
of
one
members
polls party
party go
Now the Demo- versalist church next Sunday, with sermon by
and vote for the opposite party, and if livered nullification.
the pastor, Rev. Arthur A. Blair.
Sunday
charged with it flatly deny it. Of course cratic party has been elevated to power. j
umi

Medicine.

DIXON,

The Churches.
you my promise, gentlemen,
i
In its issue for November 30, 1910, the
matter what the result of this election I
Biddeford Record stated that according
Messrs. Arthur N. Johnson, John Parker, A.
shall never again be a candidate for Conparty P. Goodhue and E S. Pitcher have been ento a dispatch the Democratic
gress.” The Fairfield Journal thinks leaders agreed that the only course was
gaged as the regular quartet at the North
that disposes of Mr. Gould, but the
| to give Maine “the strictest enforce- church.
like
often
are
of
piepoliticians
promises
Of this plan
Rev. H. W. Rhoades preached in the Baptist
j rnent it had ever known.”
crust—made to be broken.
Pou Frnnlf
the Record said: “The reported Demo- -1_u 1..1. C_A_
Maine
N. Y., will ocWilliams
W.
Wheeler
of
the
the
is
Bridge,
policy.
used
cratic
proper
the
of
against
policy
One
arguments
has stood for farcical prohibition for half cupy the pulpit as a candidate.
law is that it make
prohibitory

Sarsaparilla—

was

The

election.

no

Special Attraction

tory.

dissatisfied with the manner
in which it is enforced.” Have they not
Has |Gov. Plaisted made
reason to be?
any effort to redeem his pledges and the
pledges of his party with regard to enforcement? The sentence just quoted
should read: “Those who are pleased
with the law are dissatisfied with its nonenforcement, and with the State-wide
nullification which prevails under officials
sworn to enforce the laws.”

the law

James H. Howes'

George Alden Black died very suddenly of
ieart disease while engaged in working in
^akeville, Mass., December 22nd. He was
>orn in Belmont, the son of the late Simon F.
ind Jane L.( Jackson, Black. His youth was
>pent in Belmont, but when a young man he
went to Taunton, Mass., for employment, and
remained there several years. While in Taunton he married Miss Mattie Bryant of Belmont, who died some years ago. Later he
married Mrs. Lizzie Young of New York, who
survives him, with two children by his first
marriage: Fred L. of Manton, R. I., and Mrs.
Annie May Dana of Providence, R. I. Mr.
Bladk and family lived in Belfast for a number
of years and he was employed in the shoe fac-
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Do you know him? He's • talker, a humbug, and a fraud.—Temperance Record.
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ckarsport. At the posit office.
the post office.
qT( h kton Springs. At
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Winterport.

Camden.
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At
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out the Old Year—Ring in
the New. Everywhere that
men labor, sees the rapidly
increasing use of machinery
that does away with hard

H. W.

of D. J. Dickens.
t
H. Sullivan, Searsport and M. J. Dow,
;0(,ks; are authorized agents to receive sublions and advertisements.
; v publican Journal Publishing Co.
Store

Washington,
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The

the crown of
household drudgery—that
of Mending stockings?
women wear

C., subscriber writes:
link between the past
Long may it live and do its
D.

comes as a

Dd the present.
ood work.

Why should

drudgery.

puty Collector B. H. Conant has measured
he new auxiliary sloop, built by Capt. A. L.
>eml'eton, and finds she is 17 tons gross.
1

jloleproof

The

hosiery is the answer—and

peeK.

will insist
if every
that her family are Holeproofed—not a stocking to

management of the Waldo County Genrai Hospital wish to extend thanks to L. W.
’enney of Newton Highlands, Mass., for the
nft of $10, and to a friend in Searsport for a
iontnbution of $5, received during Christmas

woman

mend for Six Long Months.

Mrs. Harriet Gross of East Belfast was deightfully surprised Jan. 1st, her 70th birthday,
of her neighbors calling, all at the same
)V
She was also the recipient of a gift of
irr.t
;ii>. Refreshments were served and a social
iv<
ng. with music, was ^enjoyed.

n-t

6
6
6

January, and

ir

k

e J

K'i

il
in
i

oy

ifeiiisuii

of

one

ueaiera

$1.50
2.00
2.00

—

the stores will be

ot,

pairs for Men,
pairs for Women,?
pairs for Children,

And remember, Madam,
for
its Your resolution
You have to do the Mending

expected that the Sterns building in
will be ready for occupancy the second

Ii

in

-applies. The junior member of the
Lloyd D. McKeen of this city.
cr being apparently closed for the winter
of Bangor was free from ice Dec. 27th
lhe steamer Belfast from Boston went to
><;k and the Brewer ferry steamer was
•••g. The river closed again Thursday
and is likely to stay closed until spring,

r
u

v
fire company, Chemical No. 1, has
rmed at the Head of the Tide, with the
,g officers:
Ralph Cunningham, cap-

>

th Stewart, foreman; A. R. Allen, asforeman; Henry Ladd, clerk; A. W.
first pipeman; James Roberts, second

a

Hart, hosemen;
: son and E. Wiley, laddermen.
The
y has a 50-gallon chemical engine, and
doubt will have other equipment. The
F. Roberts and E.

good

a

one.

sonal letter from Mrs. Paul DeLaney
go says that she and her th“ee baby
out of the

hospital

and

gaining

every

home under the care of a
nurse.
They have been named Deia Joan, Elizabeth Frances and Lillian
id their weights at birth were 6 pounds
unces, 5 pounds and 14 ounces and 5
.t

their

and
all

i

>r..

own

3

ounces,

a

total of

17j pounds,

look alike.

■Children’s Home Society has been sog to complete the land and'building fund
Children’s Home in Augusta, and in
m secure the $2000 pledge for the fund
by C. M. Bailey of Winthrop it was
ry for the Home management to obtain
Last week they had received $1809.40,
y >190.60 short of the necessary amount.

There will be

dance at Silver Harvest

a

Grange Hall, Waldo, Saturday evening, January
6th, with music by Paul's orchestra.

last week so that
the ice and some good
catches were made, and there was skating on
Kirby lake, otherwise known as the Muck
pond. The ponds a id streams are now all
frozen over.
was

frozen

over

were on

Mildred Wentworth, who is teaching
school at Morrill village, is evidently very
much liked by her pupils, as was shown by the
gift of a Christmas present in the form of a
beautiful chafing dish.
The presentation
speech was made by Miss Frances Merriam in
behalf of the pupils as the school was called
Miss Wentworth
to order Friday morning.
was taken wholly by surprise, but assured her
young friends of her appreciation of the gift
and her kind wishes for the donors.
Miss

In Memoriam. Thomas H. Marshall Post*
G. A. R., has paid the following tribute to a
departed Comrade:
Comrades—Our common enemy has again
entered our ranks and claimed for his victim
Our charter
our esteemed brother, Isaac Hill.
is draped in mourning and our hearts are sad
because he is gone from us; the ties of comradeship have oeen broken. We extend our
sympathy to all those in bereavement, all who
are called to mourn his loss.
L. C. Putnam
,
> Committee
A. W. Hasson

ing the present force of clerks

to

the utmost

handle them.

Sh
!

Clark

&

Smalley

Company.

The

Misses

a:e

?
;
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of
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handle all real estate to carry on said
Steamer Notes. The steamers Golden Rod
The amount of capital stock is $10,and Anna Belle did not make their trips across
f common stock; no preferred stock;
the bay from Castine and Islesboro last Friday,
al stock paid in; par value of shares
as the wind blew- a gale, but the Rockland on
.Siam A. Clark, Castanous M. Smalley,
and Camden route made her
i'
UuriceW. Lord have one share each of the Bucksport
regular trip-Last Saturday afternoon the
;non stock; 97 are unissued and in the
which had been on the railway at
The above named are directors; Mr. Stockton,
Camden, returned to the Bucksport and Campresident and treasurer and Mr.
den route, relieving the Rockland.
One
clerk.
noticeable change in the Stockton is the doing
h
and
Seizure.
Deputy Sheriffs away with the windows opening from the main
f Northport, Edgecomhof Belfast and
Winterport went to Frankfort Dec. been painted, had her
machinery overhauled
med with seven warrants and made
and is in fine condition for the winter business.
rests and brought the men to Belfast.
The steamers Castine and Silver Star are
ere Carlo Guido, who keeps a store in
laid up for the winter at the railway wharf_
rt, Angelo Fanelli and B. Agostino. The consolidation of the
Metropolitan Steamlidu was caught with three quarts of
ship Company, Maine Steamship Company and
of
and
a small amount
quarts
.porter
Eastern Steamship Company into one corporakey; Angelo Fanelli had in stock 19
tion went into effect Jan. 1, 1912. The p oprum and seven quarts of gin; BartholoS
erties mentioned are now owned by the Eaststino’s place yielded about a gallon of
ern Steamship Corporation, but for operating
and two quarts of whiskey. They were
reasons will be divided into two divisions, the
in the
municipal court before Judge
Line between New
!ton Thursday afternoon and each was Metropolitan Steamship
York and Boston and the Maine Steamship
i'
$100 and costs and 30 days in jail, with
Line between New York and Portland will be
1
additional in default of fine. They apgrouped into what will be recognized as the
e:-‘
5 and gave
bail-Deputy Sheriffs EdgeWestern; Division, while the lines of the Easton
and Dickey went to Cape Jellison last
ern Steamship Company will be
incorporated
Saturday night and searched the house of into what will be
designed as the Eastern Di)ai
McDonald, where they found a gallon of vision. For
popular recognition, however, the
McDonald was arrested and was beold names of the lines will be retained, viz.,
ore Judge Knowlton in the
municipal court the Metropolitan Line, Maine
Steamship Line
I ij- -<i;iy afternoon. He waived
examination
and Eastern Steamship Line. Calvin Austin,
T
ead not guilty. Judge Knowlton senwho is President of the newly formed corpora'• him to
pay a fine of $200 and costs and
tion, has appointed Mr. O. H. Taylor, Passenin jail and in default of
payment 60
j
Traffic Manager of all the properties, and
ditional. He appealed to the April ger
Mr. George W. Sterling, Freight Traffic Manathe
Supreme Judicial court.... Monday
ir
ger.
f'
-n
Deputy Sheriffs Edgecomb and
Shipping Items. Schooners Ella F. Crowell
searched the saloon of Harry W. Baker
and Chester R Lawrence discharged fertilizer
Jain street. They found no
f
liquor
evidence of illegal traffic, includ- at this port last week for Jackson & Hall....
{-y
f
The schooners Addie P. McFadden, Charlotte
dump, an iron for smashing bottles
T. Sibley, Elsie A. Bayles, F. C. Pendleton,
barrels
filled
with
partly
botf
empty
F. H. Ordiorne, Fortuna, Helena, Seth M.
whole outfit making a truck load.
;
Todd, William B. Herrick and Augustus H.
as arrested and at a
t
hearing before the
1
Babcock, are hauled up for the winter at
al court Tuesday afternoon
Judge docks in
and near New York ...Sch. N. En ruled that the
;
officers take the evihis liquor selling before the Grand Ayer, Capt Mazrall, arrived from New York
abide by their action and that of the last
Friday with fertilizer material for the
1
At torney.
Coe-Mortimer Co and discharged at the Swan
& Sibley wharf. She was wrongly reported as
sailing from New York for Vinalhaven. The
Ayer was formerly the two-masted Echooner
George Nevinger. A few years ago she was
practically rebuilt on Gilchrest’s marine railway and her name was changed to N. E. Ayer.
She has twice since narrowly escaped total
loss and since her last mishap has had her rig
changed to a three-master, with all new rigging, sails and gear. ...Business continues good
at the terminal of the Northern Maine Sears
port railway. There are now two steamers each
week for New York from Cape Jellison, and
the coal steamers Borinquen, Kanawha and
Size and with
Kennebec are making regular trips from coal
•2
ports to Mack’s Point. The arrivals of barges
for
with anthracite and cargoes of fertilizer are
also frequent....Sch. Margaret M. Ford has
chartered to load piling at Norfolk for Santiago.The Boston fishing schooner Athena,
bound for Seattle, was reported arriving at
and
per week at
Montevideo December 29th, 44 days from Boston. The Victor and Ethan, also Boston-owned
and bound for Seattle, had eight days start over
the Athena and has not been reported.Sch.
Harold C. Beecher is laid up at Portsmouth,
N. H., and Capt. Ralph W. Pattershall is at
home for the winter.
V.-
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Monographs
Any
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M.00 Down
50c.

1ARLE & JONES’,
Belfast,

Maine.

g

Sunday, Jan. 7th, Dr. Edgar Emmerson of
Manchester, N. H., will lecture and give spirit
All

are

Fritz, the beautiful angora cat belonging to
Mrs. Eugene L. Stevens, passed away at his
home on Church street last Thursday at
twelve o’clock. Fritz was first owned by Rev.
James M. Leighton, with whom he resided for
eight years at the Unitarian parsonage. When
Mrs. Leighton was about to move away from
pelfast she gave Fritz to Mrs. Stevens, with
whom he has lived for ten years. He lived
through three pastorates of the Unitarian
church. He was a very knowing cat and
much beloved by all who knew him.
Chapman Concert. Now that Christmas is over the next
big event will be the
Chapman concert, to be given in the Belfast
The

Opera

Wednesday evening,

House

Jan.

17th,

when such noted artists as Miss Mildred Potter, contralto, Mr. John Barnes Wells, tenor,
and Miss Josefa Schiller, violinist, will appear,
with Mr. Chapman at the piano. This concert
is given under the auspices and for the benefit
of the Belfast Musical Society. Certificates
are for sale by members of the society and
may be exchanged for seat checks at Adams
jewelry store Jan. 15th and 16th. Seats, 75
cents, $1.00 and $1.50.
Wanted—Snow.

The weather wise had
for some time, and Sunday it came, but the flakes were small and far
between and while it left on the ground a layer
been

predicting

snow

ike the

Beautiful

snow.

William G. Preston, one of Belfast’s stable
proprietors, observed Christmas by giving his
horses a holiday. The day before Christmas
he told his men that under no circumstances
were the horses to be let out on Christmas
day. The day was his Christmas present to
the animals.
Although opportunity to let
them occurred many times during the day, the
horses were left alone to enjoy their Christmas dinners and it is safe to say they appreciated their master's gift.—Kennebec Journal.
Mr. Preston is occupying what was formerly
the Dunbar stable, and is manifesting the
same consideration for his horses that was
shown by the late Henry Dunbar.
If Mr.
Dunbar had reason to suppose that one applying for a team would not treat the horse right
he did not get the team; and if any one returned a team with the horse showing signs of
hard usage he never got another horse from
that stable. And it goes without saying that
his horses were well fed and well cared for.
G. A. R. Installation. The joint installation of T. H. Marshall Post and Circle took
Uoii

..„

„i—

dinner. The following officers of the
Post were installed by Past Commander, A. O.
Stoddard: Commander, L. C. Putnam; senior
stew

vice commander, James Dunton; junior vice
commander, I. A. Conant; chaplain, D. O.
Bowen, surgeon, John W. Nash; quartermaster, A. W. Hasson; officer of the guard, James
Clark; officer of the day Robert Whitehead; adjutant, Thomas Gannon; quartermaster sergeant, Robert Russ; sergeant major, T. D.
Guptill. The following officers of the Circle
were installed by past president Clara Gilmore: president, Abbie Putnam; senior vice
president, Alice Gannon; junior vice president,
Dora Bridges; secretary, Mary Russ; treasurer,
Julia G. McKeen; conductor, Hattie Riggs; assistant conductor, Ma uny Flood; guard, Nettie
Merrithew; assistant guard, Mary Coombs.

HPHIS sale, coining
L

2

2

Benefit Sale to the

Z

The choruB rehearsal of the Belfast Musical

Below find

700

About 60 of the members of the Universalist Sunday school enjoyed a New Years party
and supper in the vestry Monday afternoon
and evening. A delicious picnic supper was
served at 6 o’clock, with Mrs. Sarah R. Pierce
and Mrs. Charles E. Johnson committee. The
children played games and enjoyed themselves to their heart’s content.

The Colonial

Theater.

Colonial Theatre to

Musicale.

that the bargains are such as never
offered before. The advt. mentions only a few
of these bargains, which are to be found in all
Don’t fail to visit the
the departments.
crockery and kitchen ware departments in the
basement... .The semi-annual discount sale of
J. W. Ferguson & Co. begins today. A discount of 20 per cent will be given on wool
dress goods and dress trimmings and 10 per
on

other

goods

for the next 30 days. Corsets
this sale. Terms strictly cash.

included in
-Mitchell & Trussed have just received a
full line of cutlery, and invite inspection
One-third of all the cars made in America in
1912 will be Fords. That means something.
There are today 80,000 satisfied Model T owners, and 76,000 of the same sterling car are being built for 1912. Carle & Jones are agents
for Waldo county-Goodhue ft Co., Massachusetts licensed plumbers, are opening a
branch of the plumbing and heating departments of their Stockton Springs business in
Belfast. Temporary office, 2 Grove street.
Phone number, 148 3. P. O. box 112. Later
they will open display rooms at 44 Main street.
Edison Phonographs, any size, with 12 records, for $1 down and 50 cents a week. Carle
& Jones....Bargains at the Hilton Home for
Waists, next door to the National Bank
Oliver Typewriter, cash or instalments. Write
for catalogue.
Carle & Jones.See professional card of J. H. Wood Optometrist.
The Holeproof StockingB make very acceptable holiday gifts, but they are in season
the year a ound, and are sold in Belfast only
at The Dinsmore Store_The Malden rubbers
sold by Fred Timm will keep your feet dry in
wet or snowy weather. Nothing better in that
line....Next Saturday James H. Howes will
have his first Saturday sale for 1912, when he
will offer one lot of $1 waists for 60 cents, and
all his children’s, misses’ and ladies’ coats and
suits at half the regular price....Clifford B.
Wilband has taken the local agency for the
Metz auto. The new four-cylinder Metz is the
lowest priced four cylinder car in in the world,
and is simple to operate and economical to
run
.The date of the muslin underwear sale
by Carle ft Jones will be given next week.
not
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“

9c

Indian Head,
India Linon, 15c

9c

“

Lonsdale, 12c

“

value,
value,

Bring slip with

2
2
2

GIVE

as a

“

9c
9c
9c

Percales,
Utilities,

9c

40 inch Unbleached Cotton,

9c.
9c

2

yards,

“

4
Richardson’s Silk,<
’*
4
Darning Cotton,
2 Balls Knitting Cotton,
2 Cards H x>ks and Eyes,
1 Dozen Balls and Sockets,
Pearl Buttons, dozen,

“

“

r

9c each
9c pair
9c each
9c
“
9c
9c
“
9c

Cloths,

Plate

Doilies,

All

Unbleached—Tray
gooas are

only

will be crowded. We have secured extra
Please make allowances and be patient.

•

Mail and

ft

9c
9C
9C
9c
9c
9c
9c
9c
9c
9c
9c
9c
9c
9c pair

Through

This Sale

a few of the many

bargains. Our stores
help and will give the best possible service,
No goods charged. No goods laid aside,

telephone orders promptly attehded

to.

| Crockery Department.
§ 4 Tables 9c. Bargains
ft

^

-AND-

I

In Our Kitchen Ware

ft

Department

(BASEMENT SALESROOM)
We shall mark everything at
that its possible to, and in this
department
we shall have a special bargain wO.
counter of goods (odd lots) “left outs”
We have just finished taking stock and this table contains articles that we will sell
at
any price that will clean them up and give us the room.
We certainly will appreciate a call from YOU and we believe that
you will be
Yours truly,
glad you came.

•

9

ft
•

9
ft

Z

We shall give 20 °Io discount on all Dress
Goods and Trimmings.
20 °7o discount on Dress Skirts.
Cost Price on Suits and Coats.
A few Suits, good quality, not up-to-date,
$5.00 each.
Small Lot Children’s Coats, Bear Skin,
$1.00 each.
Small Lot Children’s Bonnets 25c each.

Towels of all kinds.

1 ne dDOVe mennonea

9

ft

2
9

for ®c’ Each-

_ah

Don’t fail to examine these—
9 Cents Each.

Crashes—Bleached and

5

All Sorts. All Good. Every article in
.this line worth from 25c to $1.00
Broodies, Hat Pins, Frill Pins, Bracelets,
Neck Chains, Pendants,
Fingerings,
Large Seal Shirt Waist Rings, Silver Pencils and Chains, Coin Purses, Coral, Pearl
an(l Gold Neck Chians, Long.
Necklaces,
Beauty Pins, Back Combs, Side Combs,
Braid Pins, Hair Pins, Barettes,

Housekeeping Department
Slips.

Z

JEWELRY

9c

Ribbons, yards and yards, Wide
Taffeta Ribbons, all colors,
9c yard
9c pair
Hosiery, Ladies, Men’s, Misses,
Mittens, Ladies’, Boys’ and Girls’, 9c
“
9c
Gloves, Ladies’ and Misses,

Pillow

“

_

SMALL WARES.

1

2

Dress Shields,
Scissors,

Edges

•
9

Dressmakers’ Supplies.

“

Children’s Underwaists,
Children’s Cotton Drawers,
Ladies’ Corset Covers,
Belts, 25c and 50c values,
Sofa Pillow Tops,
Children’s Toques,
Ladies’ and Children’s Elastics,

you.

Spools Coats’ Thread,
Papers Needles,
Papers Pins,
3 Papers Black Pins, assorted,
3 Spools Baste Thread,

Ginghams, Bates, A. F.

CARLE & JONES.
|?-—-—-—

ft

ft
ft

ft

s

t
§
•

9
•

ft

ft
ft

ft

ft

|

ftftftftftftftftftftftftftftft

There

was

a

reception to the new pastor of the Unitarian
New Advertisements. The 9th annual 9 church, Rev. Charles Berkley Ames, and a
cent benefit sale of Carle & Jones will begin musicale under the auspices of the Women's
at 9 o’clock January 9th and continue 9 days. Alliance, with Miss Charlotte W. Colburn,
It is a benefit sale to the people of Waldo Mrs. E. S. Pitcher and Mrs. Ralph H. Howes as
of arrangements, at the residence
county, and a glance at the prices quoted will committee
sliow

yard

and Insertions, wide
and narrow, value 17c, sale,

The unusually !

wiring.
and

Voilles,

9c

Rami Suitings.

600 yards

stage where the
work can go on regardless of the snow and
sleet storms now overdue, and it is expected !
the building will be ready for dedication on
Washington’s birthday. The contract for
heating and plumbing has been awarded to |
Stewart & Blunt of Skowhegan, who guarantee ;
a temperature of 70 degrees in the auditorium i
when it is 10 below zero outside. The contract
for installing ventilators has been placed with
the Massachusetts Fan Co. of Watertown,
Mass., and by the system to be installed the
air in the theatre can be changed every 15
minutes. A contract has been made for a
vacuum cleaning apparatus to be installed by
the Cornellsville Vacuum Cleaning Co„ by
which the auditorium, stage, dressing rooms,
stores and offices; in fact, the entire building. may be thoroughly cleaned as often as
desired. W. H. Bray has the contract for

Reception

Checked

HAMBURGS.

on

a

Read carefully.

quotations.

300

Prints,

;
favorable weather for the season, and a
hustling
contractor, have brought the erection of the
new

some

C.’s and

request.
A party for the children of the Unitarian
parish was given in Memorial hall Friday
A cobweb
evening, from 6.30 until 8.30.
party, in charge of Miss Marian Hazeltine,
was first in order, and was followed by games
of all kinds under the direction of Miss Abbie
Doak. Ice cream and cake were served before the children went home. Then the older
members enjoyed dancing to music bv Keves’
j orchestra from 8.30 to midnight.
Misses Evelyn P. and Cora S. Morison gave
a very enjoyable thimble party at their home
on Court street last Friday afternoon from 3
to 6.
Piano selections by Miss Pitcher and
vocal solos by Misses Quimby and Brier were
much enjoyed. At 5 o’clock tea and sandwiches, cake and ices, were served by the
hostesses, assisted by Mrs. John C. Pilsbury,
Miss Katherine C. Quimby, Miss Marion Hazeltine, Miss Helen Doak and Miss Margaret
White. The other guests were Miss Alice
Miss
P.
Poor,
Miss
Gladys Pitcher,
Louise W. Richards, Miss Margaret Hazeltine, Miss Margaret L.
Keen, Miss Ada
A.
Marriner, Miss Amy Stoddard, Miss
Katherine E. Brier, Misses Mattie E. and
Bertha A. Wiley, Mrs. Clarence E. Reed, Mrs.
Edward R. Estabrooks, Mrs. Fred R. Poor, Mrs.
David L. Wilson, Miss Emeroy Ginn, Miss
Anne M. Kittredge.

we

of Waldo

300

200
500
5000

We have received from Thompson, Towle &
Co., 50 Congress street, Boston, a copy of the
January 1st edition of the “Dividend Book”
comprising 64 pages of statistics on the leading railroad, street railway, telephone, industrial and mining stocks, showing dividend
periods and payments, high and low prices in
former years, and comprehensive general data.

address, free,

yards

1000

The county commissioners were busy last
week going over the year's bills and were confronted with increased expenses, with no increase in revenue.
The new municipal court,
due no doubt to the “wave of crime” heralded
by the mayor, has cost the county during six
months double what the old police court cost
for the six months preceding.

will be mailed to any

does, rt the beginning of the New Year,

People

YARD GOODS

steel cabinet has been placed in the
office of the Register of Deeds for the care of
deeds and other papers in the process of copying or awaiting the call of the owners. It
takes the place of an old wooden case.
new

Copies

it

#■-WE HAVE THE GOODS—_
2 A11 merchandise offered in this sale will be way below the cost of manufacturing.

society, with the reading of current musical
events, in charge of Mrs. E. S. Pitcher, will be
held next Tuesday evening at 7.80 o'clock.
A

as

j

g•

County. Heretofore these sales have only
been limited by the amount of merchandise. This time we have
spent one week in
the Jobbing Houses in Boston buying samples and
closing lots.

Z

The engagement of Raymond B., son of Mr.
and Mrs. George B. Dyer and Miss Alice A.,
daughter of Mrs. Fannie S. Stimpson has been
announced. Report has it that the marriage
will take place in March.
The historical articles contributed to The
Journal by Lieut. F. F. Black have been read
with great interest, and in several cases have
furnished the necessary data for admission to
the Daughters of the American Revolution.

Commences at 9 o’clock January 9th,
and Continues 9 Days.

•

A party of sixteen University of Maine students, including some of the Belfast boys and
their friends, enjoyed a banquet at the Jellison
ft Greer restaurant last Thursday evening.

Dora and Anna Brown have returned to

.Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wood spent
organization of a corporation Freedom
:r.e Clark & Smalley Company was reSunday with friends here-Mrs. Carrie Pear: in the Waldo County Registry of Deeds
son of Providence, R. I., is visiting Mr. and
-Jd. The purposes of the corporation Mrs. Ernest Marsh-Capt. O. A. Wade came
manufacture, buy, sell and deal in, at home last Saturday for the winter_W. A.
!e and retail, men's and boys' clothing Monroe attended the State grange.... A large
rnishing goods of every description. moose was seen here Sunday.

\

s

The annual banquet of the Belfast Fire department to its members and invited guests
will take place Jan. 9th in Pythian hall, when
the Daughters of Pocahontas will serve.

frosting on a cake it did not make
sleighing and sledding, which are now greatly
Thomas Gannon )
needed in our business. This long felt want
Mrs. Linda Gray went to inspired the following rhj'me, which is subPoor’s Mills.
had
been
received
contributions
■wing
Providence, R. I., last Monday-Mr. and Mrs. mitted with apologies to all truly poets:
.■
irsport: Junior Endeavor League, $2.50; Edward N.
Colby of Deer Isle, have been
Snow, snow, beautiful snow,
Miss
G. Merryman, $2.00;
Abbie C.
You are wanted here below,
guests of Mrs. Annabell Underwood.Mr.
1.50; Mrs. Lottie W. Chase, $1.00; Mrs. and Mrs. Herbert Jackson of
To be welcomed when you come
Montville, recent-^niall Brooks, $2.00.
Because you will make business hum.
ly visited Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Jackson_
But we’re glad when you go,

h-

nth ANNDAL 9 CENT BENEFIT SALE

The outgoing mails from the Belfast postoffice last Monday were record breakers, tax-

Memorial Hall at 2.80 and 7.30
invited to hear this grand and
p.
spiritual representative of modern and scientific thought.

Swan Lake

CARLE A JONES’

Miss Harriet Hook fell recently on the Bidewalk on Commercial street and injured her
right ankle so severely as to confine her to
her home.

m.

smelt fishermen

Sale—9c Sa ej
[9c.
1
\

The annual concert and ball of Washington
Hose Co. will be held in the Opera House on
Jan. 26th.

messages at

irt

i

Luville J. Pottle has been appointed resident manager of the New York Five ft Ten
Cent store on Church street.

to

The Spinney dancing school assembly last
j. day evening was a leap year affair, with
he program in the hands of the young ladies,
nd was a very enjoyable affair.

;.a

jj

-■

of Mr. and Mrs. James H. Howes last Thursday evening. In the receiving line with Mr.
Ames were Mr. and Mrs. James H. Howes and
Hon. and Mrs.Wm. B. Swan. Ices were served
by Misses Gladys Pitcher, Ethola W. Frost,
Florence M. Hill, Evelyn P. Morison, Cora S.
Morison and Marian Hazeltine. Following is
the program of the musicale.
Trio, violin, ’cello and piano, seranade, Widor
Hazel Doak, Gladys Pitcher and Ethola
Frost,
Soprano song, Goodbye,
Tosti
Miss Katherine Chase Quimby
'Cello obligato
Miss Pitcher
Violin solo, Eglogue,
Grodzki
Miss Doak
Piano solo, Concert Etude in F sharp
MacDowell
Miss Frost
Mezzo song Villanell,
Del Acqua
Miss Marian Wells
'Cello solo, Concertino,
Romberg
Miss Pitcher
Piano duet, Dances from the Wedding Music,
Jensen
Mrs. Elon B. Gilchrist and Mrs. Leon Beckwith
__

A. A. Howes & Co. Guarantee

Hyomei.
If you really mean that you want to drive
every bit of catarrh from your nose and
throat why not try a sensible remedy that is
guaranteed to banish catarrh, or money back.
If you already own a little hard rubber HYOMEI inhaler you can buy a bottle of HYOMEI (pronounce it High-o-me) for only 60
cents. If you do not own an inhaler ask for
complete HYOMEI outfit which contains an
inhaler, this will cost you $1.00.
Then breathe HYOMEI and get rid of catarrh, relief comes in five minutes, a day’s
treatment will make you happy, a week’s treatment and snuffles, mucus and hawking go, another week and goodbye to catarrh. Try it today on money back plan. Sold by A. H. Howes
& Oo.Jand druggists everywhere.

Cbas, R. Coombs
UNDERTAKER,
LICENSED EMBALMER.

CORONER FOR WALDO COUNTY

SLEIGHS
grades, including Maine State
prison, New York and Western. Also

All

the famous double runner Prison

Pung.

ROBES,

]

0=0

|
-AT-

EVERYTHING MODERN IN

j

Caskets and Burial
Suits.
Home

Telephone

Office

Fur, Montana, Arctic,
Plush and Cloth

72 MAIN

48-3

48-4

STREET,

BELFAST

Belfast

Opera House,

Wednesday Evening,
January 17th.
MILD {ED

POTTER.
WELLS,
JOSEPH SCHALLER,

BLANKETS,

J )HN UARNES

Plaln{ and {Fancy Squares. Stalls of
all kinds, Including the famous Baker

W. R. CHAPJTAN

ANNUAL MEETING

Blankets.

HARNESS,
A large assortment of every description
and grade.

B. O. NORTON.
Belfast, Maine.
The Travellers club will meet with Mrs. C.
M. Craig, High street, Tuesday, January 9th.

Program:

“Argentina, the Land of the
Limitless Pampas,” by Miss Elizabeth Kelley;
“The Andes,” by Mrs. Geo. E. Brackett; reading, “Buenoa Ayres, the City of Good Aires,"
by Miss Margaret A. Dunton.
papers,

The annual meeting of the stockholders of
the Stockton Springs Water Company will be
held at the office of the Secretary at Stockton !
Springs, on Tuesday, the 16th day of January,
; A. D. 1912, at 12.30 p. m., to hear the reports
the officers and act upon the same, to elect ji
j: of
a board of seven directors for the ensuing
yeai
and to transact any other business that will
properly come before said meeting.
Per ord er,
ALBERT M. AMES, Secretary.
Stockton Springs, Me., January 4, 1912.
There are at present 9 inmates in the countj
4 for larceny; 2 for the illegal sale of
liquor; 2 for vagrancy and one for intoxication.
There were 66 commitments to jail in 1911.

jail;

Contralto
Tenor
Violinist

At Plano
Ticket certificates for sale by members of
Belfast Musical Society after
January 1st.

taken down with fever and the others,
from standing double watches, had be-

A Miracle of the Sea.

come worn

out from loss of

MEN AND RELIGION
FORWARD MOVEMENT

sleep.

Some amusing stories are told of the
old and roly-poly steamboat Charles
waHoughton that used to run in MainePortters. On one trip, coming from
land to Bangor, the Houghton became
lost in the fog, and her master, Capt.
News.]
Daily
[Bangor
Joe Wentworth, was trying to feel his
floundering
When the old Bangor schooner Han ;
way into Boothbay. After
o:
bottom
the
to
went
nah F. Carleton
about four hours and tooting his whistle
thi
claimed
Jones
the
had
earache,
Vineyard Sound, Davy
| until everybody on boardhouse
coaster that was famed all along shon
caught the
the men in the pilot
and
as having been the victim of the Strang
starboard
the
off
sound of voices
est collision ever known at sea—such 1
to listen. Presently out of the
stopped
o:
collision as never occurred before
fog loomed a big lobster boat, which was
since, and is not likely to happen again hailed by Capt. Wentworth:
fo;
million
a
in
chance
There was one
“Ahoy, the boat. Can you give us
the Hannah F. Carleton in that famou; , the course into Boothbay?”
the
schooner
favored
chance
and
crash,
A lcud guffaw was the only response.
Old sailors regard her escape as nothin) The fishermen fairly roared with merrishort ot a miracle.
ment, while the master of the steamer,
They were telling about the Hannal mad all through, swore large oaths at
F. Carleton’s remarkable experience them and asked if they were all crazy.
the mariners assembled around the fir
“No we ain’t crazy, cap’n,” respondI
in Mulvany’s sail loft the other day, am
ed the lobsterman, “but we jest had to
bu
were
mentioned,
other close shaves
: laff.”
of
none to compare with the miracle
;
“Well, how about the course into
remembered
well
b;
is
which
Cod,
Cape
Boothbay ?” demanded the captain.
The Hannah F
the older captains.
The master of the smack quieted anCarleton was a two-master of 189 tons I other burst of laughter among his men
at
th
built at Pembroke in 18S4, and
\ and replied, with aggravating deliberatime of her strange experience haiiin;
; tion:
to
Ne\
been
had
She
!
from Jonesport.
“Wa-al, jew jst turn them wheels o
1
retur
her
on
and
York with lumber,
! your steamboat over oneet or twicet
m by Cape Cod, o
was
east
passing
trip
an’ she’ll hit the wharf to BoothI
fo 11 ag'in
a clear, moonlight night, coal loaded
'most thar now!”
bay—you're
Boston. Capt. Falkingham was on th i
It was a fact that the Charles Hougha steamer connoticed
and
he
into Boothbay and alton
had
blundered
quarter,
atter
most up to the wharf without her people
ing up astern, but at first paid no
r
clear
fc
lion tn her, everything being
knowing where they were. “Good old
miles around. Capt. Falkingham, how
j tub,’’ mused Capt. Wentworth; “she
“One Chance in a Million” Saved thi
Hannah F. Carleton. Mysterious Trag
edy of the Active. How the Charle:
Houghton Blundered into Boothbay.

:

1
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aim of the Men and Re- of misfortune, Illness or other disableligion Forward Movement Is ments can secure the loans at a no
to bring Into the church and larger rate than 8 per cent Interest.
Its work the same zeal, the
This Is but one of the many features
same high standard of efficiency, the Investigated by the social service comsame aggressive, manly vigor that are
mittee of Portmanifested In the highest type of the
which
Is
laud,
American business enterprise.
composed of
It is an aim that will appeal to any
twentv-flve of the
right thinking man.
leading business
Five vital points of emphasis are the
and professional
basis of the movement:
men of that city.
First.—Evangelism. More men in the
Other committees
church and those who are in at work
of similar numfor others.
bers are gatherSecond.—Bible study.
Every man
ing valuable data
familiar with the word of God and
on
evangelism,
alive to its message.
making a careful
Third.—Social service.
stu d y of the
Every man
VVM. E. B1EDERWOLE.
interested in and working for the comrecords
church
for the past ten years, inquiring into
munity in which he lives.
Four.—Boys’ work. A square deal the effectiveness of the usual evangelfor every boy that he may grow' into istic campaign, the need for persona 1
well rounded, fully developed Chris- evangelism, the time aud conditions
tlan manhood.
when persons join the church. Other
Five.—Missions.
Every man inter- committees are getting a "omplete set
ested in and familiar with the world- of data regarding missions and Bible
wide aspect of God’s kingdom.
study, and, last, but not least, a large
The great meetings to be held In group of Portland business men are
Portland during the eight days begin- carefully studying the boy problem.
The important part of tills program
ning Jan. 8, 1912, are the opening guns
of the campaign—inspirational,
in- is the fact that the campaign is not to
structive, just to help men get the be confined to Portland alone, but that
vision. The real work is to come later, Bangor. Calais, Bath, Lewiston and
under the guidance of the local com- other centers are already at work makmittees, covering a period of years.
ing similar studies, and many of the
Similar campaigns such as are to be smaller country towns are consider-

every citizen who approves and appreciates the stand which the organization
takes
for
government.—The
good
Aroostook Times.
THE

■

■

■

■■

■

■
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88.—In Court ot Probate, held at Bel
fast, on the 12th day of December. 1911
8. H. Chase, administrator on the estate of Wil
Ham 8. Vickery, late of Trov, in said
County
deceased, naviug presented his first and fina P
account of administration of said estate for al-1
I
lowance. ;»
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, thre- q
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal 9
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County
that all persons interested may attend at a Pro
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 9th day 1
of January next, and show cause, if am the' *■
have,why tlie said account should not be allowed 2
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. p. Hazeltixe, Register.

WALDO

BOY

SCOUTS.

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate court, to be held at
and for said County, on the second
j! Belfast, within
Tuesday of January next, at ten of the clock
and show cause, if any they have,
j beforethenoon,
same should not be proved, approved
why

f

terested

A

—

|

|

88.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel
the 12th day of December, 1911
Fred L. Blanchard, administrator on rheostat
o; Mary P. French, late of Stockton Springs, u
said county, deceased,having presented his firs
and final account of administration of said esiat
for allowance.

WALDO
fast,

on

that ail persons interested may attend a: a in.
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, <>n tie 9th da
of January next, and show cause, if am the
have, why the said account should not be a
i
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
! lowed.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltixe. Register.

j

TTTALDO 88.— In Court of Probate, held at Let
n fast, on the 12th day of December. 1911
Ralph I. Morse, administrator on theestat
Charles V, Foilett. late of Moirville. n
county, deceased, having presented his tii -t ;i:
final account ol administration of said -'-a
for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given thre
weeks successively, in The Republican I ana
a newspaper published in
Belfast, in said County
that all persons interested may attend at a Pr<
bate Court, to be he'd at Belfast, on the 9th da
J

have,

77

A

Sold by

or sent on

copy.

Attest:
Chas. P.

Hazki.tine, Register.

At a Probate Court held at Beltast. within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of December, A. 1) 1911.
a certain instrument, purporting to be the last
A will and testament of John Sullivan, late of
Searsport in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having been presented for probate
Ordered. That notice be given to all persons
interested bv causing a copy of this order to be
1
published three weeks successively in The ReI publican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
mav appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the
second Tuesday of January next, at ten of the
clock befoie noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
GEO. E, JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attesi:
Chas. P. Hazi:lti>f, Register.

..

druggists

true

receipt of price.
At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
CO., Corner i for the County of W aldo, on the 12th day of
December, A. L>. 1911
A. HAVENER, Inning presented a
petition lepresei ting that sin- and thers, are
I the heirs living in dirtVrent States ot George A,
I Side >•, late of Belfast, in -aid County
Wald",
deceased, and piaying that Chari--* Gardner

HUMPHREYS’ HOMED. MEDICINE
William and Ann Streets.New York.

CAROMNE

«

PROBATE NOTICES
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why the said account should not be ailowe<
OEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.

11

Hazfltinf, Register,

1

Attest.
Chas. 1*.

..

SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel
fast, on the 12th day of December, mil
Albert L. McCorrison, administrator on the es
tate of Mary A. McCorrison, late cf Searsmont
in said County, deceased,
having prescnred r.
second and final account of administration o
said estate for allowance.

WALDO

of the estate of said deceased now in
hands for distribution, their respective shares
therein and order the same to be distributed ac-

Worm*. Worm Fever, or Worm Disease. .25
Colic, Crylug and Wakefulness of Infants.25
Diarrhea, of Children and Adults...,..25
Coughs. Colds, Bronchitis.25
Toothache, Faceache, Neuralgia.25
Headache, Sick Headache, Vertigo.25
Dyspepsia. Indigestion, Weak Stomach.25
..25
Croup, Hoarse C .iugh, Laryngitis
Salt Rheum, Eruptions, Erysipelas.25
or
Pains.
Rheumatic
25
Rheumatism,
Fever and Ague, Malaria. .25
Piles, Blind or Bleeding. External, Internal.25
Catarrh, Influenza, Cold in Head. ....25
Whooping Cough, Spasmodic Cough.25
Asthma, Opprc?sed, Difficult Breathing.25
25
Kidney Diseas**,
Nervous Debility, Vital Weakness.1.00
Urinary Incontinence, Wetting Bed.25
Sore Throat, Quinsy
..25
Crip, Hay Fever and Summer Colds.25

■■'•Si.

A true copy.

cordingly.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all
have
persons interested by causing a copy of this
Humphreys’ Specifics
order to be published three weeks successively
been used by '.he people with in The Republican Journal, a newspaper publishI ed at Belfast, that they appear at a Probate
satisfaction for more than BO
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
I County, on the 9th day of January. A. I). 1912,
sent
free.
Medical
Book
years.
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause
it any they have, why the prayer of said petitionPrice
for
do.
er should not be granted
GKO. L. JOHNSON, Judge.
1 Fever*, Congestions. Inflammations.25
3
3
4
7
8
9
10
13
14
15
16
17
19
20
2 l
27
28
30
3 1

$

Ordered, that notice thereof he given, tlire* q
j weeks
successively, in The Republican Journal 1
1 a
mtv
4
newspaper published in Belfast, in said

ance

Over Half-Century.

1

■-

allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published iu Belfast, in said
County

and allowed.

OV

■

that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 9th day
of January next, and show cause, if any they
have,why the said account should not be allowed.
GKO. K. JOHNSON. Judge
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P, Hazeltixe, Register.

The Boy Scouts of Coshocton, Ohio,
GEO. K JOHNSON, Judge.
have received the use of a farm of £6
A true copy. Attesi:
Chas. P. IIazeltine, Register,
acres near their town.
On it they will
be privileged to farm, plant flower garwiiliiu and
dens and engage in other scout activ- ! At a Probate Court held at Belfast,
j for.tlie County of Waldo, on the second Tuesities.
( day of December, A. D, 1911.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Henry O. Dodge, late
Eric Ahlquist. a Boy Scout of St. Paul
who hiked several hundred miles recent- ; of Belfast, m said County of Waldo, deceased,
been presented for probate.
having
ly, built a fire by friction in 40 seconds. j Oidered, That notice be given to all persons in! terested by causing a copy ot this order to be
The Boy Scouts of Itoslyn, Long Island, ; published three weeks successively in The Hethey
in whom Clarence H. Mackey is much publieau Journal, published at Beliast, that
rebate Court, to be held at
may appear at a
interested, recently tore down advertis- Belfast, within and for said County, on the secnext, at ten of the
ing signs along the village roads near the ond Tuesday of January
and show cause, if any they
millionaire’s home. Mr. Mackey award- ! clock before noon,
the same should not be proved, aphave,
why
ed prizes to the boys for their work.
proved and allowed.
GEO- E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
The Boy Scouts of the Kentucky InChas. P. Hazkltikk, Register.
stitute for the Blind in Louisville, Kentucky,have organized afootball team and j At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
have won several victories.
! for the County of Waldo, ou the 12th day of
j December, A. D. 1911.
The Boy Scouts of Cleveland, Ohio on TOSEPH S. M C I,I.IN. executor of the last will
of Gideon Young, late oi Lmcoinviiie. in
election day carried the results from the 0
! said Comity of Waldo, deceased, having predifferent voting booths to the Headquar- ; sented a petition praying that the Judge of ProI bate may determine who are entitled to the balters for election returns.
his

—

j

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within aud for said
County, on the 9th day of January, A. D. 1912,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petition
er should not be granted.
GEO E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. HazeIjTLNE, Register.

WALDO

of the word. It recognizes the sacred- At a Probate Court Ueia at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesness of civic duty.
It inculcates reverday Qf December, A. 1). 1911.
ence for law and all that is best in citiA certain instrument, purporting to be the last
zenship. Such an organization, stand- A will andttestanient of Nancy A. Curtis, late
ing for such things, deserves the support of Swanville, iu'said County of Waldo, deceased,
and encouragement, and good wishes of having been presented lor probate.
in-

THE

1

little whiU 1
ever, glanced astern every
ain’t no Mary Powell for speed, but she’s
th L'
anu presently became nervous, for
got lots o’ hoss sense!”
steamer was coming right for the Carli
ton, and, without altering ter cours
WHEN NEPTUNE APPEARS.
would hit the schooner fair in the ster n
in a few minutes.
:
Comes Aboard
When the steamer got up a litt! e The Ruler of the Sea
While Crossing the Equator.
closer, Captain Falkingham began t o i
shorn, to her people, telling them to kee
On a lovely starlight night in Decemaway. The men in the steamer’s pilo
house were plainly visible, as was als o ber we lay, clad in thin, white alpacas,
the bow lookout, but they seemed not t 0 i in our steamer chairs on the hurricane
see the schooner.
Captain Falkingham s deck of a great ship as it silently plowed
shouting awoke all hands on the schoonei i its
way through the foaming waves of
and the men came tumbling on dec!
They ail joined in the shouting, but to n o 1: the Indian Ocean. It was deliciously
l'he steamer came right o n comfortable in our light clothing, with
purpose.
nca m
’-nc
and struck the schooner’s main booi il j me soil, caressing
fairly on end. The schooner was on th e !: the tropical night and above the brilliant
n
stars and the Southern Cross with its
W lilt.,
Illi
OI1CCIO
IUU,
hung very nearly fore-and-aft, and th e live stars in kite shape, and the False
full force of the blow from the steamer s l Cross, so often mistaken for the former,
Btem was transmitted to the mammas ;, as its four stars more ciosely resemble
which was broken short-off at the jaw 3 the form of a cross. These are constelof the boom, letting the stick down o n lations of great interest to the traveler,
deck with a fearful thump. The hee! c f who no longer beholds the friendly Big
the broken mast stove a big hole in th e Dipper and the guiding Northern Star.
At the equator the days and nights
deck, and there the stick rested, sway
ing athwartships in the slack riggin f are of equal length, and gorgeous sunand prevented from going over the ster
sets, the loveliest colors tinting the
clouds about 20 minutes after the sun
only by the spring stay.
a
rus
made
the
The 'crew of
Carleton
dips below the edge of the vast sea, are
for the boat at the stern davits, bu t followed quickly by darkness.
A feeling of excitement was in the air
Cant. Falkingham, seeing,that they ir i
that evening as we were about to cross
;w; led to desert her, seized an axe an i
:hopped a hole in the boat, so that sh 5 I the equator, and after dinner we had
been chatting in a group with the jovial
wouM not float. That stopped the panic
and the men turned to and helped i
captain, when we were astonished at
with
the
deck
in
the
hole
; seeing two strange creatures come over
patching up
tarpaulin, for the sea was making ove r the rail and approach us. Most fantasHer’, ’die being decks-to with coal, an i tically garbed in drenched garments,
with fish entangled in their long beards,
with such a gap open she would soo
have filled.
they announced themselves as heralds
from the Court of Neptune and bade us
The steamer, after backing away
.nr
close up and asked if assistanc s welcome to their royal master’s dominw ii led.
»":■
Capt. Falkingham sai 1 ions, and furthermore made proclamathat 1.■ would iike a tow to Boston, an .1 tion that on the morrow Neptune and
his court would come on board to perhe steamer sent him aline. The St
form the rites of baptism and ehristen.annah line, to which the steamer hi
ing on those who had not gone that way
onged, settled for the damage, and £
;
Boston the Hannah F. Carleion got a before.
r
The gallant captain replied in welland
had
he
boom
a
mainmast; and
Had the steamc r chosen phrases, and, calling for steins
cm-.
patched up.
struck her in
any other place, th e of beer, which arrived on the instant,
healths were drunk in the foaming mead
sc! «
wou d have gone to the bo
t
After this
I-,;, a shot. The end of the boot n with great enthusiasm.
ibout t n in cl < s in diameter an<
friendly ceremony the strange heralds
made their way aft and disappeared
hi
old coaster captain remarket
as
"they don't often shoot as close £ s over the rail as they had come, only a
weird splash in the sea betokening their
that."
t me of t!
destination to the score of curious pasowners of the Carleton di
elates that she was in her fetter yea) s I sengers who followed them at a little
hoi idoi. When new sh e distance to see their uncanny exit.
The custom of rechristening with a
for she was a good Carrie]
made mono
and had good handling ar d sea name the traveler upon his first
a f iir saile
in
recent
of
But
.uck.”
crossing the equator originated with the
year:
plenty
■’.ilhoiig! s .dec! by capable men, she wi s ! Scandinavian saiiors, who brought it
south from the Arctic Circle, where it
a lirstneial iallure, and, as the complaii ihad long been customary as a recognimg nviii says, "she died owing money.
tion of the bravery of those who sailed
OTHER STRANGE DISASTERS.
into dangerous seas. Accordingly the
The queer accidents that have happei i- next afternoon, shortiy after luncheon,
a procession appeared on deck headed
1 to Maine vessels would till a volutn >,
by
the band, wonclrously arrayed in ai(
an
some of them would be regarded : s
r .",ion.
An old coaster captain who hr d sorts of odd garments from white spiketailed coats to scarlet shirts, decorated
listened to the story of the Hannah 1
Carletoi. ■■‘-called the mysterious wrec k with immense yellow buttons. Follow•i
'he lit;ie schooner Active, in Fc x ing the band a crowd of Nubian slaves
attracted much attention, clad only in
Island thoroughfare, some years ago.
t
ballet creations of rope yarn, tin armwas i, the fail of the year, and the A
ir «• was going through the narrow pa i- j lets and brass nose rings, their muscular
She carrit d extremities nude to the admiring gaze.
sage between the islands.
ut tv. o men —the master. Capl. Its;
After an interval of dignity strode the
1
n
r
Whe n great Neptune himself, accompanied by
sixtcen-years-old son.
his fair queen. The sovereign of the
a-1 sein under sail, the Active wasehii iseas towered to the
th« i«>y ai the wheel and his fall
,.ap
majestic height of
■six
iiw
as
i-r
a
it
was
feet three inches, and wore fierce
afte
taking i.ap,
Next day the Active wt s niustachios nearly a foot long, while his
foi
four i"- the r- k-. with her stern stov e beard flowed down over his ample chest
the master irowned in his hunk an d to his knees.
One mighty fist grasped a
0<
,1.
1 ft. In
W heel with a 1,0 1. t
10-foot scarlet ami gold trident, while a
red flannel tunic fell from his shoulders
<j
}*.;«. mad.
to his mighty thighs.
The oueen was of
uuaed a great Benin
r>
-let
1.
appeared to be n 0 Amazonian stature, swathed in unrelieved
t<it
to
kill
the
black and her flaxen hair hung in a
i\i
„ryoiic
boy, amt a s
.*
that 'he shot must hav e thick tiraid to her heels.
Both wore
i.i >v,
!
ti
.it.ul (lerson, the whol
lofty pointed crowns upon their imperial
heads.—
Los
Times.
waremained
thu
j
and
Angeles
:
iii)-tery
>
when a man in >- distant jstai
,rNEW ENGLAND POTATOES.
las ieath bed that it wh
v>
-.red the shot that killed th t?
^__
h.dmeman of the Active.
'l he possibiities of potato raising in
lie mar Haul ti>at he had fired at 1 New England,
particularly in Maine, are
ui.ich was circling low, and di 1 disclosed by statistics
a,
compiled by the
"t s*i
the a* l o-jner. which sudden! ) Census Bureau.
The figures show' that
ml" rang'
.wing to ar. intervei
Maine, while ranking ninth in the extent
of acreage devoted to potatoes, iB fourth
imp of bushes. Then he vt as hoi
'.*•
ihe hoy at the schooner' s in production, being exceeded
only oy
•>1
I throw up his hands and fall to th
New York, Michigan and Wisconsin.
In k, while th* \essel broached to an 1 These figures are
strong arguments in
* .*lri\
tsli '.e by th'* wind and tide
favor of New England soil and thrift,
was after gulls an 1 and the latter factor is the more
im|iortwithout waiting to investigat e ant.
iuck*
i hie unfortunate shot, feai
ih. resu
Maine does not plant potatoes and
hat i he i< poru d th« matter to th e leave them to grow as best
they can.
..uihor.i .* s he migi.t although innoren t The soil is cultivated, the weeds are
ii ent, bt imprisoned.
choked out and the bugs are fought.
on r>
Tin r.
or*: instances of ves
1 his is what raises Maine from ninth
sei
having been wrecked or run tiown b >' position in acreage to fourth in producreason I I heir heimsmi n being asleep c r
tion.
Wisconsin has 290,000 acresplantinsun., air: me Maine schooner was cu t ed to potatoes, while Maine has
only
dowi In ;i steamer because the man a t 125,000, and yet the
yield in Wisconsin
her wlf •! was eaf and could not ilea r is only a little, larger than in Maine.
the sieftn*' r’s wi.isile signals. The Rock
Next to Maine, of the New England
pert brig Maria W. Norwood had a nar States, Vermont makes the best showrow *
fron
collision
off
the Georgi
cape
ing. With the acreage in Vermont,
coast under strange circumstances.
Th ? Massachusetts and Connecticut almost
brig was running along under easy sa 1 equal, the Green Mountain State gets a
one moonlight night
and a steamer wa 3 crop almost 50
percent larger. Soil and
coming up astern. When the steame r thrift again is the answer. The Vergot too close for comfort a torcli wa 3 monterjiioes his potatoes with regularity
burned over the brig’s stern, but th
and conviction, because his grandfather
mar. at the steamer’s wheel paid no at
; did the same thing.
tention to it, holding to his course, whicl
With nearness to the raw material the
would take him right through the brig : question
naturally arises. Are New
Finally, a great shouting by the brig’: j Englanders making their own starch or
people and the tiring of a gun awoke thi are they buying it from New York?
steamer’s wheelsman and he put thi
And have we developed enough potato
helm hard down just in time to avoii I chip factories?
Our business men may
crash.
answer.— Boston Globe.
When the steamer had come close u]
it was observed that the man steerinj
A HERO IN A LIGHTHOUSE.
was hanging over the wheel as thougl I
For years J. S.
Donahue, So. Haven, Mich.,
half asleep, or drunk. When asked wh; a civil war captain, as a lighthouse
keeper,
averted awful wrecks, but a
he did not keep off he growled:
queer fact is, he
“What do you want
all the roon
5?.lght hav® been a wreck, himself, if Electric
there ii£p Here you’ve been yawing ai [ Blt,t?Jr8 had not prevented. “They cured me
of kidney trouble and
chills,” he writes, “after
around fcyr^ an hour, and me trying t< I had
taken other so called cures for
years
dodge youe H
without benefit and they sIbo
my
Then the brig’s people knew that hi sight. Now, at seventy, I am improvedfine
feeling
had been asleep. It was found that thi
For dyspepsia, indigestion, ail stomach, liver
wheelman was not the only one asleep ot and kidney trouble, they’re without equal
the steamer. Most of her crew had beet Try them. Only 60 eta. at all druggists.

in its teachings, the grange
become a tremendous power for
good in our communities. It is composed of the very highest grade of our citizenship. It is broad enough and patriotic enough to stand for the best things in
government without regard to partisanship. It can never be political in the
narrower sense but must of necessity be
political in the broadest and best sense

prehensive

Campaign For Church Efficiency and Community

Betterment -The Greatest Beligious Movement
Since the Reformation.

88.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel- i
fast, on the 12th day of December, 1911. J
Oscar 8. Ellis, administrator on the estate of s
Levi 8. Ellis, late of Stockton Springs, in said
County, deceased, having presented his first and J
final account of administration of said estate for

Grand Master Stetson of the State
Grange struck a high and statesmanlike JOHN
note in his annual address at Lewiston
last week. Splendid in the purpose for
which it was formed, successful in the petition.
working out of its destiny; broad, comhas

A Nation Wide

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 12th day of
December, A. D. 1911.
L. McOOWN, guardian of John Pendleton McGown of Brookline. Mass., minor,
having presented a petition praying for a license
to sell at public or private sale and convey certain real estate of said minor, described in said

THE MISSION OF THE GRANGE.

Ordered, 1 hat notice thereof he given, thre
weeks successively in The Republican .L-urna
a newspaper published in
id.( emit'
Belfast, in

^
>
3

\

>
>i

\

that all persons interested may attend at
Pro 1
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the y;h da
ot
January next, and show cause, if ativihe.
nave, why the said account should not he at f
lowed.
<JkO. E. JOHNSON, Judg,- \
A true copy.
Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
i

ALD0
Court of Probate, hel.i at Be'
Y\7
tT
fast,on the 12th day of December, lull
Alice M. Woods, admit istratrix on the
-tan
ot Edward \Y. Woods, late of Belfast. m Sti.
County, deceased, having presented hei !i•
count of administration of said estate f.-r i’..>

.i
1
I

ance.

Ordered, that notice thereof be given thr.
weeks successively, in The Republican j’ ,i
newspaper published in Belfast, m -aid c.i
ty, that all persons interested mav attend at
Probate Court., to bo held at Belfast
n th
tub day ot January next, and show
any they have, why the said account -i,, ,i i.
be allowed.
(iEO. K Johnson Ju.*..-,,
A true copy: Attest:
Ciias. p Hazeltim;. i:<- ister.
a

SS.— In Court of Probate, held
fast, on the 12th day of D< a ntbe
.Limes .I cieo.,.|:.s, administrator .»i. u,..
of Nathaniel <;. tehell. late of Mnntviii'
Comity, deceased, having presented in- r
littal aceount of administration ot mh
allowance.

WALDO

Ordered, that notice thereof be gi\
weeks successively in The lb-pub.!. an .1
newspaper |»ut>!i>hed in Heifasi, ui
tl.at all persons interested mav attend
bate Court, to be held at Bellas:, -n
•iav of January next, ai d show v
they have, wli\ the said account m.-i
allowed.
DEO. E- JOHNSO N.
A true copy. Attest;
t IIAs. P. II v/l | TIM:, p.

r,

a

1

|

-•

,i:

I
>•

Havenei of said Belfast may be amhoiized to
I se U at public or private *a,< and convey certain
I
leal estate described in sain petition, belonging
A DM1NIS1K ATOR’S NOTICE.
The
sub
to said heirs.
| iV
seriber hereby gives notice that he lias been
-r
notice
p»
I
said
titton
hat
the
p>
Ordered,
give
I duly appointed administrator of the estate of
all persons wu-m-ted by causing a eof ; oi this
x
W
FRANK A. I UBT1S, late of Searsport,
jollier to be published three weeks successively
>I
■.
the 12'
t i. n
: .*1
in the County ot Waldo, deceased, and given i iii The Republican Journal, a newspaper pub- Joseph > Mid.in, exerumr «-f Hm
vviii
lished at Belfast, that they n y appeal at a P:o
bonds as the law directs
Ml persons having
Okie. l) V ung. late of Line.' uvt
w
!
In
h*
at
it
Inn
and
for
be
Belfast,
hate Court, to
! demands against the estate of said deceased are
iiiil ing pn sente. I
ty. deceit
in
helo .i y, \ 1>.
13th day
said County, on ; 1
to present the same for settlement, and
•*
account ot
dmintsiiatinii of
[ desired
,r.
ow
all indebted thereto are requested to make pay1912, at it ii of tin el >ck be! u tu o aud
allowance.
cause, if any they ha\-, why the piaye. .*t >aid
ment immediately.
Thai
be gramt
nolle?
Ordered,
th?
not
slioua!
reof
be
petitiooei
ALEXANDER II NICHOLS,
weeks ..ssiv.-|y,m Fin Repuni
GEORtiE E. JOHNSON, Judge.
j Searsport, December 12. lull 3w62
i a newspaper publish, d in Belfast. :n
A true copy.
AtF -l:
,,’un
I ty. that ali pux ns intf'.isted m v
n
Chas. P. 11 \zi i.tinb. Register.
,r
MX ECU TORS’
NOTICE.
The subscribe! s
Probate (
I- In Id at l- ii.i'-i,
nt. t
n
J
I
hereby give notveUmt they have been duly At a Pi "bate < ourt L-*hi at P-elfast. w Inn and day of January m xt. ami s|i.*w ••
! appointed executors of the last will and testa.i
| j
for the Count\ "f w aide, on the lLth day <>f they have, why tin* said account s|
a Lowed.
| meut of
December, A. D. 1J11.
«.KO. K. JOHNSON. .In
JAMES B. VICKERY, late of Unity,
A. 1 l >11-.
Charles \
A true o l»y
Attest:
Hnstu*. late "f Swarviih. ;n saitl County
in the County of Waldo, deceased. All persons
Chas. p. IIa/.ki.ti.vf, Ke„,-t.-r.
having pies, nted a petition
having demands against the estate of said de- of Waldofordeceased,
an allowance out of the personal espraying
ceased aie desired to present the same for setnTALOO 88
tlenient, and all indebted thereto are requested tate of said deceased.
Vv fast, on I
to make payment immediately.
Fredei ick W Iloopt r. admimstratoi
Ordeied, Thai the said petitioner give notice to
Copyright by Harris & Ewing.
JAMES IJ VICKERY. Ju.
all persons interested by causing a copy "1 this tate til the state <>f
-r
m .j
aim*, on th.
tlnee week' successively ia
JOHN A. \ U K ELY.
J. Wlieelock. late of M iI•«11 \
order to be
Ma-s..
FRE1> B. SMITH, CAMPAIGN LEADER MEN AND RELIGION FOR1
'i rving presented I
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
Umiv, December 12. Mill.
WARD MOVEMENT.
at Beltast, that they may appear at a Probate administration of saul.estati foi allow.-im-.
Court, to be held at Belfast, w ithin and for said t
Ordered, That notice thereof be g.ven. tlu>
ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE.
The subthe 9th day <*f January. A. D.
on
County,
weeks successively, m Hie lb-publican J. ana
A
seriber hereby gives notice that lie has 1912. at ten ot the clock before noon, and show
held In Portland are being held in sev- Ing the advisability of
a newspaper ; ublisle <1 in Bellas!, n
adapting this
been duly appointed administrator of the escause, it any they have, why the prayer of said ty. that all persons interested mav .r, m at
enty-six cities, covering the country work of their communities.
! talc of
petitioner should hot be granted.
Probate Court, to be held at Beita'-t, ,.u
jm
like a blanket and reaching practically
After these data have been gathered
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
WINFIELD S. PENDLETON,
day of January next, and show
A true copy. Attest
late
of
I
Islesboro,
man
and
In
every
America.
boy
they have, why the said account should
u
experts will be secured and special con1*.
Chas.
Hazeltink, Register.
allowed.
i in the County of A* alcio, deceased, and given
The method outlined by the national ferences will be held In the different
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
(1EO. K. JOHN SO > Judge.
demands against the estate of said deceased are At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
committee Is ns follows: In all the dtles to discuss the survey gathered
A true copy
Attest:
on
the 12th day ol
for the County of Waldo,
desired to present the same for settlement, and !
December, A. 1>. 1911.
strategic centers and to map out a five year program of
ail inUebUa thereto are requested to make pay>1.
r.N. uaugmer aim neir oi George
ment immediately.
of the country work, the Portland conference coming
ITT A LDO 88.—in court oi probate, liei<1 it Bel
W. Nickerson, late of Belfast, n. said County
BOW DOIN’ N. PENDLETON,
»»
fast, on the lutb day of !>* eemic i. mi
committees com- Jan. 0 to 14, 1012, and the Calais.
I of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
Islesboro, December 12, l‘Jll.
Mark S. Stiles, administrator on tini:• i•
I praying that Herbert E. Bradman, may be ap- William 11. Work, late ot Jackson, m aid >'
posed of 100 of Bangor. Lewiston and Bath conferof
estate
of
said
dethe
pointed administrator
ty, deceased, having pre.'eutcd hi' Hist
the leading men ences and those of other sections of
1
final account ot administration ot sain •-t.it
by gives notice that lie lms been duly ap ceased.
of the community the state some time later in February
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to for allowance.
pointed executor of the last will and testament
a
of
this
°t
interested
all
causing
copy
by
persons
have been form- or March.
Ordered, That notice thereof lie given,threFor the Portland conferorder to be published three weeks successively weeks successively, in The R«, ihlictin J•
AMHBOSE L. NOKTON, lute ol l iberty,
ea.
1 ins
com- i ence there has Iteeu especially secured
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper nuba newspaper published in Belfast, ai >aid (V.n
in the County of Waldo, deceased. All persons ! lished at Belfast, that they may appear at a l’roty, Hint all persons interested limy atte; ,i u
mittee
tlirough a team of the best experts In America.
having demands against the estate of said de- ! bate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for Probate Court,
to be held at Iteltast, on r!.
ceased are desired to present the same for setsubc ominittees These men are under the direction of
said County, on the 9th day of January, A. D, day of Januarv next, and show cause if ah\
and
all
are
thereto
indebted
tlement,
requested J 1912, at ten of the clock before noon, and show they have, why the said account shoul-: imt he
has made or Is the Rev. Charles Stelzle, a well known
to make payment immediately.
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
allowed.
ARTHUR H. NOKTON.
engaged in muk- champion of labor and connected with
GEORGE E. JOHNSON, Judge.
petitioner should not be granted.
Liberty, December 12,1911.
A true copy. Attest.
E.
GEO.
surJOHNSON, Judge.
ing extensive
the Labor temple of New York city.
Chas. P. Hazkltink. Register.
A true copy. Attest:
Portland has
ve-vs Of existing
K. a. WAITE.
NOTICE. The subscriber hereChas. 1*. Hazkltine, Register.
$4,000 for
SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel
by gives notice that he has been duly apconditions. Posi-! this work. No time or money will be
pointed executor of the last will and testament At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
fast, on the 12lh day of December, mil.
tlve facts are the basic principles upon
Melvillt. C. Hill, executor of the last ui;l
of
spared to furnish
for the County of Waldo, on the 12th day of
Roxana Gardner, late of Belfast, in saidt .■.::11>
which the various questions contained
December. A D. 1911.
JOHN HILL, late of Belfast,
the best possible
having presented his first, and tin a
In these survey blanks are
doering, guardian of Ralph deceased,
in the County of Waldo, deceased. All persons
be anaccount of administration ot said estate f--i il
program for the
Henry Doering aud Frances!Emma Doering lowance.
having demands against the estate of said deswered to stop working in the dark,
a
A
petition
eight days.
ceased are Cesired to present the same for settle- of Brockton, Mass having presented
Ordered, That notice thereof he given, lire
to be prepared to fight social and moral
ment, and all indebted thereto are requested to praying for a license to sell at public or private weeks
score or more of
.successively in The Repuldican ,L> itn.i.,
sale and convey.certain realiestate of said wards,
make payment immediately.
evils, us you would fight an epidemic.
have been
newspaper published in B( lfa't, in sam < --t>
men
described in said petition.
JAMES D. HILL.
ah
that
persons interested may attend at a l'i ►Prom these survey blanks large charts
3
Belfast, December 12, 911.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to bate Court, to be held at Bclfa.-t. on the bth da;
busily
engaged
all persons interested by causing a copy of this of
are to be made under the guidance of
for
January
next, and show cause, it at.} the
the
past
three
weeKS
•rder to be published
successively
NOTICE. The subscribi- wed
the said account should not he
experts who have made a life study of
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper pub- have,why
month In arranger hereby gives notice that he lias been duly
GEORGE E. JOHNSON. Judge.
at
a
Prothat
at
lished
Belfast,
they
may
the various phases as contained iu the
appear
administrator of the estate of
A true copy.
appointed
Attest:
all
the
deing
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for
CHAS. P. Ha/.F.I.I INK, Reg.'lci
LYDIA L. CLEMENTS, late of W interport,
survey blanks. These charts are to be
said County, on the 9th day of January, A. D.
tails In connecin the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
used in connection with the lectures
1912, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
tion
with
this
bonds as the law directs. All persons having cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said I ITTALDO SS—In Court of I'rohat.*. In Id
1
and Institutes to be held during the
V» fast, on the 12th day «d Dr,- ml
.•11
demands against the estate of said deceased petitioner should not be granted.
w o r k.
Delega,t.
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
are desired to present the same for settlement,
Maggie A. Ilimtus, atimlni'itaiMv <>n ,i
Portland convention week, Jan. G to 14.
I of
tions nre being
rev. ciias. stelzle.
Charles A. Iltistus. late 'i sumn
>t
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
A true copy, Attest:
For instance, the social service com! County, deceased, having pi s.-nted h.i
Chas. P. Hazkltine, Register.
formed from all
pa \ meat immediately.
final account ot administraimn ot <<«,.
ROSCOE L CLEMENTS.
mittee of Portland has investigated over the state to attend
these confertor allowance.
\\' inlerpoit, Dei ember 12,1911.
IT J A EDO 8S —In Court ot Probate, Meld at Eel
and procured data covering the busi- ences in Portland. The
railroads have
V> fast, on the 12tli day ot December. 1911, | Ordered, That n«*ti< ft: i- : !>-•
ness of the loan sharks who prey as
Delbert
we» ks successixely, in The I
Paul, administrator on the estate
li
agreed to make special rates covering
The subNOTICE.
*
Viram B. Paul, late of Morrill, in >;ii«l County, a new snap* r publish'
u B«
l
vultures upon the poor and helpless.
scribe! hereby gives notice that she has been
the time that these experts will be in
Ins second and tlual
ma\
M.-u
mi* i-'i!
deceased,
having
presented
that
all
pci><e,s
duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
The question has been handled iu a Portland.
account of administration of said e-tate, togethm
bate Court. b* be held at Lepa'i. -(l t!
%
ELIZA C. FREDERICK, late of Winterport,
er with Ins private claim for allowance,
and -h w -m-*
.laiiuarv
of
next,
day
calm, sane, businesslike way, and no
The pastors of all churches throughin the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
that notice thereof he given, three they have, why tin
Ordered,
measures will be adopted or steps tak- out the
allowed.
All persons having
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal
state of Maine have been giv
I bonds as the law directs.
GEO. h JOHNSON, .In lg-.
en other than those based upon a care- en a
; demand.-, against the estate of said deceased ; a newspaper published in Belfast, m said* ‘Minty,
program of the week in Portland,
A true copy.
are desired to piesent the same for settlement,
Atte'i.
that all persons inteiestcd may ttend at a Pro
|
fully conceived program. Doubtless iu and all delegations
I
and
(iias
P. Ha/i it ink, Ki g -ter,
all
indebted
make
be
held
at
the
9th
thereto
are
to
to
!
Belfast,on
day
bate
in
Court,
requested
intending to be
the very near future a plan will be Portland
payment immediately.'
+
| of January next, and show cause, it any they
that week should advise with
EM M A J. FREDERICK
tlie said account aud private claim
have,
why
IIr
SS
ot Prolate, held at Bel;
ALDO
-In
Court
adopted similar to that in use iu New their pastors or write to the Iter.
Winterport, December 32 1911.
should not be allowed.
V? fast, on the 12th da> ot December. mil
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
York and other states so that the Charles M.
m the
'i -’e
S
>t
Oscai
administrator
Ellis,
|
Woodman, chnlrman of the
A true copy. Attest:
Harriet N. Kill', late of Stockton Spring', in
ADMINISTRATRIX’S NOTICE.
The
needy people who desire to borrow a committee of one hundred, Portluml
Chas. P. Hazkltine, Register.
ii scriber hereby gives notice that she ha?
said County, deceased, having presented his
j final account of adnunistiation <d said estate lot
little money to tide them over periods Me.
been duly
appointed administratrix, of tin
estate of
c,.
At a Probate Court Held at Belfast, within and allowance.
Tueson
second
the
of
for
the
Waldo,
County
GARDNER S. BERRY, late of Montv»le,£2
ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
The Stone Quarries.
Maine.
day of December, A. 1). 1911.
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
iii the County of Waldo, deceased, and givei
4 certain Instrument, purporting to be the last a newspaper published in Belfast, in said t minty,
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
A will and testament oi Leslie E. Sheldon, late that all persons interested may attend at a ProThe value of the production of the
the Waterville Sentinel:
demands against the estate of said deceased an
of Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the bth
desired to present the same for settlement, am
stone
of the United States durbeen presented ior probate.
Maine is soon to have nomination
day of January next, and show cause, it any
having
all indebted thereto are requested to make pay
they have, why the said account should not be
inOrdered, that notice be given to all persons
1910 was the
in the
of direct
raent immediately.
allowed.
terested by causing a copy of this order to be
CORA BELLE BERRY.
RJI if'
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
the
and was more than double
in
The
Reweeks
Which leads the New York Sun to rethree
successively
published
Moniville. December 12,1911.
publican Journal, published at Belfast, that they A true copy. Attest:
that of
the
mark with fine
Chah. P. Hazeltike. Register.
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at BelNOTICE.
The sub
fast, within and for said County, on the second
and
The outThere must be someMaine!
scriber hereby gives notice that be ha 1
Tuesday of January next, at ten of the clock
NOTICE. The subscriber here
been duly appointed administrator of the estat
for 1910,
to Ernest F.
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
wrong in a system that
by gives notice that she has been duly apof Bit.
?z-- / ..s*
the same should not be proved, approved
urchard of the United States Geologiexecutrix of the last will and testament
pointed
men like Fessenden,
Reed, g ELIZA tM, f H JLBRICK.’.late of I Thorndike',! and allowed.
ot
cal
shows an increase over that
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Hale and Littlefield.
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and givei
RICHARD F. PATTERSON, late of Belfast,
of 1900 of
or more than seven j
A true copy, Attest;
.jau.
t__l
bonds
as the law directs. All persons bavin
m the County of Waldo,deceased.
All persons
Chas. r. Hazkltine,.Register. *
per cent. The increase in stone
demands against the estate of said deceased aidemands against the estate of said d<
having
tion of all the
sorts has been
de sired to present the same for settlement, am I
THE CHILDRENTnCE IT
ceaseu are desired to present the same for settle
all jindebted thereto are requested to make pay
notable
the last few years, all the
ment. ami all indebted thereto are requested t<
ment immediately.
make payment Immediately.
classes
increased except
JOHN C. CLARK.
EFFIE ELLA PATTERS HALL,
blues tone.
Thorndike, December 12,1911.
Belfast, December 12,1P11.
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largest

history

primary.

industry
1900,
ly $70,520,584

Eut

figures being respectiveirony:
$36,970,777.
Happy
according
thing
produces
public
Blaine,
Survey,
Frye,
$5,175,385,
producprincipal
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during
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having heavily
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why

KENNEDY’S LAXATIVE
COUGH SYRUP

EXECUTRIX’S

an eventful life.

THE
Reflections

;urred

was a

..hie man in many ways, and the
f his life call for something more
The following
-ual comment.
u hieh
appeared in the Bangor
reviewed
been
has
by a
of the family an 1 found accur
\\
reproduce it for the benefit of
wood’s many friends among our
l ake Heywood, third child of
Emerson Heywood and Elvira
l.ake, was born Feb. 1, 1846.
that family survive, Charles L.
1 of Topeka, Kans., and Mrs.
i- 11.irr of Ellsworth.
\\
Heywood learned the family trade
ess making, but began a life of
and adventure at an early age.
[■
the usual trips to the Newfoundniks, at the time when that inn found its recruits among Bucksn, he made deep water voyages
are-rigged vessels. By misstating
enlisted in Co. E, Sixth
s
.ge, he
a.
infantry, in 1861. The captain of
upany endorsed on his discharge a
11 battles in which he participated.
as wounded three times, the last
■

Rappahannock station, Novem1863, so severely that more than

at

of his three year enlistment
to heal the injury,
effects were never entirely rethe
Civil
war he went
After
I lived in several States, chiefly
ss maker in the quartermaster
This work
.went of the army.
to frontier posts in regions
uffalo and Indians were the implements of the population. His
f the scenes in which he saw
II and similar characters were
iterest to the present generanice

was

required

on

the New

Styles We

ate

all

right

have been cruel to the American
negro, and I suspect that the Czar knows
that, too. We exclude the Chinese, and
I am sure that all Russia knows that,
and knows how unjust we are in this respect. Nevertheless I believe that with
full confession for American failings on
my part, I may be able to accomplish

people

Every man
any other man beautiful.
will howl with derision at the spectacle
of other masculine freaks arrayed in
frivolous finery. But each may be led to
believe that he himself is an exception
to the general rule and that fussy clothing is ‘becoming’ to him.
“It is easy to see to what this attitude
of mind will lead—a house divided against
itself! Jealousies and envies and all
ilified himself as expert penman forms of egomania will be developed,
jlit penmanship through Califor- and man’s mental balance will be overother States, at a time when thrown.
“These styles indicate a degeneracy of
He
nts were rare in the west.
nearly
nmanship at the seminary in the whole species, too. Among the
orrt also, after the desires of his i all the lower animals the male is
1 namental beast; the female is plain and
caused his return to the east,
a
male’
is
The ‘gorgeous
utilitarian.
u 1 stone cutting and for 15 years
Look at our barnyard
it that trade in various parts of j mere ornament.
tie cut srone iormmg
gisna.
he pedestal of the statue of lib- plumed and strutting cock appears to
York harbor, and stone in the j have an easy time of it and is permitted
Brooklyn bridge, oldest of the to exercise a pretence of overlordship,
! but it is the hens that are really valur bridges.
24.1874, he married Bertha L. able, and they are in such a tremendous
of Bluehill, Me., who survives majority that the cock’s supremacy is an
He lives merely by suffer■'.her with their only children, absurd joke.
ance.
L. and Sewall Leo Heywood.
“This is the sort of government to-s Mr. Heywood was' much inSociety
in politics, but always with en- ward which we are drifting.
endence of thought and action, will be organized on an amazonian basis.
f conventionality and conserva- The women will rule and do all the
his earnest desire to strengthen world’s work, and only a sufficient num•ion of the working classes ber of males will be permitted to live to
the advantages possessed by prevent the human species frombecoming
placed him with the Greenback- extinct. It is lucky for you, young man,
dr most successful period, and that you were born thus early in the game.
aided the Populists to the full You "are not particularly prepossessing or
f his ability. He was also prom- | stalwart, and had you come into the
the early records of labor unions i world a little later you would have been
when their organization was drowned in infancy, like a superfluous
scattered compared with pres- puppy.
I urge you, as a disciple of mine, to
.tions.
hes of the Heywood family to j refrain from purchasing any of those
•itinued under that name, the funny clothes, however much your best
established by his grandfather I girl may fuss over you and flatter you.
caused Mr. Heywood in 1891 to ; I notice that you have started on the
for you have
rge of the harness shop on Main 1 path to destruction already,
Bucksport. Since that time he bought a fuzzy-wuzzy hat, thus proving
r. known chiefly for his interest
yourself weak and vain and a traitor to
If you show up at this shop
ixth Maine Regimental associa- your sex.
which he was treasurer and wearing a fancy vest and a corset coat I
for several years.
He was a will airy you with my own hands.
“Let the women go on making themr" of B. H. Beale post, G. A. R.,
selves as ugly as they can, but let them
or and of the Union Veterans’
when that order had a camp in not delude you into the belief that you
The
rt. He was a member of Felici- are beautiful or could be made so.
law of life is the survival of the ugliest,
F. & A. M., and of Hancock R.
and that, my son, involves the law of
P,ockland Opinion.
compensation that you hear so much
about.
Be glad that your face would
V1TH THE IMMORTALS.
stop a clock and turn sweet milk sour—
the fact is your safeguard.”
Anxiety of Noah.
It was the

Russia’s part.”
Dr. MacArthur has succeeded in raising from American Baptists a consider-

something

--

has much increased of
late. Then he will continue around the
world, visiting especially Baptist missions in Burma, where foreign missions
from America had an important start,
and Anally, reaching San Francisco, he
will inspect home mission work on the
coast and in the Rocky Mountain States.
The world trip, lasting a year, means
more than an expression of
Baptist
strength, it is said. It means a centralization of Baptist power such as is quite
foreign to o.d Baptist ideas, which are
congregational. It means also, it is
claimed, wielding of a Christian force
for world betterment in a way and in a
strength greater than has ever before
been exercised.

out, and Noah was standing on
r-deck. nervously sweeping the
of the waters with his eye.
stter, Pop?" said Shem, learn:nst the rail beside his father,
mg gone wrong?”
t know, my boy,” said the old
an
"But if the wind continues
in this direction, I’m afraid
d somewhere in the United
"1 if that happens the duty on
agerie of ours will bust me.
upon, ringing for the Library
the Skipper called for a copy of
t tariff schedule, and spent the
mse

.,
■

of the

same.

“WHAT

SHALL

WE

DO

IF

THE

TOWN GOES DRY.”
The lines Arst given were circulated in
the form of a campaign leaAet by the
liquor advocate*. They are followed by
a pertinent
poetical reply from Mrs.
Florence D. Richard, National organizer.
This was given by her at the National
Convention at Milwaukee as a part of
her report as organizer, and is published
at the request of many of our workers
who desire copies for use in local campaigns.—Editor Union Signal.
Citizens, neighbors, you and I,
What shall we do when the town goes dry?
We may get along without our drink;
But who’ll it hurt the most, do you think?
What are you going to do, if the town goes
dark?
Not enough money for the electric spark.
Not enough money for the water
This city at the mercy of fire and

plugs.
thugs.

going to pay for needed police;
Who’s going to furnish the needed grease
To oil the wheels of the city’s machine,
Who's

To keep the town healthy, the streets to clean?
What shall we do? Shall we issue bonds
To pay our Mayor and drain our ponds?
What shall we do in the case of file,
With our fireman fired and none to hire,
When insurance goes up and property goes
down
With never a job for a man in town,
When the market is gone for the farmers’ rye,
And his corn ar.d his barley, when the town

WEDDINL BELLS.
Carew-Bartram. The home of Mr.
and Mrs. W. A. Bartram, in Castine was
the scene Wednesday night December
27th of a very pretty and simple wedging when their daughter,Una Mae, was
united in marriage to Mr. Harold Carew
of Randolph, Mass.
Precisely at 8
o’clock the bridal couple descended the
stairs and marched to the corner of the
!
parlor and stood under an arch of green
and white. They were proceeded by Miss
Susie Norton as bridesmaid and Mr. Harry
Macomber as best man. The bride was
becomingly gowned in a very dainty dress
j of white mull, the bridesmaid wore white
silk. The service was performed by the

goes dry?
I’ll tell you friend, 'tis a serious thing
Some of these fanatics to the town

would

bring.
The only thing left when they stop the cup.
Is to lay down our lives and go straight up.
MRS.

What shall

we

RICHARD'S

REPLY.

do if the town goes

Citizens and neighbors, yon and I?

dry,

nding upon

j

Children Cry
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Liquor Traffic.

Regutating

?

'■

i-"--‘

To the Editor of The Journal .In your isSEARSMONT.
sue of the 21st inst. Mr. Chenery tekee note
Mr. Albert Thompson was called to Brooke
of a communication signed J. H. C.( commentDec. 26th to attend the funeral of hie brother,
ing on the fact that Boston liquor dealers were
|
Mr. George A. Thompson ...Our merchants forbidden to make
presents at Thanksgiving
repo ta very brisk holiday trade. —Mrs. Eben or Christmas, and
making the point that in no
Cobb met with a painful accident last week by
respectable calling would such action on the
which she fractured her ankle. Miss Helen
part of the authorities be thought necessary.
will remain at home until her mother is better.
Mr. Chenery thinks that the writer only part-Mr. Harold P. Cobb returns this week to his
ly stated the facts in connection with what he
studies at Wesleyan University, Middletown,
terms 'regulating the traffic, and he gave at
Conn... Bliss Marriner, who passed the holivarious communications from the exlength
days with his parents, has returned to his cise commission to
keepers of saloons, billiard
studies in the Camden High school
A. B.
halls and bowling alleys, casually speaking of
Ripley is confined to the house with the grip. them, if my memory serves me, as requests.
_Mrs. Nathan Wentworth was called to
Thinking there might have been a misunderLincolnville Dec. 27th to attend the funeral of
standing I questioned a policeman in regard to
her father, Mr. Martin....Mr. Potter and son
the matter and he told jne they were ordered
of Boston are the guests of Mr and Mrs.
to forbid, not “request,” the saloon keepers to
James Fuller.
make presents to their patrons during ThanksAPPLETON.
giving, Christmas, or at any other time.
As to regulating tne liquor traffic, as well adThe will of the late M. F. Hanly has never
been fonnd and now a thorough search has vot ate the destruction of home and happiness.
failed to locate the will of his widow, who has The movements of a venemous serpent might
since passed away. Rockland and Belfast par- be limited or circumscribed, but danger and
ties have recently been here investigating the death would be ever present while it lived.
John H. Campbell.
matter, but we do not learn that the mystery
Boston, Dec. 29,4911.
has been solved_At the last meeting of
Golden Rod Rebekah Lodge, officers were
elected and the degree conferred on two canThe Shoe Situation.
didates, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Ames, by the
Trading in footwear is quiet at the close of
degree staff, followed by a baked bean supper
in the lodge banquet hall. Friday evening Ap- the year. Some manufacturers feel the lack
of
supplementary orders and to keep plants in
pleton, I. O. O. F., lodge initiated a candidate. operation are working on reserve contracts.
These lodge’s are in a very prosperous condi- As is usual during holiday week, little trading
tion
Harry C. Pease has returned from is effected in leather, although a few sales of
size have been made.—Dun’s Review Dec. 30th
New York, where he was called by the death
of his sister, Mrs. Lizzie Hemenway. During
his absence he visited his sister, Carrie Pease
Woodruff, in New Jersey, also friends in Bos-

for
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Infants

Children.

and

The Kind Ton Have Always Bought has borne the signa>
ture of Chas. H. Fletcher, and has been made under his
personal supervision for over 30 years. Allow no one
to deceive you in this. Counterfeits, Imitations and
“
Just-as-good” are but Experiments, and endanger the
health of Children—Experience against Experiment.

...

The Kind You Have
n

Bears the

Always Bought

Signature of

—

In Use For Over 30 Years.
▼HC_CCWTA|HtCOjapaNV.

TT MUPIMY

STREET,

NEW YORK CITY..

...

ton and vicinity-Mrs. Georgia Page Ripley
of Bath was the guest Christmas of G H.JPage,
Miss Olive
returning to Bath Tuesday
Gushee is teaching school in South West Harbor_Ambrose Fish has been suffering with
...

rheumatism the past week, but at this writing
is somewhat better. Clarence Fish is helping
in the work at the Valley House during his
father’s illness.

FRANKFORT.
Miss Ada C. Williamson of Boston is spending the holidays with her sister, Mrs. Albert
Peirce, at the Ide Farm ....Hayward Peirce,
2nd, who is a student at Yale, and Miss Margaret Peirce, who is attending the Wayneflete
school in Portland, are at home for the Christmas vacation ...Miss Mary Leonard, who is
teaching in the Boston public schools, is spendthe holiday vacation with relatives here.
_John C. Carr, Bowdoin, '13, is spending the
Christmas vacation at his home here.... Mi ss
Mary Cuddy of Greenville and Mrs. Frank
Boyle of Boston are spending a few days with

ing

With William Tell Flour your

their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Michael Cuddy....
Rev. David Jack, who is attending the Theo-

logical seminary

in

pastry will be a marvel of delicacy—your muffins, rolls and bread

light,

Bangor, accompanied by

tender and wholesome.

It is also an economy—William
Tell Flour goes farthest.

Jack and Miss Daisy Walker, is in town
for a week_Mr. and Mrs. James F. Hurley,
Miss Alice Hurley and Wilfred were the guests
of friends in Bangor and Old Town over Christmas _Paul C. Leonard, who is attending the
University of Maine, is spending a week’s

Order today.

(12)

William
Tell Flour

vacation with relatives here ...John Dorr, an
and respected citizen of this town, passed
away December 22nd at the home of his daughter, Mrs. F. W. Batchelder, after an illness of
Funeral services were held at Mrs.
one week.
Batchelder’s home Sunday afternoon, interment being in Winterport cemetery.
old

SOLD BY ALL GROCERS.

1SLESBORO.
Knowlton returned Dec. 26th
.Miss j
from a visit with relatives in Belfast
Marian Coombs, who is teaching in South Orrington, was at home for Christmas... .Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Ladd returned Saturday from
a week’s visit in Castine with her parents,
T IITear-Ever” Aluminum* Cooking
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Crosgrove-Mrs. H. M.
+ '*
Utensils speak for themselves,
Coombs and daughter, Miss Olive, were at
home from Orono for the holidays... .Mr. and
prove their worth—if given a fair
Mrs. Ray Collins and little son of Brighton,
T trial.
Mass., were guests last week of her parents,
are stamped from THICK, hard
.Misses Caro and
Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Coombs
sheet aluminum, 99 per cent pure—and
Miss
Luthera
friend
their
Nettie Heal and
are made without seam or solder. They
Leach returned to Brockton, Mass., Saturday.
cannot rust, do not contain and cannot
Y
is
of
the guest
_Mrs. John Farrow of Saco
form with fruit or vegetable acids any
Mrs. James Beckett j J
Mrs. Josie Farrow
poisonous compound—food may stand in
spent Christmas with her daughter in Camden, j £ “WEAR-EVER” utensils without
injury,
_Rev. Harry Hull of Lewiston preached at
f the same as in a glass or china dish.
Mrs. Grace
the Free Baptist church Sunday
They are solid metal, uninjured by sudKindred very pleasantly entertained a party
They
X den changes of temperature.
of friends at her home Saturday evening, D_c.
y cannot crack or scale. They are practi30th. Those present were Mrs. Eiizi Baies,
7 cally indestructible.
Miss Beulah Bates, Miss Elsa Biles, Dorrel
♦>
\
r v
r rv
rv
f.
Bates, Mrs. Annie Bunker, Mr. Newton Ban- •j.
n
uaii’LfUAcii i/uiu 3
ker, Mrs. Julia Rose, Miss Lena Rose and Mr. &
t use more heat than is necessary
and Mrs. Frank Ladd..... Last Sunday the
t) cook food thoroughly.
Save one_A_,3_A
«-U
Danfiof Qnn/Iou
third
your fuel bill.
4
as
a
Christreceived
Miss
Lena
Rose,
Don’t scratch a “WE AR-EVER” Utenschool,
sil with a knife. Use a wooden spoon or
mas remembrance from the members of the
paddle.
box
of
a
cut
school a beautiful
glass vase,
Don’t put ashes, lye, washing powders
candy and some money. The recipient showed
or soaps containing alkalies, in alumiher appreciation of the gifts by thanking them
num utensils.
Don’t fail to clean an aluminum utensil
in a few well chosen words.
thoroughly as soon as burned or discolored.
By so doing unnecessary labor
SANDY POINT.
will be saved
F. F. Perkinsjwas at home to spend Christ7
Don’t expect too much of aluminum
mas with his family, returning to his business
utensils. Use them well and they will
4 serve you well—and long.
in northern Maine Tuesday morning... .Miss
Don’t forget that the WEAR-EVER”
£
Emeline McFarland of Bar Harbor was a guest
7 trade mark is your guarantee of safety,
at E. G. Clifford’s last week ...Miss Ethel
and service.
Curtis is in Belfast for a visit....C. B. Merrithew is at home from Boston for a time....
Mr. and Mrs. B. M. Eames visited in Hampden
several days the past week-Miss Lucy
Giant is at home from Belfast to spend the

NORTH
Mrs.

Elizna

..

| “Wear-Ever” |
I

UTENSILS

t

fThey

..
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I Wo’ll
octrn\r tho urhiclru
ovnru
ynca’s Consolation. The boy
aiiciouii ui me
ivt-v.iYj.1.
the burning-deck 1
Make men of the brutes made so by it.
the single ring service beingused. !; We’ll take the
church,
all but him had tied.
money now spent at your bars,
After the
ceremony the
couple re- j Give our children a ride on the trolley cars;
'less I’m done for,” he said as he
ceived the congratulations of their many i And once in a while, we’ll buy a big sliver
|
around him, “but there’s one ;
friends present, after which punch and Of choice tenderloin, insteod of old liver;
they’ll never be able to say I cake were
served. Thty were the recipi- We’ll spend the money now given to you
feet!”
ents of many pretty and useful presents. For boots and shoes and clothing, too,
And still have some for the hardware man
eupon he went below gaily whist- Miss Una is one of the
bright and popu- To
t popular ballad:
buy a new stove and a frying pan.
lar Castine girls and all wish her a long
We’ll cut off the expense of the extra police,
"You needn’t set up for me,
and happy life. Mr. and Mrs. Carew And much of our taxes will then soon cease;
For I ain't a cornin’ back.”
left on steamer Golden Rod Thursday For every dollar you help pay of freight
t
Walter’s Good Fortune.
Sir forenoon, enroute for Randolph, Mass., To take care of your product it cost us eight.
a
had
called
to
a
where
take
Raleigh
they will make their home. So there’ll be no need of the town going dark,
cup
th Queen Elizabeth.
Among those present were Mrs. Gates For there’ll be plenty left for the electric
spark;
!
as very good of you, Sir Walter,
and daughter, Edna; Miss Lucy Westhe factory which makes the
Majesty, smiling sweetly upon cott, Mrs. Harry Macomber, Mrs. Mary By stopping
thugs.
ant Knight, “to ruin your cloak Macomber, Mr. and Mrs. E. Julian Seybt,
We’ll save enough money for the water plugs.
r day so that my feet should not
Mr. Arthur Patterson, Mr. James Cos- What shall we do when the town goes dry?
that horrid puddle.
May I not tello, and Miss Elizabeth Weeks. About How care for the farmers’ corn and rye?
1
Lord
Treasurer
to
nine
remy
High
thirity the sound of guns, horns, The answer to you we can easily tell,
L
you for it?”
etc., were heard, which showed at He’ll raise more cattle, and these he’ll sell,
mention it, your Majesty,” once that the young people were getting The farmer will not then have to compete
With the man who owns the saloon on the
Raleigh. “It only cost two and their usual amount of fun and were afstreet;
1 have already sold it to an terward fortunate enough to be invited For the
biggest cinch around the brewers’ den
1
m collector for eight
thousand into the home and get some of Mr. Bar- Is the place where he has his feeding pen.
tram’s fine punch.
Where his hogs and cattle are kept so fat
On the slops and malts from their brewing vats;
i.es
the
Second’s Retort:
Sawyer-Murch.
Miss Emma Paris For the brewer knows, with malicious greed,
•vr he lacked in
qualities of the Murch and Frank Elbert Sawyer, both That with alcohol out, it’s still good feed.
said Lord Clarendon, in discusof Augusta, were married at 6 a. m., So, then, liquor sellers, don’t be gay,
nwell with the King, “we must
We’ll prove our point on election day,
Monday, December 25th, at the Green That this
dear city shall never die
he had a good head.”
f
Street Methodist Church by Rev. Henry But be better far, when the town
goes dry.
should we not admit it?” said
E. Dunnack. The bridal party entered
with a glittering eye.
“He the
church to strains of Lohengrin’s
father's.”
Wedding March, played by Miss Louise
ment of Triumph.
Browning Merrill, and were met at the altar by
FOR FLETCHER’S
the bridegroom’s party. The bride was
finished his poem “Sordello.
by George!” he ejaculated as he gowned in a blue traveling suit and was
his name at the end.
“If that attended by Miss Grace M. Maddox as
/ot Henry James and the Sherbridesmaid, while the groomsman was
PITTSFIELD PERSONALS.
w skinned
ninety-two ways at Myron L. Marr, a cousin of the bride.
'he line of periphrastic ambagios- The bridal party left on the 6.36 a. m.
nubiferous obfuscation, I’ll go in train for a wedding journey, and passed
Austin Wentworth of Montville came
Hied diaphaneity from this time the holidays at the former home of tht Sunday to spend Christmas in the home
and
Mrs.
bride in Morrill. Mr.
Sawyer of his son, J. D. Wentworth.
received many beautiful gifts of silver,
n the Life.
“All great men cut
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Taylor of Brooks
and
embroidery.
glass
neir weaknesses, Doctor,” said
returned to their home Saturday after a
lw'
his
fountain
out
of
visit
with Mr. Taylor’s niece, Mrs. Wiltaking
pen
TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
l 'Tket, “and so I am going to ask you
liam Hurd.
*’
u consider the most asinine
thing
The following transfers in real estate weri
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Hunter and daughever said.”
Alice Hunter, were guests of
Roswell” replied Dr. Johnson, with- recorded in Waldo Count; Registry of Deedi ter, MissMrs. Frank
Hunter in Burnham
Mr. and
oment’s hesitation.—John Ken- for the week ending January 2nd, 1912:
Monday.
's
Jonathan Ridley of Jay, to Mary M. Pattee
Hangs in January Lippincott’s.
Belfast; land and buildings in Jackson.
George Dobson and Roy Cunningham
Eva C. Webster, Swanville, et als., to Helei of Belfast passed the Christmas vaca$100 PER PLATE.
tion
with Mr. Dobson’s parents, Mr. and
at a banquet to Henry Clay, in New
A. Knowlton, do.; land and buildings in Swan
an' in 1841.
Mrs. Alexander Dobson.
Mighty costly for those with ville.
trouble or indigestion. To day peoJames Fickett, Civil War veteran and
John Butterfield, Prospect, to Clara M. Cum
'V,'L- where uae Dr. King's New Life Pills
"'
well-known among the horBeemen in this
troubles as well as liver, kidney and mings, do.; land and buldinga in Prospect.
-orders. Easy, safe, sure. Only 2f
section,’.left Wednesday for Togus, where
Helen A. Knowlton, Swanville, et als, to Evi
“at al! druggists.
he will enter the Soldiers’ Home.
C. Webster, do.; land and buildings in Swan
1
ville.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Berry of MontKnowlton of the Belfast MunicOtis T. Hamlin, Knox, to Louise Morissette
ville, who are returning from their wedcourt, considers the “lookouts”
ding trip, arrived Saturday evening for a
'scouts” employed around places Brooks; land in Brooks.
brief viBit with Mr. and Mrs. Richard
re
Amos B. Brawn, Palermo, to Chas. E. Little
liquor is sold to give warning of
Berry. —Pittsfield Advertiser.
aPproach of officers as contrary to hale, Montville; land in Montville.
Little
to
Chas.
E.
Amos
B.
Brawn, Palermo,
law against obstructing an officer,
in Montville.
land
“Had dyspepsia or indigestion for years.
hale,
Montville;
nis court recently held a man on
Chas. C. Marden, Swanville, to Edmund W
No appetite, and what I did eat distressed me
for the grand jury. East- T horn peon. Sears port, et als.; land and build terribly. Burdock Blood Bitters cured me.”—
charge
;
Sentinel.
J. H. Walker, Sunbury, Ohio.
ings in Swanville.
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Baptist strength
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able sum of money with which to complete a Baptist church in St. Petersburg.
He will assist in this church’s dedication while there, and will visit Moscow,
where are other Baptist churches. He
will not visit Rome, where there is a considerable membership, but will go to

■

;

MacARTHUR ABROAD.

DR.

BEAUTIFUL.

Noted Preacher to Visit the Czar and Go
Round the World.
to
Wear.
Supposed
Rev. Robert S. MacArthur of New
f From the Chicago News.]
“Have you noticed/’ inqui ed the York hag sailed fir Russia on his long’prentice hand, “how flossy are the new contemplated mission—a mission unlike
Btyles for men? The latest things dis- any which an American citizen, certainupplayed in the show windows are as fussy ly an American divine, ever entered
He is the new president of the Bapand ornamental as women’s wear. There on.
a
real sense
are imported hats with saucy little feath- tist World Alliance, and in
represents Christian people by the huners and bows on the side and gorgeous
;
dreds
of
even
millions.
He
thousands,
waistcoats and ‘insected’ coats and all
that. Man is beginning to develop a goes bearing letters to world rulers from
‘shape.’ I don’t know what to make President Taft, and letters from Secretary of State Knox to ambassadors in all
of it.”
“I know what to make of it!” growled countries in Europe and Asia which he
the journeyman philosopher. “I make expects to visit. His mission to Russia
is to ask the Czar and the Russian Govwoe and tribulation and gnashing of
teeth of it. These fancy furbelows in ernment for a larger measure of religmen’s attire to me spell the degeneracy ious liberty for all peoples of all faiths
of the sex. Further, they represent a within his vast empire. He will present,
and will
conspiracy of the suffragettes to make he says, a written statement
back it up with an oral one in case he is
man ridiculous.
He is famous
“You have observed, no doubt,” con- permitted to do so.
tinued the journeyman philosopher, “that throughout the Roman Catholic Church
in
America
for
having preached and
the development of these clownish styles
for men is coincidental with that of the spoken many things against it. He says
plain and ugly styles for women. This that now, however, he will ask the Czar
is but one of many significant facts that for larger liberty for Roman Catholics in
point to an attempt on the part of our Russia, of which there are many thousisters to reverse the parts hitherto sands, and especially for better treatplayed by the sexes in the world’s econ- ment for Jews.
Just before sailing President Macomy.
“Men are being flattered and cajoled Arthur admitted that his mission in
“New Enginto the belief that they are beautiful. Russia was a difficult one.
It is a delusion what will play havoc with land Puritans have treated Baptists as
man’s supremacy when it is once foisted badly as ever Russians treated Jews,”
he observed, “and I expect the Czar of
upon him. Of course, no man in his
mind can be deceived into thinking all the Russias knows it. The American

whose death
yr Sewall L. Heywood,
at his home in Bucksport on
i-,.,nber nth, and was chronicled in

i,„i,ion of the current week,
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112 54
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1 00
Thorndike.
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Unity. 7 58
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Winnecook. t8 08
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arrive.
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Clinton. 8 39
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Benton.
3 00
Bangor. 11 35
2 13
Waterville. 8 54
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4 50
3 05 pm 8 05
Boston

P.M.
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Portland.
Waterville.

Bangor.

Benton.
Clinton...
Burnham, leave.
Winnecook.
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) Will test your eyes accurately, so as to $
c get the exact lens that your vision re- X
quires. No guess work. Office in Ma- J
(jiionic Temple, Room No. 1, Belfast, Me. J

j.

Unity.

DR.E.H. BOYINGTON
8PECIAU8T
Accurately.

44 South Main St.. WINTERPORT, MAINE.
Office Days, Mondays and Tuesdays.
d- n and

goods of every description. Furniture. bedding, car
pets, Stoves, etc
Antique furniture
a specialty. If you
have anything tc

drop

Streets, Belfast,

a

1 20
7 15
7 00
7 21
7 30
8 35
18 45
9
64
9 02

“WRITTEN

3
5
5
5
5
8
5

35
20
30
06
35
20
15

19 56
10 04
10 25
10 35
10 50
1100

Are you reading it? Two millions of your
neighbors arc, and it is the favorite magazine

!

in thousands of the best American homes.

j

It

1

appeals to all clacses—old and young—men
and women—these who know and those who

;

250 PAGES EACH MONTH
300 PICTURES
200 ARTICLE OK GENERAL INTEREST

want to know.

|

The "Shop Notes” Department (20 pages)
gives easy ways to ’o things—how to make
useful articles for home and shop, repairs, etc.
"Amateur Mechanics” (10 pages) tells how to
rnakeMission furniture, wireless outfits, boats,
engines, magic, and all the things a boy loves.

A.M.

j

j 3|

j
^

$1.50

PE-7! YEAR. SINGLE COPIES IS CENTS
f:
Ask your N-. wsdealer to show you one or
WRITE >'GR TREE SAMPLE COPY TODAY

3

I popular1\iechanics""co^

j

4w49

Thorndike.
Knox. t9 10
til 10
1130
Brooks. 9 25
Waldo. t9 35
fll 40
Point.
45
50
til
f9
City
1155
Belfast, arrive. 9 50
tFlag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
$6.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
H. D. WALDRON, General Passenger Agent.
MORRIS MCDONALD,
Vice President & General Manager,
Portland, Maine.

[astern Steamship Co.
REDUCED WINTER FARE
Belfast and Boston, $2.25,

Sear sport National Bank
The annual meeting of the stockholders of
the Searsport National Bank will be held at
their banking rooms in Searsport, on Tuesday,
January 9,1912, at 2 o'clock p. m., for the election of directors for the ensuing year and for
the transaction of such other business as may
legally come before the meeting.
A. H. NICHOLS, Cashier.
Searsport, Maine, December 11,1911.—4w50

Continued Story of the World’s
Progress which you may begin reading at
time, and which will hold your interest
i
forever, is running in
A GREAT

Popular Mechanics
Magazine

13!
,3 23;

12 35
3 15
150
3 23
8 33
3 50
4 00
4 C9
4 15
t4 23
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t4 48
14 58
5 06
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BELFAST

fascinating

Fiction
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2
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12
2
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3
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TO

more

BELFAST.

— ..

sell
me
postal card and you will receive a prompt call.
WALTER H. COOMBS,

Fact

j

Boston. 10 00

WOOD,

that makes

and after October 2, 1911, trains connecting at Burnham and Waterville with through ;
trains for and from Banger, Waterville, Portland and Boston will run as follows:
On

23tf

OPTOMETRIST.
(Eye Me ami ring Specialist)

Magazine

BURNHAM|

|

CORNER CHURCH AND BRIDGE STREETS

Corner Cross and Federal

•

THE

AND

X

Office hours—10 a. m. to 12 m„ 1 to 3 p.
7 to 8 p. m., and by appointment.

con

& Transient Stable

is situated on Washington street, just off Main street. I have single and
double hitches, buckboards, etc. Careful drivers if desired. Your patronly28
age is solicited. Telephones—stable 235-2, house 61-13 S
W. G. PRESTON, Proprietor.

T
Y

AND REFRACTION.
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*

x

[ye, tar, Nose and Throat

Glasses Fitted

|

ly

X

that he has limited his practice
diseases of the

EYE

YORK.

PRESTON’S
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NEW

i
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Announces

J. H.

COMPANY,

C0E-M0RT1MER

A.M.
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JACKSON & HALL, Belfast Agents.

Belfast, depart. 7
t7
City Point

i

to

jf

y
ji

Miss

Telephon connection.

|

will tell you to use E. FRANK COE FERTILIZERS. Manufactured
in the Best Equipped Faatory m the Country at Belfast, Maine.

They
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holidays.... Miss Faustina Griffin, who is
teaching in Hampden, spent Christmas with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Griffin....
Lelia Black returned to Everett, Mas3.,
Tuesday, after a visit with Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Black... .Miss Edna Herrick, who is employed
at F. S. Harriman’s, is in La Grange for a visit.
....Mrs. Maud Blanchard and children of
Stockton village spent several days last week
with Mrs. Fannie Richards-Mrs. W. B.
Sawyer of Sea. sport spent Tuesday with her
daughter, Mrs. Fred Shute-Mr. 'and M rs.
Arthur Moore entertained a family party at
dinner Monday.... Miss Elizabeth Frame is ,in
Boston to spend her vacation of two weeks
with
relatives_Miss Hazel Waldren is
spending her Christmas vacation with relatives in Prospect
Mr. Hatch left Monday
for a visit with his parents in St. Albans, Vt.
....John Brewer, who has been at work in
Caribou during the summer, is at home for a
vacation with his family....Mr. Kupelian of
the Bangor Seminary preached here Sunday.
.The Christmas concert at the church Dec.
24th passed off very successfully owing to the
untiring efforts of the pastor, Mr. Hatch. One
of the most pleasing numbers on the program
was a flute solo by Mr. Kupelian, accompanied
on the
piano by the pastor.Mrs. Olive
Merrill spent Sunday with relatives in Levant
....Work is rushing on the new hall H. M.
Griffin is building and it is expected it will be
ready for use in a few weeks. There are
dining room, smoking room and cloak room
on the first floor, and the hall above has a
steel ceiling and hardwood floor, making it a
very attractive as well as convenient building
for public gatherings....The baked bean
supper last Thursday evening at Mrs. Frank
Heath’s was well attended....Mrs. Estelle
Crosby and son Richard are guests of Mrs.
Fred Perkins for a few days....Christmas
Several families
passed very quietly here.
had Christinas trees....Sch. L. Snow, Jr., is
loading kilnwood here for H. L. Hopkins.

LET YOUR CROPS DECIDE'

1857

URSINE STEEL
(

STEAMSHIP BELFAST

Leave Belfast at 2.00 p.
ay and Thursday.

Bangor
S aturday.
For

at

7.30

a.

Leave Boston at 6.00j>.

c

m.

for Boston Mon-

m.

Wednesday and

m.

Tuesday ancJSd-

ay.

Leave Rockland at 5.15

t

teamer from

<

ay.

a. m.

(or

on

Boston) Wednesday

j

pral of

antrcatur-

FRED W. POTE, Agent, Belfast, Maine.

The weather in Stockton last wee* was aa
follows: Sunday, a fine day, quite mild; Monday, one of the most lovely Christmas days
known in this region —the mercury
ever
mounting to 80 degrees on southern piazzas at
midday in the sunshine; Tuesday, still warm,

SEARSFORT.
The ciocls in town opened Tuesday.
Ethel M. Nichols left Saturday for
Farre, Mass.
Miss Eliza Averill has been appointed assistMiss

but somewhat overcast after early morning;
Wednesday, a mild rainstorm; Thursday, clear
skies with cold, northwest wind blowing a
gale; Friday, still bright sunshine and tremendous wind; Saturday, still, with thermometer standing 10 degrees above zero in morning

clerk in the postoffice.
Mrs. H. H. McDonald of Belfast is the guest
of Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Stevens.

ant

Mrs. Etta Chapin is confined to the hou6e
and is threatened with pneumonia.
Theodore R. Ginn returned Saturday from a
visit with relatives in Boston and vicinity.

and 20 above at
are

Two Great Creators
of Energy
Energy means power—

Mrs. James M. McDougall are
spending the winter in Pasadena, Calif.
Miss Annie G. Gilkey and Miss Eva Havener
were at heme from Eargor for the holidays.
and

Mr.

Miss Ethel Carr, who spent ChriBtmas at
home, returned to Waltham, Mass., Monday.
Miss Mabel I. Nichols, who spent the holiat home, returned to Milo Junction Fri-

power to

work,

to

think,

throw off and keep
off disease.
Get all the sunshine
you can, and take
to

days
day.

|

and Mrs. R. P. Nichols, who spent
Christmas in town, returned to Boston last
Mr.

WedPeter Ward of Everett, Mass., arrived
to visit his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Peter

Ward.

Peavey’s orchestra is having a busy
playing for local dances and in surrounding
time

Be

Ross returned Saturday to
Miss Emily
Hacsettstown, N. J., where she is attending
school.

sure

served.

The News of Brooks

AUU

to

Miss Mildred Witherly of Frankfort visited
friends here last week.

and Mrs. E. G. Roberts have returned
from a visit with friends in Boston.
Mr.

DRUGGISTS

blackbird were seen in
the village cemetery last week, among the
cedars.
and

will

in modern shape, the original structure being
a fine piece of architecture—one to be pre-

get SCOTT*S—
it’s the Standard and always
the best.

towns.

lone robin

j

regularly. It will give H
you strength, flesh and
vitality.

nesday

A

|

Scott’s Emulsion

week.

be installed, the Young Peopie's
Guild furnishing the liberal sum of $80, individuals contributing quite a large proportion
of the means needed to complete the purchase,
and becoming responsible for the remainder.
Therefore there will soon be a prospect of an
increased heat, so long desired, in that large
church edifice. Such interest indicates a feeling that the church must be repaired and put
nace

a

11-19

Miss Abbie A. Roberts, who was so badly inat this
Oct. 7, Steamer Kanawha.3440 jured by a falling barn door, is alive
8, Steamer Kennebec..3380 writing.
Harold Marshall left Monday for Boston
24, Steamer Kennebec.8366
Mrs.
after spending the holidays with Mr. and
M. J. Dow has taken the agency for the
*•
25, R & R L Co barge No 1.1507
Fred Swift.
80, Steamer Kanawha.3460 I Oliver typewriter and has a sample for use in
Steamer Kennebec.33/0 his store.
Clifton Whittum returned last week from Nov. 4,
11, Barge Greenwood.1500
"
Islesboro, where he had been visiting Dr. and
M. J. Dow has closed his farm house for the
12, Steamer Kanawha.3460
Mrs. B. E. Larrabee.
13, Schr Northland.3330 winter, and his caretaker, Roy A. Thompson,
3380
Kennebec.
Steamer
16,
has come to the village residence.
Ernest Murphy has returned to Boston,
24, Steamer Kanawha.3470
where he is attending the Bryant & Stratton
Mrs. Mary Small, who has been very ill at
28, R & R L Co barge No 5.1440
Dec. 7, Schr Northland.3360
Commercial college.
the home of her daughter, Mrs. Philena Clif9, Steamer Borinquen.3355
seems to be improving in health.
Miss Julia Leary, who has been visiting Mr.
11, Steamer Kennebec.8360 ford,
Michael Ward, returned to her home
Belfast Sunday.
Stmr. Kanawha, Capt. Bums, arrived Tues-

and Mrs.
in

••

18, Steamer Borinquen..3355
18, Steamer Kanawha.3460
23, Steamer Kennebec.3360
26, Steamer Borinquen.3365

coal to
day from Norfolk with 3,4G0 tons of
the Penobscot Coal Co.

Total..

Ocmulgee arrived T uesday from Sabine
Pass, Texas, with 8.000 tons of 6ulpher for the
iioruieru

hlarksmith.

nenrv

Oiinnintrham.

182,191

Rev. H. G. Booth, who went to New York to
spend the holidays with his own people, has

not returned and there have been no services
T. H. Sanborn left Dec. 27th for Ban- at the Union Congregational church for the
two Sundays.
gor after a brief visit with her Hichborn past
friends, Church street.
i Golden Crown Lodge, K. of P., bad work last
The Stockton Springs post office has been ! Tuesday evening, followed by a banquet. Their
made a U. S. Postal Savings Depository, the annual ball will be held in Union Hall, Feb. 1st,
1
with Pullen’s orchestra from Bangor to furmatter being arranged Dec. 20th.
Mrs. L. M. Partridge is still suffering from j nish music. There will be a second orchestra
her severe cold, although somewhat improved I in a hall above for the overflow crowd, so that

irapci

Mrs. I.

Steamer Borinquen, Capt. Fickett, finished
discharging Thursday at the Penobscot Coal
dock and sailed for

villatrtk

is receiving congratulations. It is a fine boy.
They now have a family of four smart, healthy
children.

STOCKTONSPRINGS.

Stmr.

ureat

Onr

Norfolk.

Mabel 1. Meyers, Capt. C. N. Meyers,
from Paysandu.S. A.,for Richmond, Va., passed
i n by Cape Henry Dec. 27th.
Miss Rebecca M. Ross, who spent the holiday? at home, left Saturday for West Orange,
Bark

from

the severity of the first attack two

all

!

“Merry Christmasses.”

County Correspondence.

noon.

The excavating necessary for placing a new
furnace under the Universalist church has
been completed and the heater carried to the
a
cellar, but the recent cold snap has caused
As
delay in preparing the cement foundation.
soon as that can be safely prepared the fur-

the

other place could be home to her in her advanced yean, so she returned and took rooms
in a friend's house and is bright and happy
and would put to shame the majority of the
young, robust housekeepers in the nicety and
precision with which she does her work. Her
daughter and husband have been spending the
holidays with her. May she see many more

may have an
special train from

opportunity

to dance.

A

NORTHPORT.
The Leap Year dance at Elwell's hall was a
grand success. About thirty-five couples attended. There will be another dance there
Jan. 13th....Mr. George Bowden and Mrs.
Fannie L. Rhodes were united in marriage in
Camden Jan. 1st, and arrived home Tuesday.
They will hold a reception at their home on
Beech Hill road in Northport next Saturday.
....There will be a L. A. S. supper at C. O.

Dickey's
was

ice

this,

Thursday, evening-There
Pond Sunday.

boating on Pitcher

NORTH SEARSMONT.
Mr. Potter and son Carlton of Boston are
stopping for a few days with Mr. and Mrs. Jas.
Fuller-Miss Sadie Fuller has returned to
Massachusetts after spending the holidays in
town. .Miss Daisy Miller of Belfast is with her
father for a few weeks.. Master Eugene,second
son of Mr. and Mrs. L. N.
Tenney, met with
a very painful accident while out hunting.
In
some way he placed his hand over the muzzle
of his gun, which was cocked, and it was discharged, the charge going through the palm
of his hand. The doctor
says that he will lose
two fingers.Miss Edith Wilson has returned
to her duties as teacher in Gardiner, Me., after
spending the holidays with Mr. and Mrs. M. O.
Wilson....Mr. Raymond Hills will return to
Camden Jan. 2d as a student in the Camden
High school-The Larkin Club will meet
this week with Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Fuller.
....Mr. Maynard Hills and Miss Lola Hill of
Union spent Dec. 29th and 30th with Mr. and
Mrs. A. G. Hills.

weeks ago.

J., where she is teaching.

j

1

Of All Cars Made In America in
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AMERICAN PORTS.

New York, Dec 28. Ar, schS Eagle Wing,
Fernandina; Wm E Litchfield, Brunswick, Ga;
29, sld, schs Annie B Mitchell, Philadelphia;
Wm Mason, Norfolk; Wawenock, Norfolk; I
Thomas W H White, Baltimore Seguin, Baltimore; Tofa, Savannah; Clara E Randall, Lambert’s Point; Mark Pendleton, Wilmington;
Wm Bisbee, Baltimore; ar, sch John Bossert,
Georgetown, » C; 30, ar, stmr Millinocket,
Stockton; schs Elizabeth Gilbert, Wiggins, S C;
Augustus H Babcock, Wilmington, N C; Jan 1,
sld, stmr Millinocket, Stockton; sch Wm E j
Litchfield, Belfast, Ga, for eastern port.
Boston, Jan 1. Ar, sch Gilbert Stancliffe, !

Bangor.
Philadelphia,

Ar, sch Ralph M Hay-

Dec 30.

ward, Boston.

Me., assisted by Rev. Clarence M. Fogg
from Newton Center, Mass., have been holding special meetings here the past two
weeks. The attendance has been good, and
several have made a start in the new life. The
meetings will be continued each evening this
week....A society of Maccabees is to be organized here at the Grange Hall Friday evening, January 5th-A party of eighteen celebrated Christmas at the home of Mrs. Sophia
Hartshorn. The Christmas feast, and later the
heavily laden Christmas tree, made the day a
delightful one to all interested... .Quite a
number of our young people who are en-

ONE-THIRD

j

»m

1912 Will Be Fords
What

||

And that’s the same sterling car that is being built for 1912-75,000 of
them—with added features which go to make it even more convenient and
valuable tor users. By reason of the largely increased production, witli con-

Greeley, Norfolk;
Newport News,

Ar, schs General E

S

J Lisan, Portland; sch Celia F, Manzanilla; 28, j
si d, stmr Kanawha, Searsport, 29, sld, sch
i uther T Garretson, Allyn’s Point; Jan 1, ar, j
tmr

1

1, sld, schs Mary A Hall, Boston; Melbourne P

Smith, Newark.
Key West, Dec

sch

30.

making,

the price for 1912 has been largely

Agents for Waldo County—CARLE & JONES.

ANNOUNCEMENT
We

Robert A Snyder.
Dec 27. Sld, stmr F

Bonnquen, Searsport.
Bridgeport, Dec 26. Ar, sch Mory Gra£,
Bangor.
Mobile, Dec 27. Sld, bark Penobscot, Santos.
Jacksonville, Dec 28. In port, sch J Manchester Haynes, loading for New Bedford; Jan

economy in buying and

reduced.

Baltimore, Dec 29. Ar, sch Edward H Cole, |
l ort Tampa; 30, cld, sch Horace A Stone, Nor-

folk.
New Haven, Jan 1.

Valuable Message to the World.

ot the globe will tell you today that their Model T Cars are reliable in every
emergency and of surprising efficiency and utility under any and all cond1tlons. After all of the millions of miles those cars have traveled, everybody
knows the Ford Model T is right.

Vffi? sequent

sts

a

This is the fifth season of the Model T and its absolute reliability has been
proven by 80,000 satisfied Model T owners. Think how that car has been
tried and tested in four years of hard service. Ford owners in every quarter

are

opening

a

branch of the

Plumbing and Heating
departments of our Stockton Springs business in Belfast.
Our specialties will be fine residence Plumbing, Hot Water
and Steam Heating, using

Standard

Sanitary Mfg. Co’s
AND

New-

American Radiator Co.’s
WELL KNOWN PRODUCTS.

CRAWFORD HOT AIR FURNACES
Repair work will receive prompt and careful attention.
Quality and good workmansip our aim. Estimates
gladly furnished on small as well as large work.
Later

shall open display
office 2 Grove Street.

we

Temporary

44 Main street.
Phone No. 234-3.

rooms at

ney,

1

|

|

ARE YOUR KIDNEYS

WELL?

j

Miss Hattie Shibles was called to Knox last
week to care for her grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. David Shibles, who were ill. Her grandfather passed away Saturday. Her father,
George Shibles, was with him at the time of
his death. The funeral will be held Tuesday.
Miss Sadie Knight Clough visited her aunt,
Mrs. T. P. Tyler, several days last week. Her
present home is in Unity... At the Reading Club
meeting at George Pratt's Friday evening, ten
names were presented for membership and accepted. Mrs. Clara Bagley, the librarian, received from the Club a fine oak rocker for a
Christmas present.... Prof, and Mrs. Foster of
Guilford spent Christmas with her parents,
Rev. and Mrs. J. C. Lamb.

Ar,
Lewiston,
port News.
San Francisco, Dec 29. Ar, stmr, Arizonan,
muniuLL.
Salina Cruz.
The Morrill Sunday school was reorganized
Searsport, Dec. 28. Sld, barge R. & R. L.
last Sunday. Dr. T. N. Pearson is Supt.; Co., Rockland; 30, sld,stmr Borinquen, Norfolk;
Elisha Brown, Asst. Supt.; Lilia Pearson, Sec’y; barge Greenwood, Rockland.
Stockton Springs, Dec. 28. Sld, stmr MilliE. E. Bowen, Treasurer; J. O. Blake, Librarian;
nocket, New York; Jan 1, sld, stmr Carolyn,
Nellie B. Hatch, Supt. of the home depart- N.
Y; 2, ar, stmr Ocmulgee, Sabine Pass.
ment, and Bertha Mears, chorister. The SecFOREIGN PORTS.
retary reported 49 sessions of the school the
Salina Cruz, Dec. 24, 7 am. Ar, stmr Mispast year, with an average attendance of 60.
San Francisco; sld, 6 p m., str
Miss Carrie Blake has attended every session sourian, Lyons,
Virginian, Greene, San Diego.
of the school for the past five
Several
Puerto
Dec 29, 11 a m. Sld, str
Mexico,
years.
scholars received presents of nice Bibles and Texan, Parse, New York.
other books for constant attendance_Rev.
and Mrs. Perley Miller, evangelists from Syd-

Belfast will reach Brooks in
time for the opening and return at the close of
Miss Mary Calkin left Tuesday by early !
Nehemiah Roulstone, who has been visiting
the dancing. The Brooks K. of P. annual ball
reenter her colhis mother, Mrs. Flora Roulstone, during the train for Wellesley, Mass., to
j has always been a success in the past and a
instituat
the
a
classes,
lege
being
sophomore
to
Boston
Monday.
holidays returned
is expected this year.
tion. Her holidays she spent with her parents, j record-breaking crovyd
Levi Trundy. James P. Butman, Lester
street.
School
interest
We
read
with
in last week’s Journal
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
Calkin,
Whittier and. Herbert Partridge returned to
Mr. Benjamin Kendle of Boston was the the letter of Frank W. Go wen from Los AnKent’s Hill Tuesday, where they are attending
of Montville he
guest of Mr. Crawford Treat, West Main geles, California. A native
school.
for the week-end, leaving Monday. Mr. has always taken much interest in Waldo gaged in teaching or attending school away
Steamer Belfast is making as good time in street,
K. is an engineer on the steamer, Joseph W. ! county, as well as in the general prosperity of are spending the holidays with relatives in
1
the winter as she did in the summer months.
commanded by Capt Louis the State. A prosperous business man, he has town... Mr. and Mrs. Sawyer from Augusta
She arrived here last Saturday morning at 8 Fordney, formerly
judged public questions from their financial and Miss Flora Murch, a trained nurse, are
La Verge.
o’clock.
standpoint, as well as from a moral and social spending a few weeks with their mother, Mrs.
son of Mr. and
Harold
Mr.
Griffin,
younger
at
the
The total amount of coal discharged
standpoint. He has been one of our most Lottie Murch-Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Jones are
came home
Levi
S.
street,
Mrs.
Griffin,
Maple
at
Mack’s
Penobscot Coal and Wharf Co’s plant
earnest advocates and ablest workers for the
visiting relatives in Massachusetts.... Mr
from Belfast for a brief visit at his
Foint sihce it was established in 1906 is 1,143,- Saturday
support of Constitutional Prohibition in Maine Elbridge Achorn is very ill, and his daughter,
He is employed by Mr. Albion P.
father’s.
928 tons.
and his efficient labors will be more generally
Mrs. Melissa Haugh, of Belfast, has been with
Goodhue, 2d, as an assistant in his plumbing
appreciated as the years go by. Maine has him recently.... Roy Paul began the short agMrs. Mary Sargent, the widow of Capt. business.
; lost a worthy citizen, and the
temperance ricultural course at Orono last Monday.
Thomas Sargent, died in Bangor Sunday, aged
Mr. Russell Goodhue took Thursday’s steam- cause an able
advocate, in the removal of the
76 years. The remains will be brought here
er for Boston, after being the guest of his
Hon. Frank W. Gowen from this State.
for interment
EAST NORTHPORT.
father, Mr. Albion P. Goodhue, and his sister,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Allen of Belfast were in
In last week’s o ournai we read an editorial
Capt. R. F. Sargent has resigned his position Mrs. Carrie A. Gardner, Midile street, for
item in regard to Col. Alden J. Biethen, editor town Wednesday, and were guests of Mr. and
i
as night watchman at the A. A. C. Co. at
associates
Old
week.
a
gladly greeted
nearly
of the Seattle, Washington, Times. He was Mrs. W. C. Mahoney at Bayside_Miss
Mack’s Point and has gone to Hampden, where him in his native town.
Georgia Kelley has returned from a visit to
one of the many able young men who have
he has a fine position for the winter.
Mr. Harry D. Shute left home Monday for j
Boston and vicinity_The Aid Society met
Miss Katherine Kneeland, who spent her va- Rockland, to join steamer Mineola, plying be- originated in Waldo county and have struck out
with A. B. Whitten Friday afternoon. Decation with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. 14 tween Rockland and Blue Hill, for the winter. into the wide world to achieve success, and
licious ice cream and cake were served_Miss
Kneeland, returned Saturday to Chelsea, Mass, The Bar Harbor bteamer with which he has succeeded in doing it. He was a fellow student with the writer at Kent’s Hill and is well Mary Kelly spent the Christmas vacation at
where she is a teacher in the public schools.
for several years been connected is off the
remembered for his ability in debate and in all her home in Brewer.... Miss Janetta Rogers
Thursday and Friday the wind blew a howl- route during cold weather.
has arrived home from Dean Academy, Frankgeneral exercises of the school. As young
The Current Events Club will be entertaining gale from the northwest. Saturday was a
fellows we taught adjoining schools in the lin, Mass., for a three weeks’ vacation. She
fair, moderate day. There was a very light ed Wednesday afternoon, Jan. 10th, by Misses
town of Thorndike and visited each other and was accompanied by her aunt, Miss Eva
snowfall Sunday, and Monday was a pleas- Mary and Harriet D. Hichborn. All members
the nights together. At Kent’s Hill Knowlton of Boston, who returned Tuesday.
The study spent
are cordially invited to be present.
ant, warm day.
he was the chum of Will Pattee of Jack- .Mrs. Gertrude Condon is spending the
and reading are exceedingly educational and
son, afterward Dean of a Law school.
He Christmas holidays with her sisters, Mrs. C. O..
Beginning Tuesday night, Jan. 2nd, a Week
interesting when followed regularly.
Dickey, and Mrs. H. G. Hills-Miss Bernice
was at one time a roommate of Roscoe J.
of Prayer will be observed in this town. TuesMiss Marian Kneeland left Monday for Mars
Perley of Unity, whose father was then Pro- Carnes of Bangor was the guest of Mr. and
day and Wednesday the services will be held
to resume her teach- fessor of
Mrs. C. O. Dickey for Christmas_Mr. and
in the Methodist church and Thursday and Fri- Hill, Aroostook county,
Penmanship and Business in the InMrs. Isaac Hills attended the wedding of Mrs,
in the Grammar school, having been suc- stitute.
Recently we met Mr. Perley and enday in the Congregational. The public is cor- ing
cessfully engaged there for some time. She joyed exchanging reminiscences of the old Hills’ niece, Miss Edna Carter, in Searsport
dially invited to attend.
spent her Christmas vacation with her pa- days at Kent’s Hill, where we had for Waldo Sunday evening. The wedding was a quiet afThis,Thursday, evening, following the prayer rents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kneeland, Cape
county associates Boardman, Ellis, Small and fair, only members of the immediate families
meeting in the conference room of the Con- Jellison.
and Miss Edna’s classmates being present_
--uiu.cj U1
the
meetregular monthly
gregational church,
Stockton’s Christmas trade is reported by I Freedom, Chase of Thorndike, Chase of Unity, Rev. M. S. Hill of Belfast held a Christmas
j
Memorial
the
Carver
will
be
of
library
ing
in the chapel Sunday evening. Special
At the same time service
our merchants as the largest in many years. | with Pattee and Blethen.
held. A full attendance is desired. The meet- j
music had been prepared by the choir, which
we were classmates of Frank Sandford, now
; All were liberallv patronized, the spirit of
ing will be held in the conference room.
was much enjoyed by those present.
The
giving being rife throughout the village and famous over the entire nation. Then, as now
members of the choir were disappointed, as
An eloquent sermon was preached in the vicinity. “On Christmas play and make good he did things and was
popular with both teachCongregational church last Sunday morning I cheer, for this day comes but once a year!” is ers and pupils. At sport or in the class he their bass singer, Walter Dickey was ill with a
by the pastor, Rev. Charles H. McElhiney, his j as good advice today as three hundred years was a leader. He was bright and attractive bad cold and they felt that his absence made a
theme being The Coming Year. Special music ; ago, when written.
! and received special attention from the teach- great difference.... The Christmas tree and
concert given in the chapel Christmas night
was rendered by the vested choir, with solos by
Our postmaster, Mr. Harry R. Hichborn, in- ers, and in their own venacular the boys alwas well attended and much enjoyed by both
Mr. McElhiney, Dr. F. K. Sawyer and Miss
forms U6 that an unexpectedly large mail was lowed that he was a “smart cuss.” We had a
older ones, judging from the
Harriet Roulstone.
handled at our postoffice during Christmas visit from Sandford soon after he had started children and
at Shiloh. He was looking up his old class- smiling faces seen as the very pretty tree was
Schooner Loduskia, owned by Capt. Joshua ; week. The incoming letters,post-cards,parcels
Mrs. L. C. Ross wished
mates of Kent’s Hill, and also working for relieved of its load.
Thay er of Winterport, which has been anchor- and boxes, kept him and his assistants busy
Shiloh. But in all his conversation there was the writer, through The Journal, to thank the
ed at Long Cove for the past two years, filled nearly all day Christmas in the distribution. I
kind remembrance of
; the same tinge of independent
self-reliance, children for their very
and sank at her anchors in the heavy north- Nearly three-thousand postals were stamped
the same reluctance to ask or accept a per- her.... Faustina and Robert Condon are spendin
the
the
office
before
Christmas.
Saturday
west blow last Friday night. The Loduskia is
sonal favor, which characterized him as a boy. ing the Christmas vacation with Mrs. C. 0.
a schooner of 108 tons, 86 feet long, 24 feet
Many, relatives and friends of Mr. Charles ; Whatever line
of action he might have taken Dickey and Mrs. H. G. Hills-Mr. and Mrs.
beam, 8 feet hold, and was built in 1851 in W. Griffin of San Francisco, Cal., eldest son ol
C. O. Dickey entertained at dinner Sunday
up he would have been a leader. He could not
Mr.
Willard
M. Griffin of said city, will hear
Freeport, Me.
|
Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Hills, Miss Janetta Rogers,
work in any other place.
with pleasure that he and wife sailed from
Miss Eva Knowlton, Miss Bernice Carnes, Mrs.
Coal Receipts at Searsport. Following is I
New
York
last
week
for
a
I
European trip ol
a list of cargoes of coal which arrived anc
“Tinker” Howard has been in the village Gertrude Condon and children. Mr. and Mrs.
several
months.
In
May they intend returnH. G. Hills had the same guests at Christmas
were discharged at the Penobscot coal dock al j
some weeks, repairing all the refractory clocks
ing to America. It is hoped they may then and
Mack’s Point during the year 1611:
dinner, and Mr. and Mrs. C. O. Dickey, Earl
watches.
: visit Mr. G’s native town before going to the
and Walter Dickey.
Miss Carnes returned
Tons
Gorham
Hamlin
and
of
Jackson
have
family
Jan. 4, Schr Northland.290( [ Pacific coast.
home Monday, and was not one of the guests
moved into their nice village home, bought
10. R & R L Co. barge No 3.1551
at Mrs. Hills.
From Cape Jellison piers the following shipsome time ago of Dr. N. R. Cook, and are now |
22, Steamer Kanawha.348C i
27, Barge Allen wood. 80( ping report was telephoned Monday evening “one of us.”
will spend the winters here,
They
31, Schr Northland.318' 1 Dec. 25th, steamer Miliinocket arrived with
and the summer season on their farm at Cates
Feb. 17, Steamer Kanawha....348(
17, Barge Coaldale.120( general cargo from New York. Dec. 26th | Corner.
sch.
Schr
Elm
arrived
with
a
of
Northland.3181
fertilizer
24,
City
cargo
| Gilbert Morrill, a commercial traveler, has
26, Steamer Kanawha.348( from Baltimore. Dec. 29th, steamer
Carolyr | been
Mar. 2, Barge Nesquehonic.110(
visiting his family here for some two
arrived from New York. Dec. 27th, steamer
12, Steamer Kanawha.348(
| weeks. They have been having numerous im19, Schr Northland.318( Miliinocket sailed with paper for New York
made on their residence this fall,
27, Steamer Kanawha.348( j Jan. 1, 1912, steamer Carolyn sailed with a car- j provements
Belfast People Know the Importance
both outside and in, until now it is one of the Many
Apr. 9, Steamer Kanawha.348(
of
for
New
York,
go
potatoes
of Healthy Kidneys.
16, Steamer Kennebec.339( J
cosiest little homes in the village.
20, R & R L Co barge No 5.160(
The Ladies’ Aid Society will hold no meetThe kidneys filter the blood.
After the death of her husband, last we< k,
2, R & R L Co barge No 3.1581
May
"
ing this, Thursday, afternoon, as Mrs. Horace
348(
5, Steamer Kanawha.
Lila O’Brien Roberts, with her little girl, went
They work night and day.
**
12, Barge Greenwood.t....156( j Staples, West Main street,will give a whist soWell kidneys remove impurities.
12, Barge Allentown.111! I cial—doughnuts and coffee for refreshments to stay with her mother, Mrs. Capt. Bennett,
Sick kidneys allow impurities to multiply.
and their former home will be sold. Mrs. Rob15, Steamer Kanawha.348( —at her residence in the
to
which
evening,
18, R & R L Co barge.157<;
No kidney ill should be neglected.
erts has passed through a trying time of sor26, Steamer Kanawha.S48( the public is cordially invited. Preparations
There is grave danger in delay.
row and suffering, in the sickness and death of
June 5, Steamer Kanawha.348(
have been made for a large company, such as
If you have backache or urinary troubles,
an infant
child, a dear brother, Wallace
17, Steamer Kanawha.3401
usually patronize Mrs. S.’s socials. Admissior
If you are nervous, dizzy or warn out.
26, Barge Greenwood.156(
O’Brien, and her husband losing all within
**
29, Steamer Kanawha.3401 10 cents; refreshments included. I f Thursday little more
Begin treating your kidneys at once;
than a month. Another brother,
July 4, Schr Northland.3311 be stormy, the sociable will be deferred unti!
Use a proven kidney remedy.
Walter, is still ill at the mother’s home, with
12. Steamer Bay Port.234( Friday evening.
None endorsed like Doan's Kidney Pills.
the malaria contracted in Georgia while on
22, Steamer Kanawha.340E
Mrs. Ernest Blanchard wishes to express hei
Aug. 2, Steamer Kanawha.3401
Recommended by thousands.
boat service between New York and that place,
Steamer
Kanawha.341]
11,
deepest gratitude and thanks to the many
Proved by home testimony.
**
19, Steamer Ravenscraig.3481 former associates of her deceased husband a( They have the sympathy of many friends.
W. J. Heal, retired farmer, 60 Miller street,
20, Schr Northland.332(
One of our smart old ladies is Mrs. Emilj
"
18, Barge Greenwood.124( Cape Jellison docks who so generously conBelfast, Me., says: “Doan’s Kidney Pills prov**
23, Barge Nesquehonic.1541 tributed money and coal to her on Christmas, Seavey, widow of Henry Seavey. She is Si ed their worth in
my case in giving me great
“£**2, Steamer Kanawha.34l< and also to the kind friends of herself at the years of age and has spent nearly all her life
relief from kidney trouble. I willingly confirm
Steamer Kanawha.34l(
Sep\^,
in this place, rearing her two children, Hillard all I said in their
sardine factory, and throughout the village,
**
praise in 1904.”
*f*^earner Kennebec.339( who liberally
donated large quantities of groc- and Abbie. The son died some years ago. Abl»»C:eamer Kanawha.344(
For sale by all dealers. Price 60 cents. Fos16?dteamer^(ennebec.338( eries to her, depositing them in her kitchen bie married Alfred Smith and went to live in ter-Milbum Co., Buffalo, New York, sole agenta
22, Barge Nesquehonic.156(
her absence. She and her two children Hallowell. The home place was sold and the for the United States.
M
23, R & R L Co barge No 6.150c during
24, Steamer Kanawha.S41f deeply appreciate these tokens of remembrance mother tried hard to content herself awaj
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take no
from the village, with her ^daughter, but no other.
28, Steamer Kennebec.888q in their loneliness.
N.

1KUT.

GOODHUE & CO.,

Destroys
Dandruff

MASSACHUSETTS

Ayer’s Hair Vigor keeps the
scalp clean and healthy,
destroys ail dandruff, and
greatly promotes the growth

by

the J

CO., Lowell,

C. AYER

We have just received
lery, which includes

PRODUCE MARKET.

PAID

40a50,
per Du,
dried, per lb., 7|
2.50a2.75
Beans, pea,

Calf Skins,
Duck,

Eggs,
Fowl,
Geese,
RETAIL

6|i
60
16
16
14
20
32
14
18

Spatulas,

PRODUCER.
14.00

Hides,

8Aa9

11
40a50
8
38
80
Potatoes,
Round Hog,
8
Straw,
6.00
26a28
Turkey,
Tallow,
2
Veal,
12
Wool, unwashed,
20
Wood, hard,
4.00a4.60
Wood, soft,
3.00

81
76
76

150

1.10
5
4
9al0
7
12

1.13

3$
1.55
7
40
5

4£

etc.

j

\

3

tion;

Therefore, you are hereby directed and I
quired, in the name of the State of Maim J
notify and warn all legally qualified vote; lj|
attend at the regular
voting places in the 1

aforesaid and the several towns in said
trict, on the first Monday of February,
being the fifth day of said month, for the

pose of voting for persons to be nominate
their respective political
parties as candid;
for the office of Senator from said Distr:
the election to be held on the first Mom:
March next.
And you, the said
Mayor, Aldermei
Selectmen, in conducting the said prr
election, and in making your records ai
turns of the same, are
hereby directed t
comply with all the provisions of the la
lating to the nomination of candidates
rect primaries and known as the Direct
rnary law.
Given at the Executive Chamber, ir
gusta, this thirtieth day of Decer
in the year of our Lord one thoi.
l.
nine nuncired and
eleven, and o!
■j
Independence of the United StatAmerica the one hundred and th

Searsport,

a

SPIRELLA
CORSETS

daughter, weight

Perfect

By

MARRIED

DIED
Arey. In Vinalhaven, December 18, Mary,
widow of the late Sanford Arey, aged 66 years.
Batchelder. Iu Belfast, January 2, Mrs.
Mariah M. Batchelder, aged 63 years, 9 months
and 6 days.
Bisbee. In Union, December 5, Mrs. Lelia
(Moore) Bisbee, aged 61 years.
Billings. In Bluehill, December 20, Mrs.
Caroline E. Billings, aged 69 years, 6 months
and 7 days.
Brier. In Malden, Mass, December 25,
George Frank Brier of North Belfast, aged 79
years.
Cottle. In Brewer, December 23, William
Octavius Cottle, formerly of Surry.
Gray. In Belfast, December 28, Willard C.
Gray of South Penobscot, aged 56 years and 9

A Writ of Election.

BELL STREET, BELFAST.

To the Mayor and Aldermen of the c;
Belfast and Selectmen of the several t<
in the Thirteenth Senatorial Distric
Maine, comprising the County of Wat
Said State.

Tel. 169-12.

RUM AT.

mdnths.
Jones. In Stickney Corner, Washington,
December 12, Mrs. Lorenda R. Jones, aged 82
years, 1 month and 6 days.
Snow. In West Appleton, December 19,
Henry L. Snow, aged 25 years and 3 months.
Shibles. In Knox, December 30, David
Shibles, aged 71*years and 1 month.
Wentworth. In Knox, January 2, Mrs. Sallie
Reed Wentworth, aged 100 years, 3 months
and 17 days.
Wheeler. In Togus, December 25, Henry
E. Wheeler, aged 74 years, 9 months, 24 days.

Fire
Insurance
Representing Companies

whose

Assets aggregate over

$35,000,000
STOCKTON SPRINGS, MAINE

wantedT
One hundred old Hour barrels at

BRAMHALL’S
FISH

MARKET.

Belfast, December 21,1911.—4w51.

greeting:
Whereas, a vacancy now exists in the
sentation of this State, in the Thirteenth
atorial District, comprising the Count
Waldo, by the death of the Honorable Wi
S. Pendleton, a member from Said Distri.
Whereas, the Constitution and laws of >
provide that whenever vacancies shall
in the Senate, the Governor shall cause
cepts to be issued to the Mayors and A
men of the several cities and Selectmen
several towns within the District in whicl
vacancy exists, directing and requiring
to cause the inhabitants of their respei
cities and tow ns qualified therefor, to a >i
and give their votes for a Senator to till
vacancy;
Therefore, you are hereby directed and
quired, in the name of the State of Main
notify and warn the inhabitants of the
and towns aforesaid, in the manner in w
the law directs, who are duly qualified to
for Representatives to the Legislature of
State, to assemble on the first Monday
March, A. D., 1912, being the fourth da
said month, to give their votes in said ::
ings for a Senator for the said Thirteenth
atorial District.
And you, the said Mayor, Aldermen
Selectmen, in conducting the said election,
in making your records and returns of
same, are hereby directed to fully comply
all the provisions of the law relating to
election of State and County otficers,
known as the Australian ballot law.
Given at the Executive Chamber, in
gusta, this thirteenth day of Dei
ber, in the year of our Lord one th 1
I
s.
L.
sand nine hundred and eleven, and
\
(-' the Independence of the
States of America the one hun...
and thirty-sixth.
FREDERICK W. PLAISTEI I
By the Governor. Attest:
I
Cyrus W. Davis, Secretary of Stat
1

I

John M. Ames Company

FREDERICK W. PLAISTF
Governor. Attest:
Cyrus W. Davis, Secretary of Sta

STATE OF MAINE

Mrs. C. S. Webber,

Foster-Sweetland. In Thomaston, Decem20, Alton E. Foster of Thomaston and Miss
Sadie Sweetland of Rockland.
During my absence Mrs. Edwin S. Bowker
Rose-Andrews. In Tenant’s Harbor, Dewill aot as agent for Rumat. Many people
cern b r 27, Charles B. Rose of Springfield and
Miss Mabelle F. Andrews of Tenant’s Harbor. are receiving great benefits
Telephone
Spear-Castner. In Warren. December 25,
an.
Im5l
Chester H. Spear and Miss Sylvia M. Castner, connect!
MRS. CHAS. F. SHAW.
both of Warren.
Wingate-Hatch.
In Islesboro, December
Rev.
H.
Mack
27, by
W. Rhoades,
Preston
Wingate and Miss Effie Porter Hatch, both of
Millinocket.
ber

\

the

comfort.

I have many satisfied customers.

4

f

sixth.

4

Kelley. In Castine, December 20, to Mr.
and Mrs. James Kelley, a son.
Marsh. In Rockland, December 22, to Mr.
and Mrs. Albert R. Marsh, a son, Henry Stacy.
Ring. In Bath, December 27, to Mr. and
Mrs. Harry E. Ring, a son.

of

vacancy, and
W hereas, the Governor
has, by his wr i
election, issued this day, designated the
Monday of March next as the dav on wh'
election to fill the aforesaid vacancy
take place, and
Whereas, the law's of Maine provide
nominations for candidates for the otiic
Senator shall be made at a
primary eh
and that, in cases of elections to lill vacu:
said primary election shall be held at
time as the Governor shall order b
prom; I

Mitchell k Trussell.

rust.

a

vacancy now exists in the r
this State, in the ThirL I
Senatorial District, comprising the ('our a
the
Waldo, by
death of the Honorable \V
ij
S Pendleton, a member from said
District
W hereas, the Constitution and laws
of /.
provide that whenever vacancies shall
in the Senate, the Governor
shall caus.
cepts to be issued to the Mayors and A ■■;
men of the several cities and
Selectmen
I
several towns within the District in vvl.u
vacancy exists, directing and requiring
to cause the inhabitants of their
resp.
j
cities and towns qualified
therefor, to ass.
and give their votes for a Senator to til
3

LET US SHOW
THESE GOODS.

or

3

greetings:

Whereas,

sentation

Also Scissors and Shears
at 25 cents a pair, any
size you want—a good
article for the money.

break

|

Maine, comprising the County of Wai
said State.

Fit perfectly, are made to order,
guaranteed for 12 months against

It >

Aijsplund. In Belfast, December SO, at the
Waldo County Hospital, to Mr. and Mrs. George
of

CitJ

RETAIL MARKET.

PRICE.

Elej

To the Mayor and Alderman of the
Belfast and Selectmen of the several :
in the
Thirteenth Senatorial Distru

full line of cut-

We have Scissors and
Shears, all sizes, of
the best quality.

Hay,

Onions,
Cracked Corn,
Oil, kerosene,
Corn Meal,
Pollock,
Cheese,
20; Pork,
Cotton Seed,
1.75 Plaster,
Codfish, dry,
12’Rye Meal,
10 Shorts,
Cranberries,
Clover Seed,
20 Sugar,
5.50a7.00 Salt, T. I.,
Flour,
H. G. Seed,
'Sweet Potatoes,
Lard,
12.Wheat Meal,

Ausplund
pounds.

tion.

\\ in* Said Scissors?

Mass.

12 Lime,
Beef, Corned,
Butter Salt, 141b., 18a22.0at Meal,

Corn.

a

Proclamation for Primary’

Butcher Knives,
Pen Knives,

Lamb,
Beans, Y. E., 2.50a2.75 Lamb Skins,
28
Butter,
Mutton,
Beef, sides,
7a7^ Oats, 32 lb.,

Beet,forequarters,
Barley, bu,
Chsese,
Chicken,

STATE OF MAINE

Carving Sets,
Kitchen Knives,

BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
Apples,

PLUMPERS,

BELFAST, MAINE.

Cutlery""Cuts

of the hair. You will certainly be pleased with it as
a dressing for your hair.
It
keeps the hair soft and
smooth and promptly checks
any failing of the hair. It
does not color the hair, and
cannot injure the hair or
scalp. Consult your doctor
about these hair problems.
Ask him what he thinks of
Ayer’s Hair Vigor.
JVL.rte

LICENSED

P. 0. BOX 112.

——

|

Umj

Kndni

*

*

For indigestion

Relieves sour stomacJ
Di vesta w&at you eai

palpitation of the heart

